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SPORTS CONSIDERATIONS

Bourne
response
No decisions made
BY SARAH JONES

staff writer

BECKY GABRIEL/flo/fptowgrop^r
More than ISO students marched from Godwin Hall to Alumnae Hall in support of eight sports teams
that may be eliminated. Athletic Director Jeff Bourne released a response yesterday.

Students march for
endangered teams
BY JEN BONDS

news editor
With the impending considerations to cut eight sports teams
from the JMU athletics roster,
about 150 athletes and supporters
staged a march yesterday to raise
support and awareness for the
teams in jeopardy.
Headed up by Save Our Sports
(S.O.S.), a group with representatives from each of the teams, the
march left Godwin Hall at noon
and proceeded through campus

[SUP)
Crazysexycool
Sex is the theme as a visiting comedian discusses the rules of the
game and Theatre II show 'Sex,
Drugs and Rock 'n' Roll." Pag« 19

to President Linwood Rose's
office at Alumnae Hall.
Wearing "Save Our Sports" Tshirts and carrying signs bearing
messages such as, "Is this what
they mean by diversity?" and
"'All Together One' — Linwood
Rose," protesters raised attention
on campus while chanting and
singing the JMU fight song.
During the march, S.O.S. facilitator Stephen Reynolds, a senior,
and Student Government Association President Mark Sullivan
delivered petitions to both Rose's

Eight varsity sports
teams have been proposed
for elimination according to
the Centennial Sports Committee Report that was
released to the public yesterday. The report, originally
issued to the Athletic
Department,
confirms
rumors and reports.
Athletic Director Jeff
Bourne offered a response to
the report, stating that he
was still considering all the
options and hasn't made a
decision yet.
The committee complet-

ed its final report on May 25,
but due to the athletic
department's concern about
considering a variety of factors regarding the future of
JMU's 27 sports programs,
Bourne waited more than
five months to release the
report, he said.
The report addresses
compliance with Title IX,
which requires that the percentage of female athletes is
equal to the percentage of
females in the student body,
and how to adequately fund
athletic programs.
The teams proposed for
elimination are women's
see BOURNE, page 7

Centennial Sports Committee Report

and Athletic Director Jeff Bourne's
offices. The inch-thick petition
contained approximately 3,000
signatures. Neither Rose nor
Bourne were at their offices.
Reynolds, a member of the
men's gymnastics team, said
Bourne and the administration
have been keeping athletes in the
dark about the situation.
"I remember him [Bourne]
telling us he had an open-door
policy, and to come to him if we

Paging Through History
Taking a trip to some of the Valley's used
bookstores offers those wiling to search the
opportunity to find paper treasures, both old
and new. Pages 24-25

see STUDENTS, page 7
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The NCAA Silver Lining
The men's soccer team lost in the finals of
the CAA Tournament but still received a bid
to the NCAA Tournament. They host St.
John's on Saturday at 1 p.m. Page 33

Everyone Loves a Quitter
Programs and activities for
The Great American Smoke
Out take place on campus
today. Pag* 9
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• Yoga Club, 5 p.m., Taylor 302, e-mail
Kai at safranka

• Pre-Physical Therapy Society guest speaker, noon,
Health Sciences Building room 2202

Sexual assault awareness

• BSU Cafe, featuring various acts and
performances by Baptist Student
Union members, 5:30 p.m., Baptist
Student Center on corner of Cantrell
Avenue and Main Street

House Editorial:
Current presidential election
a big mess

14

Spotlight: When do you think the
presidential election will be decided? 14

• Campus Crusade for Christ
"Primetime" large group meeting, 8
p.m., Warren 4th floor, contact
Shelby at 442-1650
• Young Democratic Socialists
general meeting, 8 p.m., Taylor
311, call Michael or Aaron
at 433-6411

OPINION

TO SUBMIT A DUKE DAY EVENT: E-mail Richard at The Breeze
at saksharh with the information (event, date, location, contact info,
etc.) Please submit by Friday for a Monday issue and Tuesday for a
Thursday issue.

Darts and Pats

15

One student's going down the
road feeling...broke
By Steven Glass

15

Letters to the Editor

17

STYLE
POLICE LOG

WEATHER
CASEY BONDS
police reporter

Kirm ™*

There was a report of attempted
destruction of public property and
attempted assault at the Delta Chi
fraternity house on Nov. 10 at 11:29
p.m.
Unknown persons who were
attending a party at the Pi Kappa
Phi fraternity house reportedly threw
beer bottles at a Delta Chi member
and at the Delta Chi house. A
window was reportedly hit at the
house bat was not broken. The
victim was not hit.
A Delta Chi member reportedly
looked out the window and saw two
male subjects "mooning" the house.
He stated that both had come from
the Pi Kappa Phi house. Officers
reportedly responded and shut
down the party at Pi Kappa Phi.
The Delta Chi members declined
to press charges and stated they
could not determine the identity of
those who were responsible.

Mostly cloudy

In other matters, campus police
report the following:

High 53 Low 33

Underaged Possession of
Alcohol
• Justin M. Gronlie, 18, of
Springfield, Pa., was arrested and
see POLICE LOG page 7

19

"Sex, Drugs & Rock 'n' Roll"

19

New Image Gallery

23

Asian culture show

23

"Mcbett" review

29

FOCUS

Weapons Charges/Assault
• John
F.
Rash,
21,
of
Charlottesville, was arrested for
weapon charges and assault when
he reportedly brandished a knife at
another student in Y lot on Nov. 9 at
11:45 a.m.Rash reportedly brandished an
open folding knife at another JMU
student who was attempting to park
in a parking space in the lot.
The subject was reportedly
standing in the space in which the
student was trying to park.
A warrant was later obtained for
his arrest.

Sex Rules

V

High

Low

Friday

Showers

45

24

Saturday

Mostly cloudy

43

23

Sunday

Partly sunny

41

25

Monday

Partly cloudy

39

22

MARKET WATCH
Wednesday. Nov. 15.2000
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26.54
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Used bookstores

24-25
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Men's soccer NCAA preview

33

Swimming vs. American

33

Football vs. Richmond

35

Cross country NCAA wrap-up

37

Men's basketball vs. Court Authority 37
AMEX

4

NASDAQ

2.37
close: 901.74

4

Club sports

41
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S&P 500

27.22 A
close: 3,165.49

■

6.86 A
close: 1,389.81
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Comics

43
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45

Crossword puzzle

45
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"To the press alone, chequered as it is with
abuses, the world is indebted for all the triumphs which have been gained by reason
and humanity over error and oppression."
— James Madison
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"I feel very confused and
frustrated about this whole
situation."

Translate this
An FBI employee discusses
the bureau's use of translations
Page 11

L

BRIAN CHOU

junior
see below

Charges questioned for misidentified student
BY MEGHAN MURPHY

a.witness to wait [two weeks) before filing a report."
Police were unable to comment on the comMisidcntification of a JMU student recently charged plainant's identity.
with a felony will likely result in dropped charges.
After filing the report, the witness was asked to identiWhen junior Brian Chou appeared for a second bond fy the man from a photo lineup.
hearing on Nov. 9, the witness who had picked him out
Chou's positive identification resulted in his arrest on
of a photo lineup admitted that Chou was not the man Nov. 4 on charges of electronically transmitting and disshe had reportedly seen viewing sexually explicit materi- playing sexually explicit visual material involving an
al in the North River Public Library in Bridgewater on individual under the age of 18 and for possessing sexualOct. 19, John Holloran, Chou's attorney, said. The man ly explicit visual material involving a youth. He was
she saw was reportedly taller and heavier than Chou.
detained in Rockingham County Jail and denied bail
Chou was released from Rockingham County Jail until the second bond hearing.
Holloran expressed concern over what he considered
on Nov. 9, but he is currently still facing the charges.
The Harrisonburg Circuit Court is scheduled to hear to be an arrest based on the photo identification.
"Think about the number of times you've walked
the case Nov. 30 and determine whether the charges
will be dropped.
through campus and thought you've seen someone you
The witness claimed to have seen a man in the library know," Holloran said.
Harlow said using a photo lineup is much less timeviewing what appeared to be a naked juvenile female on
a library computer but waited until Nov. 3 to file a report. consuming than a lineup of actual people because "phoBridgewater Police Sgt. Vince Harlow said when an tos are more readily available."
"The whole case isn't based on [the witness'] photo
incident such as this one occurs "it's not extraordinary for

senior writer

identification," Harlow said. He said there is evidence
other than the photo identification that the Bridgewater
police have yet to examine. He emphasized that the case
is still active and investigation continues, but would not
comment on the other evidence.
According to Holloran, the accusation that Chou was
using the public library's facilities to view pornography
"just didn't make any sense." He said he didn't know
why Chou would travel all the way to Bridgewater to
do so.
Chou said, "I would like to think of it as an honest
mistaken accusation. I was actually in class at the time of
when [the witness] claims to have seen me. 1 feel very
confused and frustrated about this whole situation."
The man the witness saw in the library has yet to be
determined, but the computer the alleged perpetrator
was using will be examined by the Virginia State Police.
Chou still faces charges of aggravated sexual battery
of a child and taking indecent liberties with a child from
an incident in January. He is scheduled to appear in Harrisonburg Circuit Court for these charges on Dec. 6.

Vigil held to remember deceased sophomore
BY KATE SNYDER

contributing writer
On Tuesday, more than 100 people remembered a student who died from eating disorder-related conditions
earlier this semester.
The death of sophomore Leslie George on Sept. 29 due
to bulimia- and anorexia-related conditions shocked students and staff members across campus. George had been
trying to overcome bulimia for more than four years.
After a discussion in their Sociology for Women class,
seniors Christine Stalvey, Beth Walters and Angela George
decided to devote a group project to eating disorder awareness. They formed an on-campus event called "Hunger
Pains" for anyone who wanted to learn more about eating
disorders, to share their thoughts or to pay respect to
George and others who died from similar conditions.
"We simply were not happy with the reaction of
Leslie's death," Stalvey said. "We wanted to show our
support and let people know that it's okay to talk
about it."
The group emphasized their disappointment with
campus organizations for not making more of an
effort to publicize what happened, and for not taking
greater action to help prevent others from succumbing
to eating disorders.
Marsha Green, a registered nurse and representative of
the program "Melt the Ice," a local help program for people of all ages to overcome eating disorders, provided
information about different eating disorders and
explained how students can help. The program's mission
is to break down the stereotypes and show people the
importance of getting treated. They also conduct programs
on how to approach people about possible problems.
"We need to conquer eating disorders before they conquer us, or the people we love," Green said. In Harrisonburg alone, more than 800 women and 100 men, collegeaged and younger, have eating disorders, according to
Green's slides.
At the vigil Green reminded the audience that eating
disorders are not about food or weight, but instead about
biological factors, including anxiety, perfectionism,
change, pressure and culture factors, including the
images of how people should look as reflected by the
media. She also said many men have this problem as
well, but it's not discussed.
The Multidisciplinary Team for Eating and Exercise

Behaviors was also represented. This team has been at
JMU for nine years and is affiliated with other campus
organizations, including the University Health Center,
JMU Dining Services, the Counseling and Student Development Center and UREC. Together, these groups reach
out to help students with eating disorders and other related problems.
"We're here and we're available for you," said Dr.
Mouline Erre, a staff physician for the Multidisciplinary
Team for Eating and Exercise Behaviors at the Health Center. "Leslie touched my heart. I hope her death will be
remembered forever at JMU. I can still see her face and 1 just
hope that anyone who has a problem will come get help."
Stalvey, Walters and Angela George said overall, the
night was a success. They hope for it to become an annual
event so people will learn to talk about eating disorders
more openly.
One student that wished to remain anonymous said,
"This effects all of us in some way. We need to learn that it
is our business. Losing a friend after confronting them
about their problem because they get upset or mad at you
for saying something is actually being a much better friend
than saying nothing at all."
After listening to the thoughts and comments of others,
students marched outside with lit candles for a few minutes of silence to remember friends and family members
lost to eating disorders.
"This is not a joke and it's not addressed as much as it
needs to be," Walters said. "This is an obvious problem
among students and we've all seen its effects here at
JMU."
Other events and services will be held this month concerning similar issues. A memorial service for Leslie
George will be held on Nov. 29 at a yet undetermined
location on-campus by her parents and friends and will be
open to the student body. An awareness program for
noticing symptoms and approaching possible victims of
eating disorders will be held in Taylor Hall within the next
few weeks.
For more information about on-campus support for
eating disorders, contact the Multidisciplinary Team for
Eating and Exercise Behaviors at the Health Center (x6177)
or at the Counseling and Student Development Center in
Vamer House (x6552). All information is confidential and
treatment is based on each student's individual situation
and needs.

MEGHAN MONTGOMERYAwiiur phirtogmpher

Students remembered their departed friend on Monday at the vigil held for Leslie George, the student
who passed away this past September.
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M assanutten Resort

Now hiring for Ski Season
Full-time,
Part-time,
Weekends,
Anytime!

Ski Free

Lifts, Rentals, Retail Shop,
Food Service, Cashiers, Instructors,
Telephone Operators,and More!
*Average 20 hours per week and receive
FREE midweek & night skiing & other discounts!

For More Information. Call 289-6414
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The7th annual
TURKEY TROT
5l< run/walk
"""November 18,2000**
11:30a.m. at J-Lot
FREE T-SHIRT
FREE LUNCH

FIRST HAIRCUTTERS
1 587 PORT REpublic Rd.
455-6645

CET IN

AKA & III presents

srylE

$15 Admissions fee
Benefits Cystic Fibrosis Foundation

FOR THE

HobdAys WITH

Questions ? ? Please contact Chris X5798 or Barb 438-2992"'

REdkEr/s NEWEST

I B

HAIR OOlOR FASHIONS
ANd pERMS

\Mn

$5.00 OFF ANY HAIRCUT AND STYLINC
RECIEVE A FREE HAIRCUT WITH ANV COIOR,
HIGHLIGHTS

Ask

FOR

A

JMU

OR

pERM

DISCOUNT

CARCJ

75 South Court Square
Harrisonburg, VA 22801
(540) 433-1833
e-mail: chiago@rica.net
www. mchonejewel ry.com

■
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antique

Come see the many faces of
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Darrell Hammond
Wilson Hall
November 19
Doors Open @ 7 p.m.

jewelry

SNL

SATURDAYNIGHTLIVE

**
***

Tickets on Sale Now
Warren Hall
Office
w/JAC (limit i) $11 public and door

SATURDAYNIGHTLIVE

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT UPB AT X6217
OR CALL THE WARREN HALL BOX OFFICE AT X7960
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SEXUAL ASSAULT ON CAMPUS

A look at safety concerns at JMU
BY JAMES DAVID

contributing writer
Two on-campus rapes have been
reported by the Office of Public Safety
in the past two weeks.
An incident of forcible rape that
allegedly occured on-campus on Tuesday
evening was reported at 11:40 p.m. that
evening, according to Alan MacNutt, the
director of public safety. The reported
incident allegedly took place just south of
the Rockingham Memorial Hospital parking deck within lot E-l, which is located
east of the Health Center and Carrier
Library and north of the Phillips Center.
The victim said the incident occurred at
about 7 p.m.
In another incident, the hall staff of a
residence hall reported that a rape
occurred on Nov. 2, according to the police
log in the Nov. 9 issue of The Breeze. An
officer determined it was an acquaintancerelated incident involving alcohol.
The Nov. 2 incident is under investigation, and MacNutt declined to comment
about any specifics. He was not available
for comment regarding Tuesday's reported rape.
The two recent attacks show that both
acquaintance rape and forcible rape present significant campus safety concerns,
although the former is becoming more
common nationwide, according to
Hillary Wing, assistant director of the
Office of Sexual Assault and Substance
Abuse Prevention.
"It is not the stranger jumping out
from behind the bushes as we thought
years ago," she said.
Wing said the number of rapes
reported varies from year to year. In
1999, there were nine reported cases of

Wing said less than 2 percent of rapes
forcible sexual assault at JMU, according
to the October 2000 edition of the Office are reported nationally. There are often no
of Public Safety's newsletter "Your witnesses, and victims fear no one will
Right to Know." Seven of those occurred believe them, she said. This makes date
on campus and two happened off cam- and an acquaintance rape "hard cases to
pus. There was one reported rape in hear criminally and judicially," 6he said.
Clear communication is one of the best
1998 and three in 1997. This year's figpreventative measures against sexual
ures are not available.
The number of rapes reported has assault, Wing said.
"You have to be clear headed enough
increased due to the availability of sexual
assault awareness and prevention services to know what you want," Wing said. "It is
against the law
on campus,
to have sex
Wing said.
CC
with someone
More stuwho does not
dents
are
clearly give
comfortable
you their contalking about
sent ... Clear
such
incicommunicadents, she
tion is not possaid.
sible when you
There are
drunk."
two different
— Hillary Wing areWing
warned
ways
to
assistant director of the Office of Sexual Assault and Substance
against
drinkquantify the
Abuse Prevention
ing and getting
number of
physically
rapes that
»
involved with
occur each
year, Wing said. One is by the number of someone. When one mixes the drinking
people who report rape. The other is and sex, there is the potential of either
based on the number of victims who being victimized or being accused of rape.
Wing also urged students to be aware
come to the Office of Sexual Assault and
Substance Abuse Prevention but choose of their surroundings and help each other
to combat victimizers.
not to report the rape.
"Because people are buying and selling
"[People are] realizing there are places
to go and report [a sexual assault)," Wing date rape drugs ... if you go to a party, go
said. "Offices like ours are more visible. with friends and leave with those
The message in society is that it does not friends," she said. "Don't ever set your
drink down. Even when you are at a bar,
have to be this way."
The Office of Sexual Assault does not watch your drink being made."
When a friend confides that they have
keep official records of victims to protect
their anonymity unless the victim plans to been raped, Wing offered suggestions on
how to correctly handle the situation.
report the incident to the police.

It is against the law to have sex with
someone who does not clearly give you
their consent... Clear communication
is not possible when you are drunk.

"The first thing to do is to listen
non-judgmentally," she said. "Don't
question why they were there, just listen. Then offer options. Don't tell them
what to do. That would further victimize the person."
After a crisis, a victim may choose not
to do anything but tell a friend, Wing said.
Friends cannot force a victim to pursue
the matter, and thus should concentrate
on being supportive.
Friends of sexual assault victims "must
be careful about being a secondary victim," Wing said. "Know referrals, know
resources, be a friend, not a counselor and
take care of yourself."
One of the options students have is
going to the Office of Sexual Assault and
Substance Abuse Prevention located in the
University Health Center where victims
are offered further options. The office can
also be contacted at x2831.
Campus Assault ResponsE (CARE)
provides students with another option.
CARE was established for students by students. The CARE help line (x6411) is
designed to assist people who have been
directly or indirectly affected by sexual
assault and who are in need of crisis intervention or information.
The help line is open 24 hours a day,
seven days a week and operates on a
voice mail-pager system. Callers leave a
message on the voice mail system which
sends a page to the CARE member on call.
The CARE member will respond to the
call within 15 minutes of receiving the
page. All CARE members working on the
help line have received 30 hours of training. More information about CARE is
available on their Web site at
http://wfsl.imu.edu/osasap/care.htm.

A VICTIM'S STORY
An anonymous student tells of her acquaintance rape
The story of a female student who says she was guy, a perfect gentleman so I thought I was okay."
They went back to his place and smoked a little marraped in January 1999 provides an insight into the realijuana, she said. He then went to the kitchen and came
life horrors of sexual assault
"I'm scared he'll be somewhere or I'll run into him," back with two open beers, which now makes her suspisaid the victim, who agreed to talk to The Breeze with the cious that he may have put roofies in her drink.
After drinking only half the beer, she said she felt ill.
agreement of anonymity. "Things start building up in
'It hit me suddenly and I started throwing up, I stopped
my mind, always in the back of my mind.
"I started running a lot [to relieve stress]. The entire and then I threw up again," she said. "I was thinking to
run I was consumed with the idea of, 'is he going be myself how embarrassing is this, I have only been dating this guy for two weeks.
there as I rum the comer?'"
"He was very nice at first, asking 'Honey, are you
Her rape was an acquaintance rape that involved a
man she said she was "pseudo-dating." Though she was okay?'" she said. "And then I threw up again and he
never tested for the date-rape drug rohypnol, common- became somewhat irritated. He helped me change for
ly known as roofies, she does think it played a key role bed and I was Blinking 'oh what a gentlemen, I am glad
in her rape. The test for roofies is only effective 72 hours he is here.'"
• The couple was getting physically involved "when
after being exposed to the drug and she missed that
it
became clear that he wanted to have sex," she said. "I
window of time.
"I had gone to a party with him," she said. "I was tried to roll over. I was able to roll over once and that
supposed to meet friends there, but he gave them bad took a lot of effort, pretty much all thVmuscle strength
I had."
directions [to the off-campus house party].
She said that while lying in bed, "my breathing
"I had stopped drinking because I wanted to sober
became
weird. 1 remember thinking I was going to die. I
up," she said. She didn't want to walk home from the
couldn't move. My body was paralyzed."
party alone so she stayed the night at his place.
Unable to move, she began to cry and he said,
"I told him several times that I had no intentions of
"Shouldn't
you want this?" she said.
sleeping with him," she said. "He seems like a decent

She responded, 'It shouldn't matter, I am saying 'no'
and men it happened.
"I woke up naked," she said. "I was trying to find
my clothes, I felt so sick and all he could say was "bye
honey' like nothing happened."
The incident happened on a Friday and the man
called the following Sunday.
"I don't think he thought I remembered what happened or maybe he just did not care," she said. "I told
him that I knew what happened and I did not want it to
happen. His response was 'Well, we can still be
friends.'"
The victim decided not to come forward and report
the crime.
"It is hard because you have to deal with it immediately," she said. "Six months later you can't go to the
police with the presence of alcohol and illicit drugs . .
you just don't want to do that, you just can't do that. No
authority would want to entertain those charges.
"The main reason I did not come forward is my parents. My mom, it would absolutely kill her. They are
always worried about me. She would die inside knowing what happened to her little girl."
— by contributing writer James David
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4:30 P.M.
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FOREST HILL ROAD

HARRISONBURG, VIRGINIA
NEXT TO DAYS INNS, PORT REPUBLIC ROAD
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Students march Bourne responds to sports report
for sports teams
BOURNE, from page 1

STUDENTS, from page 1
needed to talk about anything," he said. "But he has
slammed the door in our faces. They're not telling us
anything, and he won't meet with us one-on-one."
Reynolds said the members of S.O.S. have been
meeting formally for the past three weeks working on
letter-writing campaigns, getting signatures for petitions and planning demonstrations. The group also presented a Bill of Opinion to SGA, which was passed
unanimously.
"We just want to make sure everyone knows what's
going on here," said senior Courtney Flynn, a member
of the women's gymnastics team. "We've been shut out
and denied information. We don't know what's going
to happen."
The teams who are at risk for being cut are men's
and women's tennis, men's and women's archery,
men's and women's gymnastics, men's swimming and
men's wrestling.
"We are the eight cheapest teams, we have the best
records of championships, higher GPAs and higher
graduation rates," he said. "The administration doesn't
know what they are doing to the morale of the teams
right now."
Men's tennis captain and Germany native Andrew
Lux, a junior, said he never would have come to JMU if
it weren't for the tennis program.
"In my country, they don't have intercollegiate varsity sports, that's the only reason why I'm here," said
Lux, who is on a partial athletic scholarship. "The
administration wants to mainstream the sports here,
and they don't see diversity as an asset."
Lux said underclassman athletes will be most affected by the decision if they plan on transferring to another school to continue their sport.
Reynolds, who was a gymnast at Syracuse University in New York, said he decided to transfer to JMU after
SU's men's gymnastics team was cut. "I remember
being so disappointed when I saw how it was being
handled there," he said. "But JMU is doing the exact
same thing and it's the only reason I came here."

archery, fencing and gymnastics,
and men's archery, gymnastics,
swimming, tennis and wrestling
"There is still a number of outside factors [Bourne] needed to consider before even passing this on to
the president and making it public,"
Director of Media Relations Fred
Hilton said. "... For instance, it
would give us the opportunity to
talk to some other administrators
about it, brief Board [of Visitors]
members on it. Secondly, just to look
at some of the different ramifications
for different [sports] conference
memberships."
Because of the rumors of teams
being cut and the delay in releasing
this report, coaches are facing many
disadvantages and difficulties with
their current seasons.
"The big impact is recruiting,"
fencing coach Paul Campbell said.
"Honesty has forced me to tell
recruits about this situation and it is
affecting the number of seniors interested in our program. Normally by
this time I've heard from 15 to 18
people ... This year I've only heard
from 10 people and I've only heard
back from one, generally I hear back
from about half of them."
Bob Ryder, men's and women's
archery coach, said, "Recruiting is
taking a real toll ... Very few programs at JMU are brought up on the
international level, but ipt terms of
archery, JMU is one of the schools
talked about ... We're a haven for
archery fanatics."
Bourne said the report is only a
recommendation from the committee that JMU President Linwood
Rose commissioned in January to
look at all the varsity sports teams.

wallet was missing at the library, then
returned to his room and still did not find the
charged with underaged possession of wallet.
He is also unsure of whether he locked
alcohol on Nov. 12 at 12:48 am.
The subject was reportedly found the door to his room before leaving for the
stumbling on the Bluestone Drive sidewalk library.
The contents of the wallet include a debit
near the Newman Lake spillway. He
reportedly stated he had had "two beers." card, a JAC card, a Virginia driver's license
He was reportedly found with a flask and a phone card.
• A theft was reported as the owner of an
containing vodka.
unlocked and unattended vehicle noticed
Gronlie reportedly became sick at the jail.
items were missing on Nov. 11 at 7 p.m. on
the north side of Blue Ridge Hall.
Underaged Consumption of Alcohol
The victim reportedly stated that he was
• A student was judicially referred foi
in
the
process of unloading his vehicle and
underaged consumption of alcohol on Nov.
was
in
the building at the time of the
12 at 12:48 a.m. on Bluestone Drive.
incident.
Among items reportedly stolen were 25
Grand Larceny
CDs
worth $150, a JVC portable CD player
• A pocketbook was reportedy stolen from
with
a tape adapter worth $150, a green
Duke Hall on Nov. 7 between 3:45 and 5
back
pack worth $30. a Leatherman tool
p.m.
The victim reportedly left the pocketbook worth $100, a Biology text worth $60, a day
hanging on a hook in the bathroom. She planner worth $10 and a CPR mask worth
then went to class and came back to find it $15.
missing.
The contents of the purse included $40 in Petty Larceny
cash, an $80 pair of glasses, several credit • A Nokia cell phone was reportedly stolen
cards, a debit card, a check card, a check from Dinglecfine Hall on Oct. 17.
The phone was worth $100.
book, a JAC card and other personal items.
• A wallet was reportedly stolen from either • A microwave oven was reportedly stolen
Shorts Hall or Carrier Library on Nov. 11 from a the kitchen in Hillside Hall between 2
p.m. on Oct 31 and noon on Nov. 1.
between 3 and 8 p.m.
Unknown persons reportedly removed a
The complainant is unsure where he left
U-bolt
fastening chain securing the GE
or lost the wallet The victim noticed that the

POLICE LOG, from page 2

'This report is one factor, among
many, that will be used to reach a
final decision on where we will go
with our sports programs," Bourne
said.
Bourne said he did not anticipate
a vote by the Board of Visitors on the
recommendations until their meeting on March 23, 2001. He said the
Board could either accept the recommendation completely or vote on
individual aspects of how to comply
with Title IX and ensure there is adequate funding for all the teams. The
Board next meets on Jan. 12, 2001
and is expected to discuss the teams
at that meeting.
In the report, which can be
viewed on www.jmu.edu/alhktics, the
committee stressed the need to be in
compliance with Title IX and to have
sufficient funding for all aspects of
the athletic programs, which
includes athletic training and academic support.
The Office of Civil Rights (OCR),
the governmental body responsible
for enforcing legislation, interprets
Title IX compliance as having the
number of female athletes within 1
percent of the percent of female students at the school. Currently, the
percent of female students is 58 percent, according to the JMU Admissions Web site, but the percent of
females participating in varsity
sports is just below 42 percent.
In order to comply with Title IX,
if a club team wants to become a recognized varsity team and the university is not currently in compliance
with Title IX, the university must
accept that proposal for that team to
become a recognized varsity sport,
Bourne said.
"The difficulty with that is from
the long term standing point it is not

brand microwave.
The cost of the microwave is $75.
• A license plate and a Virginia registration
tag were reportedly stolen from a car parked
in H lot on Nov. 11 between 7:30 and 7:40
p.m.
• A window was reportedly broken out of a
snack machine In McGraw-Long Hall on
Nov. 12 at 3 am.
The damage to the machine is $150 and
it is undetermined how many of the products
were stolen.

the best position for trying to plan
for the future," Bourne said. "What
it means to me is that the programs
are fine today, but if someone petitions us five years down the road we
would have to comply with them
and then where does that revenue
come from?"
The funding issues surrounding
the athletic department were also
taken into account in the committee's report.
-^
The current budget for athletics is
about $14 million. This money is
used to fund every aspect of the
department including academic support, the coaches, medical support,
strength and conditioning, sports
information personnel, equipment
and supplies, travel and more.
Nine months ago, the Athletic
Trainer Association mandated a
national policy requiring a certified
trainer to be present at every sports
practice and event. This increased
costs because certified trainers are
paid positions. In the past, JMU was
able to use student trainers who didn't have to be paid.
Bourne also said costs have gone
up in other areas, especially with
providing adequate academic support through tutors and advisors,
and making sure student athletes are
safe when traveling to competitions.
Another issue surrounding the
funding problems is the drastic
increase in enrollment at JMU. In
three years, enrollment has
increased from 13,714 in the fall of
1997, to the current head count of
14,961. With the increase in students
came an increase in revenue. But
now JMU is stabilizing enrollment
and therefore revenue will also be
stabilized. The athletic department
also has to stabilize its budget.

and carrying a book bag.
Hensley has previously been charged by
the JMU police for indecent exposure,
window peeping and trespassing in 1994;
trespassing and window peeping in 1995;
and trespassing in 1996.
The subject was arrested and transported
to Rockingham County Jail.
Destruction of Personal Property
• A vehicle outside of Potomac Hall was
reportedly damaged on Nov. 13 at 8 p.m.
• A bulletin board, furniture, clock and desk
in the front lobby of Eagle Hall were
reportedly defaced and/or damaged on Nov.
12 between 2 and 8 a.m.

Trespassing
• Christopher J. Horton, 18, of Vienna, was
served with warrants by the Strasburg Police
Department in Shenandoah County on Nov.
11 at 9 p.m. for trespassing and defacing Harassment
• Harassing telephone calls were
property.
He has been charged with trespassing on reportedly made to a residence hall between
railroad property (yard and tracks) and Nov. 5 and Nov. 7.
• Harassing notes were reportedly left on
defacing railroad property.
The subject reportedly was an doors in residence halls on Nov. 11 and
accomplice in spray-painting nine railroad Nov. 12.
• Harassment by communication or
cars in the Norfolk-Southern railroad yard.
• Non-student Mark D. Hensley, 29, of address was reported in the administrative
Harrisonburg, was arrested and charged area on Nov. 12.
with trespassing when an officer on patrol
reportedly observed him looking into the Number of drunk in public charges since
door of the Alpha Phi sorority house on Nov. Aug. 28:41
12 at 4:05 am.
The subject was reportedly dressed in Number of parking tickets issued between
dark clothing and wearing a black ski mask, Nov. 6 and Nov. 12:934
which was not pulled down over his face,
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"Choosing From Us Is The Smartest

533 University Blvd. • 574-3072
1825 S. Main St. -574-3178

OIL CHANGE SPECIAL
$16.95
Includes filter and up to 5 quarts of oil
Exp 11/30/00
Offer good with coupon^^^

V
434-5935

East Market at Furnace
Beside Papa John's Pizza

Blue Ridoe

—

COMPARE OUR TIRE PRICES
WITH THOSE BACK HOME!

HOURS:
M-F 8-5
Sat 8-2

theadvantage@rica.net
Office Phone 434-1173 or Call Toil-Free 1-888-354-9900
Check us out at www.pendry-constable.com
or we are now new members at RentConnection.com (under the VA heading)

Devon Lane Townhomes

New upscale 3 bedroom units, private baths, walk-in closets,
2 living areas, all appliances, walk to JMU
***

***

flexible leazez available m\i

574-8413

From campus:
east on Port Rd, right on Devon La,
first units on left

487-6776
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Sports bill unanimous by council
BY STACY SMITH

SGA reporter
The Student Government Association
announced Tuesday that a bill of opinion intended to discourage recommendations to cut eight JMU sports programs was passed unanimously by the
executive council.
The Athletic Department Bill of Opinion was first passed by SGA last week
when senators and representatives also
voted unanimously in favor of the bill.
"This touches a lot of students' lives,"
SGA President Mark
Sullivan said.
Sullivan said he
hopes the administraSTUDENT
tion and Board of VisjOVERNMENT
itors, which will ultiASSOCIATION
mately decide the fate
of the sports teams,
will take the bill into strong consideration.
The Bill of Opinion boasts about
3,000 signatures to date and will accompany a report to the Board by Athletic
Director Jeff Bourne and university
administration.
On Jan. 12, 2001, the Board will meet
and may discuss the final recommendation.
Sullivan would like to see the decision date moved to the Board's meeting
on March 23, 2001, to give athletes and
the student body more time to voice
their opinion and present alternatives to
the administration.
Bourne announced his recommendations yesterday, just one week before
Thanksgiving break. There are only 14
days of class plus finals week before the
Board next convenes. Classes meet for the
spring semester Jan. 8.
Already, student athletes and SGA
are working to make a statement to the
JMU community.
Yesterday, the Save Our Sports
March started on the steps of Godwin
Hall and made stops at JMU President

Linwood Rose's office in Alumnae
Hall and Bourne's office in Godwin
Hall. The march brought together
about 150 students.
"I hope it (S.O.S. March) draws the
attention of the administration and student body to the fact that this is a huge
issue and that students are united behind
it," Sullivan said on Tuesday.
t

Activist job openings
A guest speaker at the meeting offered
alternative jobs to graduating seniors with
an interest in political activism.
Jason Silkey addressed
the Senate to tell members about employment
opportunities at state
Public Interest Research
Groups (PIRG).
"There aren't enough of
these jobs out there,"
Silkey said.
PIRG is a network of non-profit organizations located in 40 states.
PIRG works on college campuses to
preserve the environment, protect consumers and promote democracy through
research, campaigning and lobbying.
One of the advantages to working with
PIRG, Silkey said, was continuing his college involvement in activism on the professional level.
Silkey said his type of work is an alternative to "suits and ties" and "monotonous work."
Currently, Silkey is working to raise
the visibility of the global warming issue.
Silkey and 200 students will travel to
the Netherlands this week to avert what
he called "the most significant environmental crisis of our time." An international conference is being held to discuss regulations to decrease global warming and
greenhouse emissions.
PIRG supports the ban of automobile
and power plant emissions that are harmful to the environment.

Update

KATY MACKAY/contrihuting photographer

Guest speaker Jason Silkey speaks to the Senate about his occupation as a professional political activist. He is currently working with PIRG for environmental issues.

alternative spring break trip to Dominica, in the West Indies, this March urged
senators and representatives to take part
in the Alternative Spring Break program
offered through Community ServiceLearning.
SGA Treasurer Adam Jones and Rep.
Jen Weiss encouraged members to
attend an informational meeting yesterday to learn more about the program
and to sign up for trips on Dec. 1.
This year, most of the trips are
focused
on improving the environment
Alternative spring break plans
in
19
different
sites.
Two SGA members set to lead an

"We are going to support these
things because it is the right thing to
do," Silkey said.
Sullivan concurred.
"All of the issues we have discussed
this year ... are affecting schools around
the country," Sullivan said.
PIRG will hold on-campus interviews
during the spring for graduating seniors
interested in pursuing alternative careers
with the organization.

Smoke Out starts today eP>«»k
BY SARAH JONES

staff writer
Can you quit smoking for a day? How about
today?
Today, the Great American Smoke Out is
taking place across the country. It is a national
program sponsored by the American Cancer
Society that challenges people to quit smoking
for one day.
The Health 458 class, Health Programming,
is sponsoring and running the program at JMU.
Their goal is to convince students, faculty and
staff that quitting smoking is healthy, smart and
possible.
"We all are supposed to be highly educated
people [at JMU], so we should also be educated
about the dangers of smoking," said senior Quinn
Armstrong, the student CEO of the program.
The class has titled the campaign at JMU "I'm
Too Sexy for This Butt."
"We want to promote the message that smoking is not cool," Armstrong said.
Yesterday and today, the class is encouraging
students to sign pledge sheets promising to quit
smoking for the day, or, in the case of non-smokers, pledging not to start smoking.
"If someone signs a pledge to quit for a day it

can show them that if they can quit for a day
maybe they can quit for two days, and if they can
quit for two days maybe they can quit for two
weeks ... eventually maybe they can quit all
together," Armstrong said.
As part of the program, there will be activities on the commons from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m., featuring games and literature on the dangers of
smoking and second-hand smoke. From noon
to 1 p.m., Q101 is scheduled to broadcast from
the commons.
At various spots around campus, participants
in the Great American Smoke Out can pick up a
survival kit. Its contents include gum, a stress ball
and other items to divert attention from smoking
and make quitting easier.
At 8:00 p.m., the JMU chapter of the Virginia
Nursing Student Association is putting on an
hour-long program about smoking, second-hand
smoke and lung cancer in ISAT159. This is a Wellness passport event.
"We are stressing the fact that even though you
don't smoke everyone is passively smoking," said
senior Patricia Lambert, one of four presenters for
this evening's event.
Lambert added that people should work to
encourage their friends to stop smoking.
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775 Cantrell Ave.

2ytan old. 1992

I

(next to Hardees)

Mon.,
11/13

432-9996
If Your Doctor Is Miles Away
And You Need Treatment For:
Sports Injuries • Sprains • Mono
Strep-Throat • In-house STD Testing
Lacerations

\-3BasketbciU
[onager's Meeting
ie:5pm

Jealthy
Holiday
•
m

Mon. - Fri.
8 a.m. - 8 p.m
Sat.
10 a.m. -6 p.m
Sun.
1 p.m. - 7 p.m.

Stevie Ace Flores.

ffime: 7 - 8 pm

Killed by a drunk driver
on March 23,1993, on Pacific Coast
Highway in Wilmington, Calij.
If you don't stop your friend
from driving drunk, who will?
Do whatever it lakes.

with X-ray lab on premises

EMERGICARE

FRIENDS D0NT LET FRIENDS DRIVE DRUNK.

Where Patients are Sending Their Friends

No Appointment Necessary
All Major bank cards accepted
and we will file your insurance
claim for you!

US Department of Transportation

Registration for:
Thurs. mFirst
Aid Class

11/16

$Br<
reeze

Headline ** Jama Madison University "
community for over 75 year*.

Fri., Nov. 17
[Time: 2-5pm
Cost $25

1
Boiddering Clinic #2
n/17

we'll push you to

^ [edge],

Tlme:4-6pm
Registerby:
Fri., Nov. 17

Soonto

then tell you to jump.

passage Studio
You know it's in you. The desire to go farther. To start where
others stop. It's why you should consider Army ROTC. It's a
class where you'll face unique challenges while developing
skills like how to think on your feet and be a good leader.
Register today. And hold on tight.

ARMY ROTC Unlike any other college course you can take

Join the Fun
Contact MAJ @568-6094

Xcarn
/Sno*>bo&
to
Call \8700 or check out our
website at wvvvv.jmu.edu
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FBI official tells tales of translation
BY KEITH FEIGENBAUM

senior writer

The FBI paid a visit to JMU Monday, but with an
informative, not investigative, purpose.
Olga Navarrete, unit chief of translation and deployment in the Bureau's Language Services Section in Washington D.C., spoke to a crowd of about 50 in Zane Showker Hall. Her spech included accounts of Unabomber journals written in Spanish and ransom notes in obscure languages, while also explaining what it takes to become a
professional translator or linguist.
"Anybody can take one word from a dictionary and
plop it on the other side," Navarrete said. "If you do, you
have a literal translation. We don't do that."
Navarrete, who oversees 800 translators working in 67
languages, spoke upon a request by JMU's Translation
Program. The 1.5-year-old program is one of the few of its
kind in the United States.
Using anecdotes and lists of information, Navarrete
gave the crowd a taste of the life of an FBI translator. She
recounted how in 1996, because of the FBI raid of
Unabomber Ted Kaczynski's Montana cabin, hundreds of
his journal documents were found written in meticulous
Spanish that he had taught himself. This set in motion
months of top-secret work for Navarrete and a team of
translators. The end result produced information linking
Kaczynski to numerous bombings, she said.
Following the effort to decode the Unabomber's pages
upon pages of perfect Spanish, Navarrete told her boss,
tongue in cheek, "If we don't convict him, let's hire him."
Navarrete also shared some of the more technical
aspects of translation, such as describing how to determine the strength of a work. She explained that a poor
translation is highly literal, while the highest level of
translation achieves what her department terms "verbatim with idiomaticity" — it reads like it had been originally written in the target language.
Navarrete also detailed the process of becoming an

FBI translator. She said one must pass a battery of tests
that include translating documents, identifying what has
been said on audiotapes from a list of options and conversing over the phone for 30 to 50 minutes with a native
speaker of the source language.
Once a translator has satisfied the requirements of
these tests, he or she will be ready to tackle the types of
issues handled in the Bureau's typical translation jobs.
criminal investigations, national security issues, counter
terrorism and counterintelligence.

-u

—

A lot of times you know what's
going on in the world ahead the
rest of the world.

— Olga Navarrete
FBI unit chief. Language Service Section
»
"Translation is a difficult, difficult profession,"
Navarrete said. "It cannot be done quickly." She cited
common difficulties encountered such as bad copies
(provided by the client), illegible handwritten documents, hurried dictations, poor quality audio documents and a lack of resources.
"All of these things you must adjust to," she said.
Navarrete, however, gave the audience hope by
explaining all the good things happening in the current
translation market. Translation, like so many industries,
is greatly benefiting from the Internet and software
booms of recent years, she said.
Resulting technologies include voice recognition tools,
the IBM Translation Manager software, and automated

glossaries and dictionaries. She emphasized that all of
these tools can greatly aid, though not replace, a translator, and urged the audience to take it upon themselves to
be resourceful.
"Always ask yourself: Where can I get information?"
she said.
Navarrete, a native of Mexico who works solely
with Spanish, said, "Don't hesitate to borrow, beg or
steal from colleagues."
Navarrete also did not hesitate to promote and
recruit for the FBI, which is in need of translators and
contract linguists.
"We need people to work with languages," she said.
While she acknowledged that by working as an FBI
translator "you will never become filthy rich" she said
that one could make a good living. The starting salary for
someone who has a degree in languages, but no translation experience, is $28,800. After four years of work, this
number can advance as high as $60,800.
Perhaps the most attractive aspect of working for
the FBI or any other government agency, Navarrete
said, is the fact that on any given day one can be drawn
to the heart of an issue with national or international
implications.
"A lot of times you know what's going on in the
world ahead of the rest of the world," she said. "You're
an operational part of the Bureau."
This includes working with languages most people
have never heard of. Some obscure languages translated
by FBI linguists include Krio (Sierra Leone), Yuruba
(Nigeria) and Romany (used by Gypsys across Europe).
In a recent kidnapping case the FBI handled in New
Mexico, a ransom note was found written in Spanish Pig
Latin. Luckily, a new agent was familiar with this jargon
from his childhood.
In some instances, though, no one can be found
within the FBI to decipher certain languages like Arabic, Navarrete said.
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ATTENTION SENIORS!

COPIES

We, the members of the 2001 Senior Class Challenge Steering Committee,
spent this semester researching different possible senior gifts. We have
narrowed down a list of gift ideas to five great gifts. Our goal is to have one
(or more!) projects FULLY FUNDED before graduation.

Let us know your recommendations.
Simply rank the gifts in order of your preference
(1= FAVORITE and 5= LEAST FAVORITE).

HARRISONBURG

1010

THE MADISON ROOM ATTHE JAMES MADISON CENTER

Visit http://www.jmu.edu/madison/center/

STUDENT AFFAIRS SCHOLARSHIP

• 540-433-9287

40~BLACkTWHITE COPIES
Reterve «• \rr 11!- Eipress sell serve sin|te-sidod bltctand-erhite copies on wBile Bono tor lust U each uwl 50 Otter is limited 1°one
coupon pet customer Custom* null relinquish coupon »I tim« ol puiciuu Coupon may not be leproduced and is nol valid *itn other coupons
otters w discounts Otter valid at lime ot purchase only and may not be discounted c credited to past ot lutuie purchases Products and services
vary by location Coupon void where prohibited or restricted by law No cash value

VALID AT KINKO'S PARTICIPATING US KINKO'S LOCATIONS ONLY
AAD671

-]

kinko's

LEftsJ

790 FULL COLOR COPIES
Receive S- W > 11* Express sell-serve. sinile-siM. lull coloi copies on 24-lb while bond lor iust 79« each Unit 25 Resilinf. costs eitra
Oiler is limited to one coupon per customer Customer must relmjuish coupon at tine ot purchase Coupon may not be reproduced and is not
valid with other coupons, otters or discounts Otter valid at time ot purchase only and may not be discounted or credited to past or future
purchases Products and services vary by location Coupon void vrhere prohibited or restricted by law No cash value

Visit http://www.isaLjmu.edu/env/EnvEdCenter/
Student Affairs would like to establish a Senior Class Scholarship Fund to award students
using criteria established by the Senior Class and the Office of Financial Aid. Money
would be combined with funds from the Class of 2000 Senior Class Challenge. Once the
scholarship is endowed, it would be a great opportunity to impact the lives of many
students for years to come.

SOUTH MAIN ST.

Open 24 hours • www.kinkos.com • 1-800-2-KINKOS • America Online* Keyword; Kinkr/s _

RENOVATION OF THE HISTORIC BRICK HOUSE
ATTHEJMU FARM
For years, the JMU farm in Port Republic, Virginia, has been used for its picnic pavilion
facilities and well-maintained grounds as an off-campus gathering place for university
departments and organizations. Most of the farmland, as well as the historic brick house
facing the North River, has been idle. Funds raised from the Senior Class Challenge
would be used to begin simple renovations to prepare the house for occupation. The
house and surrounding area will eventually provide an inviting off-campus venue for
environmental research, instruction in various curricula, workshops, meetings and
symposia for both campus and surrounding communities. Need more info?

- PRINTING - BINDING

kinko's

WE WANT TO HEAR FROM YOU!

The Madison Room, a tribute to the life of James Madison to be located in Sonner Hall, is
scheduled to open as a part of James Madison's 250th birthday celebration in March
2001. In order to reach the goal of opening this new welcome center, the James
Madison Center needs to fund improvements such as room renovations, displays, gather
Madison-owned artifacts and plan and promote the grand opening. Need more info?
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2001 MURAL AT WARREN HALL
Ever seen the mural painted on the fence of the graffiti house? Think it is awesome?
Warren Hall is in desperate need of some color. We have proposed the idea of painting
a mural on one of the walls of Warren Hall and have gotten the green light for space.
We will have a Senior Oass contest for the drawing of the mural and choose what will be
our final design.

RENOVATIONS FOR STUDENT STUDY AREA IN
THE CARRIER LIBRARY
The County Law Library collection will soon be relocated to the new public library in
downtown Harrisonburg. The room that the collection now occupies will be converted to
a reading room to increase study seating within the library. An additional 44 study seats
and 11 tables will be added, more than doubling current study space in the law library.
Money raised from the Senior Oass Challenge could be used to fund tables, chairs, new
carpeting and painting of the room.
There are four ways to let your voice be heard! Return your survey preferences along
with your name, People Soft number and phone number to the committee by:

1.
2.
3.
4.

MAIL to the Senior Oass Challenge, MSC 5717 or
E-MAIL to sccOjmu.edu or
PHONE the Senior Oass Challenge Office at x3174
(leave a message if we aren't there!) or
VISIT us in person on the Commons on Monday, November 27, from
11am to 2pm.

Be sure to include the following information:
NAME:

#apP8 ■** D^j
f

Copies on Red, Orange,
and Yellow paper
Single Sided

.

PEOPLE SOFT NUMBER:

,

PHONE NUMBER:

ALL VOTES MUST BE IN BY NOVEMBER 27, 2000
About the Senior Oass Challenge: The Senior Oass Chailenge is a campaign
designed to raise money for a senior dass gift in appreciation for our education here at
JMU. This year our goal is to increase dass partidpation as well as increasing the actual
dollars raised versus dollars pledged. In doing so we hope to create a successful class
giving campaign and promote the importance of individual philanthropic giving.
QUESTIONS? NEED MORE INFO? WANT TO JOIN OUR TEAM?
Contact Sarah Bittenbender or Brooke Ross at x3174, e-mail scc@jmu.edu or
visit www.jmu.edu/seniorchallenge.

riov.16-30
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"To the press alone, chequered
as it is with abuses, the world is
indebted for all the triumphs
which have been gained by
reason and humanity over error
and oppression."
— James Madison
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necessarily the opinion of any individual staff
member i)f the Breezt.
EDITORIAL BOARD-.

Gina Montefusco ... editor
Alison Manser ... managing editor
Steve Glass ... opinion editor
Letters to the editor should be no more than
500 words, columns should be no more than
800 words, and both will be published on a
space available basis. They must be delivered to
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Trw Brc«e reserves the right to edit for clarity
and space.
The opinions in this section do not necessarily
reflect the opinion of the newspaper, this staff,
or James Madison University.
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Current presidential election a big mess
We live in a world of fast food,
fast Internet connections and
fast transportation. If if takes
longer than two seconds, it's two seconds too long.
Maybe this is why the excruciatingly
drawn out presidential election feels so
torturous. America may be known for
many things, but patience isn't one of
them. Polls are showing that people
want this straightened out sooner
rather than later. But this is one historical moment we shouldn't rush
through: An election like this won't
happen again in our lifetime (or at least
we hope it won't).
The country isn't in a crisis quite yet.
Our democracy won't crumble on the
basis of two rather lackluster middleaged white men who can't get a clear
majority of the Sunshine State. Someone
will call the White House home in a few
months. Maybe it won't even make
much of a difference who it ends up
being. Neither man will exactly have a

strong-hold on a fairly evenly split
Congress or a decidedly ambivalent
public opinion.
Bush vs. Gore will go down in the
books like Dewey vs. Truman and
Kennedy vs. Nixon. We should be glad
we're here to watch this go down. And

-u

The country isn) in a crisis
yet... Someone will call the
White House home...

we'll be even gladder when someone is
inaugurated.
But as fervently as Palm Beachers are
clamoring for a recount and Floridian
powers-that-be are calling for a halt to
the counting, the real victor won't get
much in the way of spoils. No matter who's elected, about half the

country will think the president
shouldn't be there.
Maybe Bush and Gore should be careful what they wish for: they both want
the will of the people. It's looking like
the will of the people is about as evenly
split as can be. Neither of them will have
an easy time establishing their administration. The first 100 days for either candidate may be legendary for the sheer
wheel spinning that'll likely take place.
If you voted in this election (and most
of the country didn't, amazingly
enough), you'll have a fun story to tell
your grandkids. If you didn't vote, you
missed the chance to actually have a say
in the presidency — at least if you live in
Florida. If all the occupants of one dorm
on campus had all cast their votes, the
outcome of the election could have
changed. That's how close this race was.
So best of luck to the "winner."
You've got your work cut out for you.
Half the country will be watching you
with eagle eyes and questioning minds.

Spotlight Question: When do you think the presidential election will eventually end?

CAM

"Whenever Gore
realizes that he's
lost."

D
<J

SPOTLIGHT
MATT CARASELLAIseniorphotographer

K-M-M.
sophomore, marketing

"Probably not for
a while because it
keeps going back
and forth between
the two parties
and there might
be lawsuits."
Debra Zapf
freshman, IDLS

"Election ... what
election?"

Andrew Bradway
sophomore, ISAT

"I don't really
know, I don t
deal too much
with politics. I
guess whenever
Florida makes up
its mind."
Peter Kurtz
sophomore, biology
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STEVEN GLASS

One student's going down the road feeling ... broke
Life takes on new meaning when you
only have $13.42 to your name, all of
which is in the bank. 1 say this as I sit in
The Breeze office in the middle of the night,
pondering the financial degradation that
has brought me to Anthony-Seeger for the
sole reason that in order to have a Sprite, it
became necessary to come to a campus
building where I could use dining dollars.
I shouldn't give the impression that my
monetary situation has left lives in the balance; if push came to shove and I really
needed money my parents would certainly bail me out. However, with graduation
and the real world approaching with the
speed of a freight train, I am finding it
harder to ask my parents for money as I
grapple with the notion of responsibility
versus my desire for continued parental
pampering. The fact is, my parents
already pay for my rent, tuition, books,
and gas; beyond that, how much money
do I really need?
Apparently, I must need a lot, because
it seems like every time 1 get a paycheck, I
can think of a million things I require in
order to survive. My room is chock full of
a bunch of crap that will all just wind up
in a bag next to the dumpster when 1
move out in May. Yet, every time I'm in
the mall, I don't feel comfortable leaving
unless I'm burdened with the weight of
multiple shopping bags. Either 1 have the
self-control of a cocaine addict or an X
chromosome on a strand of my DNA

chain that dictates shopping behavior.
Either way, this problem has come to a
head, and here's why: I'm broke. And a
funny thing happens to you when you're
broke; you really do start needing stuff.
By this, I'm not referring to the pair of
pants you tell yourself you need because
you have a sweater that won't go with
anything but those pants. I'm talking
about the everyday things that are critical
but taken for granted until scarce, like
deodorant. I walked out of the shower this
evening to discover that I probably have
about one armpit's worth of deodorant
left. Right away my mind kicked into survival mode, which is also the same mode
that often causes a person to think in an
irrational manner. I actually told myself
that no one would notice if I didn't wear
deodorant for the next couple of days
until 1 could afford to buy more.
This is the same irrationality that honestly makes you think people will pay you
for sex or your roommates will give you
spare change for turning up the thermostat. You start going through your CD collection pulling out all of the awful CDs
you bought in junior high to sell to Plan 9,
and then you throw a fit when the guy
behind the counter won't buy your used
Right Said Fred CD. This same line of
behavior prompts you to walk into Food
Lion and actually think you can get a way
with shoplifting bananas and other types
of food you would never eat if you

Darts
and Pats
Darts & Pats are submitted anonymously and
printed on a space-available basis. Submissions
are based upon one person's opinion of a given
situation, person or event and do not necessarily
reflect the truth.

weren't broke.
This is also the time when things you
really need start to break on you. Case in
point, the other day the space bar on my
keyboard quit working, ironically on the
one night when I really did need to use
my computer. So, off to Circuit City I
went, determined to resist the temptation I
would have upon arrival to buy one of
those trendy keyboards with the split keypad, built in mouse and comfort pad. Of
course, when you're broke, you always
encounter the salesman who wants to give
you the most bang for the buck. I walked
in and told the first guy who approached
me that I needed a new keyboard and I
didn't want to spend much money. Over
in the keyboard aisle he pulled this box off
the shelf that was bigger than his head
and torso and confidently asserted from,
behind it that "this keyboard was the best
bargain they had." "Well how much is it?"
I asked. He said to me in his well practiced, "yeah I don't believe it's this inexpensive either" voice that it was "only
$54.95," and then looked hurt when I didn't see the bargain in that. My computer
isn't worth more than $60.00.
This keyboard was exactly the type of
forbidden fruit I had conditioned myself
not to buy on the drive over. But the sales
rep was quick to point out that it had all of
the Internet access buttons across 1he top.
This thing had a button that would send
direct e-mail to my mom. It was so techno-

Steven Glass is
the Opinion
Editor.

Dart...

Dart...

A "thanks-for-leaving-my-friends-and-I-hanging" dart
to a certain pizza deliverer for never getting our pizza to
us on Saturday night. Students are the reason you're in
business, remember?
Sent in by a sophomore in Frederikson who doesn'/
appreciate your horrible customer service and warns a
certain manager tliat he will be out of a job when her
daddy, a lawyer, deals with him.

A "you-suck, shul-up" dart to the so-called musicians
in the dorm across the street from my house who play
bongos and drums all day despite lacking any rhythm,
beat or music as a whole.
Sent in by another drummer who can't stand to hear
you butcher your instrument all day and can't imagine
how people in your dorm must feel.

Pat...

Pat...

An "I-can't-thank-you-enough" pat to Sarah, Marissa,
and Lindsey for helping me with my car troubles and
getting me on my way to Australia.
Sent in by an appreciative senior who would have
been even more stressed out were it not for your help.

A "thanks-for-all-the-wonderful-memories" pat to the
Marching Royal Dukes.
Sent in by your five drum majors who feel privileged
to have had the honor of leading you onto the field for
every performance, and appreciate your hard work and
dedication to making this the best band ever, every year.
We can'/ wait to see you in Greece.

Dart...

Dart...

A "way-to-be-dysfunctional" dart to the Bluestone/Port
Republic Road stoplight for skipping the JMU entrance
and making us sit there and twiddle our thumbs.
Sent in by two disgruntled seniors who would rather
jump in Newman Lake on a cold Friday night than sit at
a light for 10 minutes.

A "keep-your-political-views-to-yourself" dart to our
Rush Limbaugh bus driver.
Sent in by four women who exit the back of the bus
just to avoid your sexist comments.

Pat...

E-mail darts and pals to breezedp@jmu.edu

logically advanced, I don't even think my
computer would handle it. I asked the
salesman if there wasn't anything cheaper, and crestfallen, he put the behemoth
keyboard back on the shelf, sighed and
muttered "I'm sure we can find something." Buried deep on a shelf, he found a
$9.00 keyboard, which I still had to wrestle out of his hands, the whole time him
arguing "the other keyboard is really a
better value."
My outlook for financial recovery is as
bleak as my Circuit City experience.
Tomorrow we'll run out of toilet paper,
and the day after that my car key will
probably break in the ignition. The thing
about being broke is, it never really goes
away, because your need for things, real
or imagined, never diminishes. Even if I
ever break even, Christmas is approaching
like a zit you don't want. And when
you're broke, people always come out of
the wood work and give you gifts that
you'd rather not have, because then you
become obligated to give them a gift back.
All this has left me wondering if it is possible to file for bankruptcy at age 21.

A "way-to-have-faith" pat to Jen Bonds, the only football predictor who picked the Eagles over the Steelers in
the battle of Pennsylvania.
Sent in by a jubilant Philly resident who feels that
having homefield advantage doesn't mean an automatic
win, and reminds Skins fans that at 7-3, the Eagles have
a better record than the supposed Superbowl Bound
team from Washington.

Pat...
A "thank-you-for-all-you-did-and-all-you-do" pat to
Susan Shifflett in The Breeze office for getting us set for
the convention and for your hard work everyday at
keeping The Breeze afloat and running happily
Sent in by your loving staff that wants you to know
your efforts are appreciated, even if you 're a Yankee
fan.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Local lawyer offers advice
To the Editor
I have been an attorney in Harrisonburg for 17 years.
During the last few years I have noticed that hundreds
of JMU students have been arrested on alcohol-related
charges. I wanted to offer some suggestions on avoiding
arrest and conviction while attending JMU.
The first suggestion seems easy: Don't break the law.
Unfortunately, that may not be so simple. For example,
let's say you are of age and purchase a keg. Under the
law, you have to sign a keg registration. The police
interpret your signature as a guarantee that no one
under 21 years of age will drink from that keg. If anyone under 21, without your knowledge or permission,
drinks from the keg and then gets caught, you will be
charged with purchasing alcohol for a minor. Typically,
such a conviction carries 50 hours community service,
Alcohol and Substance Abuse Program (ASAP), a permanent class one misdemeanor conviction and
increased auto insurance rates. There goes spring break
in Cancun and a teaching career.
Second suggestion: Don't purchase kegs.
Third suggestion: Understand and exercise your
constitutional rights without being an idiot about it. The
best way to tick off law enforcement officers is to be
rude. You really don't need annoyed police deciding
your fate. You can and often should refuse to give the
officer any information besides your driver's license or
JAC card. Do so politely. I have circulated some cards
setting forth your basic rights. Before you need it, read
it. Then you can politely tell the officer what the card
says. If you don't have a copy of the card, you can get a
one at my office.
Fourth suggestion: Don't submit to the alcosensors,
the breath machines the police carry with them. Those
alcosensors are often not reliable. Case in point a nonstudent client took one and blew a .03. Fortunately, she
was subsequently tested at RMH where she blew a .000.
The false positive almost resulted in the loss of her job.
Actually, the only breath test you should ever take is
if you are driving and stopped for suspected driving
under the influence. That breath machine is at the sheriff's department. It is portable and looks like a typewriter with a hose attached. If you are not driving, don't
do any tests anywhere at any time.
Fifth suggestion: Consider registering to vote in Harrisonburg if you qualify. Fourteen thousand students
voting in a block would be a powerful incentive for
treating students fairly. You can complain about it or
you can change it. Simply registering will send a message. I hope this helps.
Bob Keefer
South Main St, Harrisonburg

foreign policy, and one of the goals of SOA, for the past
50 years. There is still plenty of work to do in Latin
America, and SOA can be and is a part of that particularly in its mandatory human-rights training that Carlock fails to mention. This is no time to stop.
Joe Marier
' sophomore, music

A call to action against JMU
products made In sweatshops

To the Editor
I do not support sweatshops. However, since it is
not viable to persuade the enormous list of manufacturers to discontinue sweatshop practices, I have decided
to allocate my efforts to a local campaign that is working to ensure that JMU supports fair labor practices in
the production of its goods. I feel that my societal
obligations should not end at the borders of JMU or
the outskirts of the Harrisonburg community but
should extend throughout the United States and to the
whole world.
As citizens of the global community, I believe it is
our duty to protect the human rights of all workers that
endure inhumane conditions for inadequate pay, manufacturing goods that add to the comfort of our lives.
This, however, is quite a challenge, one that will not
likely be accomplished by the pursuit of one individual
or a small group. Nonetheless, by raising our awareness
on the JMU campus, we inch closer to the greater goal
of protecting all workers' rights throughout the world.
We as members of the JMU community can demonstrate our beliefs in equitable treatment within the
workplace by ensuring that none of the JMU products
or apparel was made under harsh conditions. The possibility of sweatshop labor used to produce JMU clothing is real and can no longer be ignored. We are part of
the small minority of people to receive a college education and with this we must accept social responsibility
for those without this privilege
In this power lies the relentless drive for change and
we should recognize that we have the power to sway
this movement. Recentiy the word complacent has been
used to describe students at JMU. I know that this is far
from the truth but I recognize that only our actions will
put to rest such a rumor. With that said, I am calling
you to action and inviting you to join the fight against
cruel and unfair labor practices. Let us embrace the
phrase All Together One by unifying as a student body
in the name of all workers struggling for justice.
I would like to thank all of those who attended
Sweatshop Teach on Nov. 9, and now I am inviting you
to come be a part of the largest student activist movement since the 1960s. JMU Students Against Sweatshops meets on Sundays at 7:30 p.m. in the Airport
Reader responds to School of
Lounge in Warren Hall. We welcome you to come
learn, discuss and realize the severity of sweatshops
Americas article
and recognize the urgency of action.
To the Editor
This letter is in response to Rusty Carlock's Nov. 9
Andrea Morley
sophomore, social work
Breeze Reader's View about the School of Americas
(SOA). First of all, Carlock does not give all the facts. He
mentions training manuals that "teach torture," but
does not say that they were distributed to only 48 stu- Plea from gymnast to
dents before being recalled. Can he find no better hard reconsider funding cuts
evidence for human rights violations than seven manu- To the Editor
als that haven't been used in nearly 10 years?
1 began gymnastics when I was three. I went to pracSince Carlock has no substantive proof for his tice one or two days a week until 1 was in the fifth
claims, the rest of his case is based on guilt by associa- grade. I quit T-ball, dance and Girl Scouts so that I could
tion. Honestly, it's no secret that Latin American sol- take gymnastics a step further because it gave me the
diers have done terrible things. But is it reasonable to chance to enhance myself as an individual. At this time,
blame a small training program in Fort Benning, Ga. I made the commitment to join a team and practice five
for so much that's gone wrong? Murderous dictator days a week. I traded most of the opportunities to parPol Pot went to school in Paris; should that school be ticipate in things other kids did in order to achieve my
shut down?
dreams in the gym. For example, I never spent my sumCarlock says, "The SOA must be judged by the mer vacation playing at the pool because I was in trainresults of its instruction." Well, Pinochet's gone, Norie- ing. I never went to a friend's house after school. And, I
ga's gone, Somoza's gone, the Sandanistas are gone and never watched week night television because I was
every country in the Western Hemisphere, save one, is a practicing in the gym. The list goes on and on. These are
democracy now. This has been a goal of United States tilings that 1 chose to give up so that one day, I would

be able to compete in collegiate level gymnastics.
Here I am at JMU, 21 years old and I have spent over
12,000 hours of my life participating in the sport I love.
If you check out Godwin 106 between the hours of 230
to 6:30 p.m., you will likely find 25 women and 10 men
that have just as much or more time and passion for this
sport as I have.
Recently, there have been rumors that the athletic
department may cut all funding to eight of the athletic
programs here at JMU. There are currently about 150
students that may not have the opportunity to participate anymore. All of us have our own individual stories
pertaining to the commitments we have made to come
here. We are determined to achieve excellence and
nothing less.
Lets face it Most students at JMU will not make the
football or basketball teams. Although these popular
sports can be an excellent representation of student-athletes, most students are looking for how JMU can offer
diversity and opportunities to them, not the select few
from the "select" sports. As a public school, JMU should
view equal opportunities to participate in a wide variety of activities as a way to better the educational expe- .
rience. This should be the first priority of the athletic
department. JMU has promised us diversity and opportunity. If we enhance one or two sports at the expense
of the existence of eight others, we are not providing the
diversity that this institution stands for.
This is not only about the 150 athletes and coaches
that participate in the eight sports. It is also about the
millions of kids that go to practice every day to work
hard in order to have the opportunity to continue being
competitive in college. These are kids that are motivated, goal oriented, aggressive and passionate about
something. Will it be OK if we shut our door in their
faces so that we can possibly spend more money on the
sports that already have the cash they need? Is it fair to
drop eight athletic teams, as well as all the future generations to follow because our school wants a larger football budget?
I participate in my sport because of my love for
gymnastics. Don't take this opportunity away from me.
Please don't take it from anyone.
Lynn Player
senior, health sciences/dietetics

Great American Smokeout
To The Editor.
The Great American Smokeout, a nationally recognized annual event developed by the American Cancer Society, is being held today, Nov. 16. Since 1977,
the third Thursday of November has been the day
when smokers across the country give up their cigarettes. The Health Program Planning class, under the
direction of Health Science professor Tom Syre, is
coordinating this campus-wide event
The goals of this year's Great American Smokeout
are to reduce the amount of smoking in the JMU
community, and to increase public awareness about
the dangers associated with smoking, as well as the
numerous benefits of a smoke-free lifestyle.
The Great American Smokeout will feature various events throughout campus today. In addition to
the scheduled games, prizes, music and free handouts, members of the JMU chapter of the Virginia
Nursing Student Association will be speaking this
evening at 7:30 p.m. in ISAT 159. Everyone is invited
to attend.
I hope that everyone in the JMU community will
take this opportunity to evaluate their smoking
h.ibits. If you are a smoker, 1 urge you to go smokefree for the day and to realize that there is no better
time to quit.
Christopher Schembri
senior, health services administration

Letters to the editor should be sent to glasssp@jmu.edu.
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SENIORS
IF YOU MISSED YOUR CHANCE TO GET YOUR
CAP AND GOWN PICTURE TAKEN,
THE PHOTOGRAPHER

will be back

TUESDAY NOVEMBER

21

IN TAYLOR

311

FROM 9 A.M. TO 3:30 P.M.

in

CTP

uou/ise%

This year's Shoot Yourself contest invites students to submit your most creative photos according to the following
theme: somewhere in your photo has to be something that exemplifies a word that starts with "EX." For example,
everyone could be "EXcited" or it could be a photo of your "EX-boyfriend." There's no right or wrong and the more
creative the better. A selection of the submissions will be featured in the book as the Shoot Yourself contest, but the
top three winning photos will be large feature photos.
Drop off all photos in Anthony Seeger, room 217 with your name, local phone number, local AND permanent
address, the names of the people in your photo and the title (must include a word beginning with "EX.") Write the
info on a separate piece of paper or on a post-it note, DO NOT write on the back of the picture. All pictures will be
returned in May, or mailed to your permanent address over the summer.
For more info and examples of past Shoot Yourself winners, visit the B/uesfone website at www.jmu.edu/thebluestone
or call the office at 568-6541.

DEADLINE: Monday, December 11

ft B

The Blueslone
The yearbook of James
Madison University
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ASoup-erShow
Spotlighting an exotic mix of music and
dance, the second annual Asian Culture
Show, "Egg Drop Soup: A Melting Pot of
Asia" was full of talented performers.
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"Why do people use walls and
fences to communicate to God?'
ALEXANDRIA SEARLS
PROFESSIONAL PHOTOGRAPHER
See story page 27

See story page 23

Sex for Dummies

talk about the "rules" of sex.
Sponsored by the University Program
contributing writer
Using masturbation to get an indi- Board and the University Health Center,
vidual perspective on what you want Falzone spoke out on topics that most peoand don't want in your sexual experi- ple think about, but never really talk about.
"We have all these images in our
ences was one of many pieces of advice
given during "Sex Rules" held in society, but no one wants to talk to us
about sex," she explained. She attribGrafton-Stovall Theatre Tuesday night.
The room filled with laughter as uted to the media the negative images
we have of sex in our
comedian and speaker
society, pointing out
Maria Falzone brought
that the media portrays
both humor and imporsexual relations in an
tant messages to stuunrealistic way and
dents' attention.
without consequences.
Far from ordinary,
According to sophoFalzone used her talent
more Rachel Franco, the
along with humor to
University
Program
reach out and teach
Board's
director
of variety
people not only about
entertainment,
students
safe sex, but also ;.bout
— Maria Falzone find Falzone can give
communication within
speaker them a different perspecsexual relationships
tive on sex than they are
and the importance of
used to. Only a small
owning your body.
number
of
people
admitted during the pro"What enables me to get up here and
gram
that
their
parents
ever talked with
talk to you about sex is that I have
them about sex. Falzone discussed the
incredible sex," Falzone said.
RYANPUDLOSKVseniorplwtoxruphcr
As a widely known stand-up come- importance of teaching children about sex
dian
for over 13 years, Falzone has used honestly, and in a way that teaches them to
A stand-up comedian for 13 years, Maria Falzone, right, speaks all over the country
her humor as an educational tool. For respect their body and to be confident.
using comedy to discuss sex and relationships. Here, Falzone makes a point about safe
the past four years, she has been travelsex as she and freshman Jackie Blume, left, hilariously pull a condom over sophomore
see SEX, page 34
ing to college campuses nationwide to
Josh Mundy's head.
BY ELIZABETH PARSONS

-a

What enables me to get
up here and talk to you
about sex is that I have
incredible sex.

Sex and scandal at Theatre II
Two one-act plays emphasize racy titles and intricate monologues
BY BRENNA WALTON

contributing writer
Ever felt like the politically correct
and socially cautious society our generation lives in has missed out on all
the "sex, drugs and rock 'n' roll" of
generations past?
Well, we probably have, but Theatre II will be offering its own version
of deviant behavior with Eric
Bogosian's "Sex, Drugs and Rock 'n'
Roll," opening this week.
The play will feature a series of
unrelated monologues about the notso-everyday actions and thoughts of
different people, such as the speculation of one person that the world is literally a toilet as well as one man's tale
of the incredible size of his ... well,
you'll have to go see it.
"They're
[the
monologues]
grandiose versions of things you come
across on a daily basis," said director
senior Paul Frydrychowski. There is no
overall theme within "Sex, Drugs and
Rock V Roll" because each monologue is so different.
'The only overall goal would be to
portray different insights into the characters." Frydrychowski said.
"Sex, Drugs and Rock 'n' Roll" is
actually a replacement for the play that
Frydrychowski was originally sched-

uled to direct at Theatre II called 'Tooth
of Crime," a play by Sam Shepard.
When there were difficulties obtaining
the rights to do the play, Frydrychowski was forced to select a new play. He
said he decided to do "Sex, Drugs and
Rock 'n' Roll" after he read it again and
decided that the cast he had already
chosen for "Tooth of Crime," would
work well with the play.

SCANDALOUS SCENES
"Sex, Drugs <SL Rock 'n' roll"
<fi "Savage Cove"
theatre II
Thursday-Saturday
8 p.m. wl special midnight
show on Jriday
tickets $3

Each performance will begin with a
monologue by junior Jason Teasley, and
after a brief intermission, will be followed by "Savage Love," a collection of
poems written by Sam Shepard focusing mainly on relationships and love.
The actors have underlying mes-

sages in their characters' monologues.
"It's about not being afraid of the
capitalistic American dream," said
senior Robert O. Wilson about his
monologue. "It's about embracing
your own materialism."
The experience has been as unique
for those involved as the play itself.
"It's been a unique experience for
me and [the actors] in that I've opened
it up more, the monologues have the
capacity to be over the top and theatrical, but I've really wanted the actors to
make it as real for themselves as they
wanted it to be," Frydrychowski said.
"It's also unique in that I'm not an
actor and not usually a director, I'm usually a designer," he said.
The set design will be "incredibly
minimal" with the exception of a few
hand props and there is currently an
"army of designers" procuring the necessary costumes. The overall goals of
both cast and director for the performances of "Sex, Drugs and Rock 'n'
Roll" are simply that the audience
enjoys it and that each monologue is
successfully portrayed.
"Sex, Drugs and Rock 'n' Roll" with
JANE McHVGH/seniorphotoxrupher
"Savage Love" will run in Theatre II
Nov. 16-18 at 8 p.m. as well as a mid- Sophomore Andrew Gorskl, above, plays "The
night performance on Friday. Tickets Stud" In a monologue Installment. Each one act
play will be presented as a series of monolgues.
will cost $3 at the door.
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VojuttU JLaekf lattim

PLASTERED?

Tattoos & Piercings

Get in fcouefc with

POINT

PAINTBALL

■3p: Play for free... -31^
If you organize a group of 10 or
more, the organizer plays for
4£ FREE! M
Harrisonburg's Premier Tattoo & Piercing Studio
HOURS:
Tues - Thurs : 12 - 7pm
Fri&Sat: 12-7pm
Piercings Wed - Sat
Closed Sun & Mon
Walk-ins Welcome

433-5612
www.paintedladytattoo.com
200 South Avenue Off Rte 42

' Group Rates Available
' Walk-Ons Welcome
Ages 10 & up
' Full Line of Paintball Game Supplies #
• Pro Shop Service Available
1
Mult-pie Fields for All Types of Games

RATES
• $5.00 Field Fee per day
• $10.00 Equipment Rental
•$5.00 per 100 Paintballs
* CALL FOR BULK RATES *

Ualley Surplus • (540) 564-0002 •1084 Uirginia flue

THE BEST IN STUDENT HOUSING FORTHE MONEY!
heck Us Out!!

SOUTH AVENUE

UNIVERSITY

• Convenient to Campus

• Free Water

• 3 & 4 Bedroom Units

• Microwave

• Easy Access to JMU (bus

• Washer & Dryer

service)

• Dishwasher

• Reasonable Rates

• Individual Leases

PLACE

E
POWTftOAD

i
i
3
i

• Furnished or Unfurnished
Units

Public transit at

entrance in help you

• Ample Parking
get to campus.
M4DISON DRIVE

JMU

f iNivERsrrv
The Place to Be!
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WE'VE GOT WHAT

YOU WANT!
ON SALE AT
PLAN 9 NOW!
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Purple Dawg Pizza
Purple Dawg has extended its hours!
The Dawg is out Late Nights
till 3am on Thursday, Friday and Saturday

$13.99 CD

Carryout and Delivery Midnight to 3am

2? NUMBIR
ONE SONGS!

32 Put
BOOKUT!

i

»«»»

THE BEATLES "Number Ts
KID A

Come to Purple Dawg
for the best
food and the best
prices in the ' Burg!

1039 Port Republic Road
Harrisonburg, VA 22801

438-9620

s \<;i \. INC.

OK
COMPUTER

THE WISE CHOICE FOR IT- TELECOM SOLUTIONS
THE
BENDS

PABLO
HONEY

Interested in a position as a Java/ C++ Developer?
Come join SAGEX for its first info session on JMU's
campus I

When:

November 16th, 5:30p.m.- 7:00p.m.

EACH ON SALE
Where: Taylor Rm. 402

$13.99 CD
CD's • IP's • cassettes • books • magazines
special orders • music accessories • hard to find labels
& imports • local & regional artists • open 7 days!

Pizza, cookies and soda will be served. Also, we will have a raffle for
a PALM PILOT! You'll never forget another assignment, or be late to
another appointment with your very own Palm Pilot!

Interviews will be held all day Friday, November 17th
In Kroger Shopping Center
1790-96 E. Market Street
Mon.-Sat. 10-9, Sun. 12-6 • 434-9999

We look forward to having YOU join our Sagex Team!
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The proudest Mexican Restaurant in the Valley

Proud of the largest South of the Border Menu
Proud of our delightful dinino setting
Proud of our 3.75 at\y lunch with beverage Tuesday lunch special
Come in for areat Thursday Specials

Eiuoy our 5S-65 person party room

Open Everyday • 11:00 a.m.-11:00 p.m. • Complete ABC Beverages • 243 NeffAve (Next to Sears) • 434-8634

Mfo
^wlBr'

Gift Baskets

Shoot
for the best
housing around!

by Design

Specialty baskets for every occasion
throughout the year
Cookie Mug Bouquets
College Care Baskets
Traditional Holiday Baskets
Virginia Sampler Baskets
Online @ www.

williamsburggiftbaskets.com
#(888) 313-2389
We Ship -We Deliver
Corporate & Individual Accounts
MasterCard & Visa Accepted

m

m

Amer ica's Leader
i n Student Travel

Olde Mill Village
Our apartments have amenities galore:
•Level grounds with no hills to climb or interstate to cross.

• Deadbolt locks and door viewers on all apartments.

•Only four blocks to campus.

• Well lit parking lot and walkways.

• Air conditioned and heated with energy efficient heat pumps.

• Convenient bus service to campus and Valley Mall.

• Stain resistant wall-to-wall carpeting.

• No sliding patio doors.

• Mini-blinds on all windows.

• Large laundry room/storage area in each unit.

• Basketball court.

• An easy 10 minute walk to campus.

• Paved parking spaces.

• A small community where the manager knows most tenants

• Pre-wired for ethernet access to campus.
'

by name, and personally checks all maintenance requests.

• Telephone and cable outlets in each room.

11A South Avenue,
Harrisonburg

^>
DVANTAGE REALTY
ANACEMENT GROUP
INC

fit a

(540) 432-9502
www.oldemillvillage.com
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Remembering the lost
Memories of the Oklahoma City Bombing are brought
to light in 'Memories on the Fence' in New Image Gallery

16, 20001 THE BREEZE | 23

Culture show
carries message
of awareness,
celebrates diversity
BY SHANNON CARTER

MATT CARASELLA/iemor photographer
One of the pictures on the fence surrounding the Alfred Murrah Building bomb site in Okalahoma City. The
picture portrays some of the children whose lives were lost when they were in the day care center. Alexandria Searls' photographs of those on the fence are meant to portray lasting truth of the horrific event.

photography. "It hit me close to home because the
snap shots move it to such a close situation. They
staff writer
Captured on film, memories of the Oklahoma City made it something that I can relate to."
Most intriguing of all the displayed artwork was
bombing find a temporary home on campus.
a
series
of three pictures against the right wall of
Entitled, "Memory on the Fence: Photography
the
exhibit.
In the photos there is a pale concrete
at the Murrah Building Bomb Site, Oklahoma
City," professional photographer Alexandria building with the words "God can forgive Tim if
Searls opened a new show this past Monday in Tim returns" written upon it in bright neon orange
spray paint.
Zirkle House.
Underneath the framed photos
"Why do people use walls and
is
the
caption, "On a nearby wall
fences to communicate to God?"
graffiti
depicts God with the same
Searls, a one time UVa. student,
This has made me
bright orange of Timothy
explained during a brief lecture
McVeigh's prison uniform."
preceding the grand opening of her
question my
The message of the three photos
latest exhibit. "That was one of my
did
not so much come from the
photography
and
the
motivations."
words
as it did from the colors. The
The show in Zirkle House featruth
of
it.
orange
has such a vibrant hue that
tures 12 of Searls' photos, the
it appears to be digitally altered,
majority of which depict memora—Alexandria Searls although it is not.
bilia and pictures that were
professional photographer
"I have produced beautiful picplaced on the wire fence surtures
of weddings that after five or
rounding the bomb site.
sixth
months the marriages dis"It seems like a lot of her
solve,"
Searls
said.
"This
has made me question my
work is deeply rooted with
moments, people and in trying to remember photography and the truth of it. That is what this
them," senior art major Bevin Strider commented show is about. I found that these pictures are truthful and will remain so."
in response to the exhibit.
If you are a person who respects art and are
The photos were very voyeuristic and powerful. Most of them displayed deteriorating pictures touched deeply by such tragedies as the Oklahoma
placed on the fence of those killed as a result of City bombing then don't miss your opportunity to see
the tragedy. Searls said that the mildewed and these photos.
Searls' show will be on display until Dec. 8 in
bubbled pictures were symbolic of the deaths
Zirkle
House. The gallery is open 12 to 5 p.m.
that occurred.
"[Searls' exhibit] made me want to cry," junior art Monday through Thursday, and 12 to 4 p.m. Frimajor Robin Wisser said in regard to the collage-like day and Saturday.
BY SCOTT KING

u

?5—

contributing writer
As the lights fade, two hula dancers dressed in traditional flowered garb take the stage and capture the
audience's attention with their seductive moves and
exotic dance.
Their viewers become entranced as the two move
in synchronization to the intense music playing in the
background.
A male performer waltzes onto the stage and makes
the girls in the audience go wild with his rhythmic
moves. He tries his moves on the hula dancers, but is
unsuccessful as they run away.
This opening act set the scene for the rest of the performances in the second annual Asian Culture Show
on Saturday, sponsored by the Asian Student Union,
the University Program Board and the Center for Multicultural/International Student Services. A comical
variety show of sorts, this year's theme was "Egg Drop
Soup: A Melting Pot of Asia."
Guest emcee, Jonathan Elicerio, a student at Old
Dominion University, opened the show. Once we
begin to appreciate and understand our differences,
we can get along better, Elicerio said.
The show got underway with a Chinese folk
song played on the violin by freshman Michael
Wu. The entire auditorium was silenced as each
note was delivered with precision and care. In the
end, the audience showed its appreciation with
thunderous applause.
The entire evening was filled with first-class acts
such as a Korean modern-trance dance that used glow
sticks for a special effect. The performance was
extremely intense and well received.
A very distinctive act was the Filipino tinikling.
This unique act can be best described as doubledutch jump roping with long poles instead of
ropes. Sophomore Anthony Marchegiano said this
was his favorite part of the evening. "It was very
entertaining," he said.
Another special act of the evening was a skit
performed by the Vietnamese Student Association from Virginia Tech. The skit, "Return of
Phoboy: The Quest for the Long Lost Hoison
Sauce," was amusing.
There was never a dull moment during the show.
From the modern Chinese song to the traditional fashion show, ASU proved it was chock full of talent.

SPOTLIGHT ON:

Student *Dance Concert
NOV. 16-17, 8 P.M.
GODWIN

355
BRENNABAI1.EY/M«#/>/«</»>!'<'/>'!<''

$6 GENERAL, $3 W/JAC CARD

The Vietnamese Student Association at Virginia Tech performed a a skit about pho, a well-known Vietnamese dish
as part of the Asian Culture Show Saturday in Wilson.
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BRUISED and
BATTERED
"Treasures in the VaCky's Used "Boo Stores
Story by staff writer Zak Silah

An amazing selection of old rr
and Sports Illustrated share the
prints and records.

AMANDA CAPP/sen/or photographer

The children's section at Paper Treasures is filled with both familiar and unfamailiar selections. In addition, comfy
chairs and couches adorn the room so you can sit back and enjoy.
You slip through the door
and immediately everything has changed.
The outside world seems to
have melted away; your senses are
flooded with images, smells and
sounds: the groaning of wood
flooring underneath rugged car-

pet, the scent of paper and binding, a thick and heavy perfume of
nostalgia no one could ever hope
to capture in a bottle; the sight of
shelves upon shelves upon shelves
of used books, like an ancient mausoleum of the printed word. You
are trapped in a world of wonder
and intimidation and the best
thing is you don't ever want to
leave.
To experience something like
this, book lovers needn't stray far.
The Valley is brimming with used
bookstores, some small pockets
fiestled between shops, some
grand operations, reminiscent of
warehouses in some crowded
metropolis, all of them offering a
smorgasbord of bruised and battered treasures.

Downtown Books
MEGHAN MONTGOMERY/sen/or photographer

Downtown books has an amazing variety of all things paper,
including calendars, old postcards and books.

Downtown Books, nestled
across from the Farmer's Market in
downtown Harrisonburg was
founded in 1975 by JMU graduate
Dave Lang. It was originally an
outpost for cigarettes, magazines

and a small cache of paperback
books. In 1977, current owner Bob
Schurtz removed the gum and cigarettes and expanded on the
books. A bxx>k lover can now wander there and find small shelves
stuffed with used and new paperbacks — everything from Stephen
King and Thomas Harris to old
romance novels and religious texts.
Schurtz sells cards and posters as
well. The highest price for a used
book is half the cover price and
most run for less than that. There's
even a row of tables outside displaying free books.
The beauty of Downtown
Books is found in its simplicity:
there are no bar code scanners, no
price tags, not even a cash register.
"Just primarily books and a little
cash box," chuckled Schurtz. He
prefers to do everything by hand,
marking down sales on a clipboard
he keeps behind a small counter
cluttered with used paperbacks
and reference books.
Managing a used bookstore is
primarily founded on a love of

books. "It's kind of like a public
service," he said, leaning across the
glass counter, looking content
among the stacks of books surrounding him. And the benefit for
customers ... "It's a good way to
reach those books you wouldn't
[normally] read/'

Open Book
If you go the opposite direction
along South Main Street, Open
Books, a building whose fair size
hides the bowels of bookshelves
inside. Though it opened three
years ago, Open Books is mature
beyond its years. It feeds primarily
off students, as it is located near
campus. "I have a lot of students
come in," said Clair Hinckley, Open
Books' owner, "They make my
day."
What is unique about this used
bookstore is its structure. Instead of
rows of shelves, there are rooms
divided into genres. A "non-fiction"
room holds used biographies and
manuals, among others, stacked
every which-way on wooden
shelves. The "fiction" room is a lair
of paperbacks from various authors.
If s like wandering around an art
museum, going from exhibit to
exhibit. Except you don't just look in
a used bookstore; you rummage and
root through the shelves, digging
through history, searching fervently
for some relic of the past. What
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AMANDA CAPP/senior photographer

Sorting through the massive inventory hidden inside the quaint exterior of Paper Treasures is a task that all
book lovers will enjoy.

AUDREY WOOD/semor photographer

nagazines including Life, Rolling Stone
e space at Paper Treasures with books,

makes this store different from a
Barnes & Nobles or a Books-AMillion, according to Hinckley, is
"when you go to a used bookstore,
you have not just what is currently
in print but what has been out of
print for years."
Most of the goods in Open
Bwks are relatively inexpensive. "I
try to keep them affordable
because I really opened this store
to encourage reading in the community," Hinckley said.

Paper Treasures
If it's collectibles you are looking for, then New Market is the
place to be. It is in this darling
town that you will find Paper
Treasures — a large, warehousesized store which contains all
kinds of printed relics. There are
cardboard boxes packed with old
magazines: Rolling Stone, The New
Yorker, The Saturday Evening Post.
You'll find glass cases lined with
pulp science fiction and romance
comics, towering shelves of
paperback and hardcover books.
It would not be outrageous to say
that a piece of everyone's past lies
hidden somewhere in this store.
The majesty of Paper Treasures
can be found in its honesty. Shelves
and boxes aren't aligned and
arranged with the "nip-and-tuck"
precision of a big chain bookstore; if
anything, Paper Treasures flaunts

its items at the customer. It doesn't
hide broken spines or torn covers
because these are the signs of the
love a book has given and could
give to another potential buyer.
Owner Mike Lewis has sUxrked
Paper Treasures with rarities as
well including hardcover books on
the history of places ranging from
Virginia to ancient Rome. The store
also features old editions of wellknown literary works such as
Percy Bysshe Shelley's
"Prometheus Unbound."
In other words, "Anything we
can get our hands on that comes
our way," said clerk Nancy Kupec.
Paper Treasures advertises their
willingness to purchase old books,
magazines, comics, newspapers
and even whole libraries, all in an
effort to further aggrandize their
already astonishing collection.
Ultimately, a description of
these unique stores cannot suffice.
These bookstores are meant to be
visited personally, to be plundered
for all the treasures — both used
and new — they hold. The smells,
the images, the whole gamut of sensory details are what set used bookstores apart from their more expensive, homogenized counterparts, as
well as the incredible bargains and
the store owners and clerks themselves: the type of people always
willing to greet customers with a
smile, exhibiting the kind of friendliness that reaffirms one's faith in
humankind. There is no experience
more invigorating and enriching for
a book lover than an hour or two
spent perusing through the aisles of ■
a used bookstore.
So grab a shovel or a pick (or if
you just want to use your hands,
that's fine as well) arid dig into the
Valley's used bookstores.
The treasures of the past are out
there, just waiting for you to
unearth them.

Directions
Downtown Books
Located on 49B Water Street in Harrisonburg,
Downtown Books is in an alley across the street from
Spanky's and Town and Campus Records.

Open Book
Open Book is found at 1429 S. Main St. in
Harrisonburg. It is one stoplight south of Port Republic
Road.

Paper Treasures
Requiring a bit more travel time, Paper Treasures is
found in New Market. Take 1-81 to the New Market
Exit (264). Turn left at
the end of the exit
ramp, turn right at the
■SmUMy
second stoplight onto
Rt. 11 South. The
b*l
store is about five
blocks down on the
right-hand side.
Travel time is approximately 20-25 minutes. For more infor-

BooK

AUDREY WOOD/ senior photographer

mation go to

open Book counts students among

WWW.papertreaSUre-

*ne m08t frequent and enjoyed customers at the store along South
Main Street.

bOOks.COm.
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Easier1987. Age5

Easier 1988, Age 6

Easter 1989, Age 7

e

uites
Now taking reservations for graduation
REASONABLY PRICED

GREAT FOOD

Private Banquet Facilities Available

UmenLeaDenham

weekday evenings and anytime on Saturday's or Sunday's

Killed bv a drunk driver on Good Mda* March 29.1991 al
CbfeB Parfe Dnvc and Hwy. 19 Norlh in Meridian, M.s.
If you don't stop your fnend from drivingdrunk. who will? Do whatever >t takes.

(maximum 40 guests)

FRIENDS DON'T LET FRIENDS DRIVE DRUNK
C

49«?/Ur^ BW.

'.'Icros* from

CM/TO

540464-2988

^-N Harrisonburg
(tX-) Unitarian
vLy Universalists

Equip smart

Service 10:30 a.m.
We respect the inherent worth and
dignity of every person and justice,
equality and compassion in
human relations.

867-0073
Visitors Welcome
http://home.rica.net/huu
Email: hburg@rica.net
Rt. 33,5 miles west of H'burg at
Dale Enterprise Schoolhouse

Personal Attention In A
Comfortable Atmosphere

A laser printer for
the price of an inkjet?

Cool. Just $199.
Now you can have your very own
laser printer. At a breakthrough price.
Fast. Sharp. Clean. Compact. With
a toner cartridge that should last you all
year. And at a per page cost that's 70%
less than inkjet. Plus a Toner Save button
that extends the life another 30%.
Papers that stand out in a teacher's
grading stack. Professional resumes.
Articles fit to submit for publication. All for
the price of a half-dozen inkjet cartridges.
Better think twice. Everyone in the
dorm's gonna want to use it.
Grab one at your campus bookstore.
Order online. Or by phone at 100-459-3272.
Go to www.samsungusa.com/Xtreine for
more information.

General Orthopedics
Sports Injuries
Hand Therapy
Back & Neck Care
Burn & Wound Care
Flexible Hours & Scheduling
We File Most Insurance
Claims For You

BACK INACTION
PHYSICAL THERAPY

564-1600
755-F CANTRELL AVE
(Next to Hardees)
HARRISONBURG, VA
I i iMMMimmilliiliHIIIIIIIHlIM mi;
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Son of a - devil?! Sandier as the son of Satan provides
fans with plenty of laughs in this devilishly funny comedy
"LITTLE NICKY"
RATED PG13
STARRING: ADAM SANDLER
AND HARVEY KEITEL
RUNNING TIME:
84 MINUTES

"Big Daddy" served as a transitional film for
Adam Sandier expanding his audiences as he
took on the role of a nice guy who is only partially insane.
"Little Nicky," his newest film, takes Sandier back
to his roots in a wild vulgar ride that can only be
described as a cross between "Dogma" and "The
Waterboy."
"Little Nicky" is the only place where you can see
the Jewish Sandier, buffed up Tom "Tiny" Lister, Jr.
(Deebo from "Next Friday"), and British-accented Rhys
Ifans (Spike from "Notting Hill") playing brothers —
tlio sons of Satan.
Sandier plays little Nicky and what differentiates this
character from all the others he has played is that lack of
built up aggression which has become one of Sandlers'
call signs. Little Nicky, instead, is the ultimate of all
wimps and more or less stays that way throughout the
whole film.
After Nicky's brothers, Adrian (lfans) and Cassius
(Lister), bust out of Hell, freezing its gates, it becomes
his responsibility to bring them back.

One of the most creative ideas of the film was
making Nicky immortal. Upon dying Nicky is simply sent back to Hell where he gets up and heads
again to Earth. This lets Sandier do things with the
character that could only happen in cartoons and it
becomes quite humorous watching him die over and
over again.
Realizing his son is naive to the ways of Earth,
Satan, played well by Harvey Keitel, gives Nicky
a guide to the mortal world. Beefy the bulldog,
voiced by Robert Smigel, holds nothing back
when teaching about Earth, the first lesson being
about Popeye's chicken.
There are many cameo appearances in the movie.
There is nearly a complete renewal of the "Saturday
Night Live" cast of 10 years ago, not to mention other
roles played by Rodney Dangerfield, Quentin Tarantino, Reese Witherspoon, Clint Howard and Ozzy
Osbourne (as himself). Plus there is still the same supporting cast that Sandier had in both "The Waterboy"
and "Big Daddy."
Compared to the other Sandier movies "Little
Nicky"'s budget was higher because of all the special
effects. Different scenes include Sandier floating
through air, Hell rising in Central Park and Clint
Howard as a cross dresser.
In the end though, it always becomes an issue
of whether or not you are a Sandier fan for there
has always been that fine dividing line separating
those that embrace his juvenile antics and those
that shun them. He has done six feature films now
and either you like him or you do not. It is as simple as that.

Special effects alone can't lift this futuristic sci-fi flick off
the ground, not even Carrie-Anne Moss'steamy shower scene
"RED PLANET"
RATED PG

13

STARRING: CARRIE-ANNE MOSS
AND VAL KILMER
RUNNING TIME:

100 MINUTES
•
One good thing was that "Red Planet" was better
than both "Mission to Mars" and "Pitch Black." But
even with casting the power of Val Kilmer and Carrie-Anne Moss, "Red Planet" still, for lack of better
terminology, sucked.
This movie was based on science and there was
no evil aliens or supernatural presence trying to kill
everyone. It takes place 50 years in the future when
the earth is being destroyed by pollution. With no
way to save Earth, various kinds of algae were sent
to Mars. Once on the red planet the algae began to
grow and started to spread. As the algae grew it produced oxygen. The people of Earth hoped this
would lead to the colonization of Mars and the salvation of the human race.
Then without warning, all the algae fields on

Mars disappeared. In response a team of six American scientists are sent to the planet to investigate
what had happened to all the algae and oxygen.
It takes the team of scientists 182 days to go from
Earth to Mars and that is exactly how long I had felt I
had been sitting in the theater after the first 15 minutes. The plot gives the characters no time to develop
and the personalities they have are predictable and
two-dimensional.
In this day and age where violence takes such a big
role in movies and with this film being so highly budgeted, a person would think maybe even the death
scenes would be spiced up and exciting; they were not.
The first death results from spleen damage and the second from falling off a cliff.
Now, I am a guy in all senses of the word, but even I
found the nude shower scene of Moss completely
unnecessary to the plot. It was just thrown in there with
no attention but to deliver a topless Moss to an audience
of males.
This movie was painful in all respects from the bad
editing to the non-existent directing to the awful script.
The only good thing about the movie was the special
effects. Yet, we all know that effects alone cannot make a
movie. "Star Wars: Episode One" is more than enough
proof of that.
Be smart and do not waist your money seeing
this flick.

WX JM Show with Sorry About Dresden. Selby
Timers, and Port Republic) Thursday. 9 p.m.

The Biltmore
deejayi Thursday
Georgia Avenuet Saturday. 12
Live Acoustics Wednesday

CALHOUN

' s,

Steve Parksi Thursday
Calhoun s Jazzi Friday
Bart Delaney Trioi Saturday
Scott Murrayi Wednesday

FINNIGAN'S COVE
Jerry Wimmen Thursday. 10 p.m.. $3
Muellei Friday. 10 p.m.. $3
Jimmy Oi Tuesday. 10 p.m.. 13

Dave's Taverna
Jeremiah Prophetti Tuesday
Ja**i Wednesday. 12

MafnsTreet bar ^ grid
The Walk Saturday. 110 advance.
$12 day of show
Ladies Nighti Tuesday
Sol Tribe with Monolith: Wednesday.
15 cover. Ladies Free

The Little Grill
Nick The Belly Gruswitzi Friday. 13
Brady Earnhat: Saturday. 13

Kelly May Brown Thursday
RYAN PUDLOSKI/grapfcw editor

—
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"The Invisible Secretary"

Hometown Music

GUITARS, AMPS, PROMS AND SOUND EQUIPMENT

WORD PROCESSING SERVICES
Lenore A. Dowds
455 Eckert Circle
Harrisonburg,VA2280l

• Reports /Thesis / Editing

Ibanez Acoustic-Electric Special

m

• Resumes / Cover Letters
• Desktop Publishing

Tel. 540 • 442*1299
Fax. 540 • 442*8700

• Brochures / Graphics

Ibanez PF5CE
List $399,

• Proposals / Contracts

Sale $229

• Manuals / Manuscripts
Available 7 Days A Week

- www.homctownmusic.net

Hoars:
10-6 Moil, Toe, Thur, Fri; 10-$ Sit

Z,m$klkhiihi 10% iff ill
imp, btttteAmtl iuh i

HmGiftmWtS)

Great Deals on
Acoustic &
Electric Guitar
Packages starting
at $ 139
434-4159
In the Ace Music building
2990 S Main Street

* STOP BY TODAY...OR CALL 442-4800 #
VUCAT
^»*
<°»Sr{
1

°*

•c*
Chocolate
Peanut Butter

THE LOOK

Professional

HAIR*TANNING & MASSAGE

564-2770

Harrisonburg's newest & finest apartment
community. Just minutes front JMU and CISAT!

Corner of University Blvd
and Reservoir St.
(Walking Distance from SunChase,
Stone Gate and CISAT dorms)

^k Furnished luxury 4 bedroom/4 bath apartments

Serving JMU since 1990

GET YOUR CHRISTMAS
GIFT CERTIFICATES NOW
AND SAVE $$$$

^ Individual leasesv

^ Internet/cable/telephone in every bedroom

Haircut $8 with coupon
Regular Perms $35
Spiral Perms $45
Full Body Massage $30
Buy \2 Tanning Visits for $27
and get 6. more FREE

10% off Retail with coupon

^

msc
OPPOHTUNITV

^ Laundry room with full size washer & dryer in
each apartment.
v»
# State of the art clubhouse
£;»,.
• Exercise center
• Business center
Professionally managed by
•Pool
Management Services Corporation

^ leasing @ msc-rents.com

www.sunchase.net ^
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'Macbett' marvels many
Highly satircal play mocks deceitful workings of goverments,
confuses viewers, adds humor to Shakespeare s 'Macbeth'
BY TARRA HOLMAN

staff writer

Making light of political constraints people
have under communistic and militaristic societies,
Ionesco's "Macbett" was performed by the JMU
School of Theatre and Dance last week.

REVIEW
Betrayal, deceit and adulterous affairs were
going on within the English government during
playwright Euguene Ionesco's time; enough to
write a satire about it.
The satirical version of Shakespeare's famous
"Macbeth," "Macbett" is Ionesco's take on the
deceitful doings of the government. With a modem approach, this play focused on the overthrow
of the evil King Duncan, played by sophomore
David Mclnturff.
lonesco saw life as being absurd. The humor of
the situations was a play on society's absurdities.
Unusual and wacky occurrences throughout, the
play was absurd to the point where the future of
the government was foreshadowed by three
manipulative witches.
Every character in the play fit well into their
parts. Mclnturff was exceptional in his portrayal
of a rich, selfish, greedy king who took pride in
having dictatorship, but was afraid to stand up for
himself. Instead of defending himself while the

sp1&60"

people staged a revolution against him, several
soldiers risked their lives.
Sophomore Brandon Durflinger played
Macbett, a participant in the revolution, who
turned against the king after being promised a
governmental position and then denied it.
Durflinger seemed very confident, stern and
aggressive with his role and that made the
character quite interesting.
Other exceptional performances came from
sophomore Krissy Callahan and freshman Lara
Sheets. They both played the manipulating
witches in the play. Their costumes were great
and their vocal arrangements made the witches
seem realistic.
Sheets was particularly impressive with a triple
role in the show. In addition to her role as a witch,
Sheets played Lady Duncan and Lady Macbett.
Although the overall performance of the characters was good, understanding the play was a
bit confusing. Many concerned students talked
amongst one another about the confusing plot.
Characters such as the lemonade seller, the
butterfly hunter and the podium mover, randomly appeared in the play, seeming to pop out of
nowhere and serving little purpose in the play.
This play had a message hidden so deep within it that many were unable to grasp. The play
was hilarious, but without an explanation of
RYAN Pi\DLOSKVjeitiorpholOKmpher
"Macbeth"'s twisted plot, "Macbett" lacked much Playing Macbett, sophomore Brandon Durflinger, kneeling above,
needed audience guidance.
was part of the revolution to overthrow the evil and greedy king.

MAJ^S^HET
BAR & GRILL

The World's Greatest Tribute to.
The World's Greatest Band:

El

SAT Nov. 18

TiNK F10YD
THE WAIir
If

...with special guest JMU sensation Money Penny

9 P.M.
Tickets on sale NOW at Mainstreet
or Plan 9 in Harrisonburg.
This show is 18 & Up
JMU students present JAC card at
the door and receive $3.00 off
admission price.

153 South Main Street Harrisonburg • 432-9963 • www.mainstreetrocks.com
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SRA TECHNDPDLIS:
A MICRO-CHIP, CYBER-RDBDTIC, GALACTIC DASIS WHERE CDLD FUSION PRODUCES ALL CONSUMED
ENERGY, AND NANOTECHNOLOGY PROVIDES AN INEXHAUSTIBLE FOOD SUPPLY. FOR CENTURIES,

PEDPLE MARVELED AT THE ANCIENT PIONEERS WHO LAID THE GROUND WORK FOR THIS UTOPIAN
SOCIETY. WHO WERE THESE

I.T. PROFESSIONALS WHO STARTED IT ALL? WHAT INSPIRED THEM?

NOW, AFTER YEARS OF TESTING, SRA SCIENTISTS HAVE INVENTED A TIME~PORTAL THAT ALLDWS
A TEAM TO RETURN TO SRA IN THE YEAR
2DDD A.D. TO DISCOVER WHAT MAKES
THEIR I.T. ANCESTORS TICK.

WHAT WILL THEY FIND ON THE OTHER
SIDE? WILL THE OPPORTUNITY TO MAKE AN
IMPACT ON THE FUTURE BE SO INTRIGUING
THEY WON'T COME BACK?

mp*i

•■•..■.^7

PREPARE TO EXPERIENCE SRA #/V THE YEAR BOOO.

GO THERE. YOU MAY (MOT WANT TO RETURN.
—-T,

j£

We're currently assembling a team to enter the portal. If you are earning a Bachelor's or a Master's degree in the areas
of: Computer Science* Electrical Engineering • Information'Systems • Computer Engineering • Other related
fields, please send your resume, describing your position of interest to: college@sra.com Or send a fax to:
(703) 803-1509. E0E, M/F/D/V.

WWW.SRA.CDM
Typical opportunities include:
• Applications Programmers • Software Engineers • Network Administrators • Data Miners • Public Policy Analysts
• ESM F ■ omic Analysts • Operations Research Analysts • Network Engineers • Customer Relations Analysts
on tngineers • Information Assurance Analysts/Engineers • Financial Analysts • Bioinformatics Software Engineers
computational Linguists • Database Administrator • Data Administration Specialist • Test Engineers

SR4>
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WE'RE CELEBRATING!
3rd Anniversary
Schedule off Events
Saturday, November 18th

Pizza • Subs • Pasta
Lunch:
Pizza by the Slice • Calzone* Italian Subs
• Spinach Turnover • Philly Steak & Cheese
Dinner:
Chicken Parmigiana • Chicken Alia Fancese
• Chicken Cacciatore • Chicken Pino & Pesto
•Spaghetti • Lasagna • Posillapo •

located in Four Points Sheraton

Gamberi Alia Cardinale • Gamberi Scampi •
Linguine Alia Vongole • Specialty Desserts

Buy a Large New
York Style Pizza
Get One FREE
To-Go Orders Only
1647 E. Market St. (Next to Mr. J's Bagels)
• 438-8985 • Mon-Sat 10:30 a.m. -11:00 p.m.
• Sun 11:00 a.m. -10:00 p.m.
,.,-«-,.- -..

THC/fRQ>AM MIGHT r\H
Comedy Zone
Featuring 2 nationally known comedians
9p.m.-l0:30p.m.
DJ and dancing will follow immediately

FRibAM 11/1?
DJ and dancing
No cover

CATC/tRbAM 11/1*
"Cobalt Blue"
9:30p.m.-l:30a.m.
$5 cover

Karoake Night
^
FourPointsSheralon

9p.m.-l :30a.m.
*Must be 21 or older*
1400 East Market St. • Harrisonburg, VA 22801
540-433-2521 Ext. 7735 • 800-708-7037

SPORTS
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SKI & SKATE
CMISS SPOTLIGHT ]
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II 2000 Lecture Series

Elaine Chao

Th U rSd3y,

November 16,2000
Wilson Hall
7:00PM

After graduating from Harvard Business School,
Elaine Chao began a remarkable professional
journey that firmly established her reputation
for accomplishment in business, government
and the nonprofit sector. In 1992, she was recruited
to be the president and CEO of United Way of
America (UWA). Prior to joining UWA, Chao
was director of the Peace Corps, the world's largest
international volunteer organization. During her
service in the federal government, she became the
highest-ranking Asian Pacific American appointed
to the executive branch in U.S. history. Currently
a distinguished fellow of The Heritage Foundation,
Chao serves on a number of nonprofit and Fortune
500 corporate boards, including Dole Food
Company, Inc., NASD, Inc., (parent company of
the Nasdaq stock market), Columbia/HCA
Healthcare, Clorox.and Northwest Airlines.

?'s Call The Center for Multicultural/International
Student Services @x6636

Property Management, Inc.

LARGEST SELECTION OF OFF CAMPUS HOUSING
IN HARRISONBURG
2 Bedrooms
Hunters Ridge
Madison Manor
Madison Terrace

3 Bedrooms
Madison Manor
Duke Gardens
Madison Gardens
Madison Terrace
Madison Square
University Place

4 Bedrooms
Hunters Ridge
University Place
Mountain View
University Court
College Station
County Club Court
Fox Hill

5 Bedrooms with Loft
Hunters Ridge

ALSO AVAILABLE: LARGE SELECTION OF HOUSES
434-5150
715 Port Republic Road
www.offcampushousing.com
«^S
email: info@funkVuHiserManagement.com UEJ
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i- Football vs. Richmond
The Dukes' playoff hopes
died with their loss to
Richmond on Saturday.

'I can say without a doubt, in my five years,
this is the worst loss I've ever suffered."
MURRAY DOUGLAS

senior tackle

Page 35

Page 35

Men's soccer to host NCAAs
Dukes look to rebound from CAA Championship loss with NCAA win
BY CHRIS BAST

contributing writer
Despite being outplayed in a
4-0 upset loss to William & Mary
in the finals of the Colonial Athletic Association Tournament,
the men's soccer team's strong
season has earned them a home
game against St. John's University to open the NCAA Tournament this weekend.
The NCAA berth is the first
for the Dukes since 1996 and is

the sixth in nine years.
Top seed JMU, ranked 12th
in the nation, (17-3-1) easily
defeated Virginia Commonwealth 3-0 in the semifinal
match-up of the CAA Tournament. However, it was the final
against W&M where the Dukes
steamroller that had shutout
their opponents in six straight
games hit a momentary roadblock. With the conference
championship and an automat-

ic bid into the NCAA tournament on the line, the Dukes let
their guard down for a matter
of minutes and W&M was able
to take advantage of three quick
goals and added another in the
waning minutes of the game for
a 4-0 victory.
CAA Coach of the Year Tom
Martin said that it would have
been nice if JMU could have saved
some of those goals from the first
game to use against the Tribe.

"William & Mary played
well," Martin said. "They were
the best team on the day."
The first goal for W&M
came late in the first half and
then they opened up the score
in the second half with two
quick goals in a space of four
minutes. The Tribe took advantage of a couple mental mistakes by JMU.
see JMU, page 39

Women, men split with American
BY KELLY SCOTT
staff writer
The women's swimming and
diving team fired off the blocks
into another win, beating American University 150-96, as the
men, despite their slight seven
point loss, battled unsuccessfully
to the final relay.
Both teams finished with
some of their best times this past
Saturday against American.
The women jumped ahead in
the first event of the 400-meter
medley relay as sophomores
Melanie Stein, Jessica Holm Dahl
and Manie Hansbrough, and
senior Meghan Fenn stole first
with a time of 4:02:64 seconds,
about four seconds faster than
the second place American time.
Sophomore Amanda Coyle
finished the exhausting 1,000meter freestyle race half a pool
length ahead of AU with a time
of 10:31:64 seconds, a lead she
established in the 28th of 40 laps.
The men pulled in second,
third and fourth places in the

same relay, and took second and
third away from AU in the 1,000meter free.
For the first nine laps of the
women's 500 free, JMU and AU
traded the lead with every rum.
Though AU soon pulled ahead
by a body length, that was all
JMU would allow as Coyle and
sophomore Shannon Turlip finished a close second and third.
The men and women's diving
team experienced success as well.
JMU ran away with the lead
as senior Maura Markowitz took
first in the one-meter diving scoring 228.90 points, and junior
Tiffany Kirkham placed third
with 219.95 points. On the threemeter board, it was Kirkham
who took first with 258.00 points
and Markowitz who took second
with 248.775 points. Freshman
Brooke Carroll took third in the
three-meter.
In the men's one-meter diving, JMU topped the AU diver by
at least 30 points with sophomore Jeff Hudson's score of

BRENNA BAILEY/stuffphotoxrapher

Junior Tiffany Kirkham takes a dive for the Dukes on Saturday.
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TICKET AND
TRAVEL INFO
FOR UPCOMING
HOME GAMES
Ml-N'S SPCCKR:

The men's soccer team
will host the first round of
the 32-team NCAA Tournament with a 1 p.m. match
against St. John's University on Saturday. This is the
first time since 1996 that
the Dukes have been selected for the tournament.
Fans hoping to attend the
game will be charged
admission to the JMU Soccer Field on Reservoir
Street for the first time this
year.
Tickets will be available
at the gate. Adults will be
charged $8 and students,
senior citizens and children
under 12 will be charged $5.
MRNS BASKKTMI1:

BRENNA BMLEYtsiaff phiitographer

Sophomore Alexis Zellner competes during Saturday's meet.
235.65 and freshman Dan home the Colonial Athletic AssoRotach's 194.325 points. Hudson ciation conference title at the end
went on to secure first place in of the season.
the three-meter board competi"We're a conference team
tion with 199.725 points.
because we have so much depth
Junior AC. Cruickshanks bat- ... We had some unbelievable
tled for first in the first couple times [today]," Frost said. "We're
turns of the 200-meter freestyle the ones [the other teams) want to
and then pulled a body length knock down."
ahead of the other swimmers to
The women's swimming team
capture first with a time of also shares the same advantage,
1:55:79 seconds.
according to Gwynn Evans.
JMU captured first in the
"They had the opportunity to
women's and men's 50-meter win every single event," Evans
free with Hansbrough's time of said. "We're now four and one.
24:88 seconds and junior John The key to us is our depth."
Hansbrough said the team's
McLaren's time of 21:87 seconds.
In the men's race, however, it improvement since last year is
was up to the touch pad since "amazing."
"There's a lot of team pride,"
seven hands finished within two
seconds, placing JMU first, third, Hansbrough said. "We're stepfourth and sixth.
ping up when we need to."
While the men did not capture
Diving coach Rhonda Kaletz
as many first places, points are said, "Everyone had either season
awarded to each place, and it best scores or close to season best
came down to the final relay to scores. We're getting to where we
determine the winner.
need to be."
The swimming and diving
Men's coach Ryan Frost said
his team's greatest asset is depth, teams travel to Chapel Hill this
which is how they hope to bring weekend for the Nike Cup.

For the first time at
JMU, shuttle buses will be
offered for students attending men's basketball
games.
According to Nick Langridge, development field
representative for the JMU
Duke Club, the idea for the
two buses came from feedback from past years in
which students complained
of lack of parking around
the Convocation Center.
The buses will start their
route 45 minutes before
tipoff and continue running
at the conclusion of the
game.
The route starts at Godwin bus stop and then
makes stops in Ashby,
Hunter's Ridge, Fox Hill,
South View, Stone Gate
and Sunchase. The buses
will drop off students at the
Modular Building bus stop.
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'Sex Rules' speaker talks
about honesty, safe sex
SEX, from page 19
A strong point that Falzone tried to get across is
that you know your own
body before you share it
with someone else.
"We all come with different directions ... we all
work different/'she said.
Understanding and being
proud of yourself and your
body is one of the keys to
having healthy and satisfying sex, she said.
Falzone also talked
about an often overlooked
topic concerning sex.
"Communication is so
important," she said. She
stressed that lines of communication should always
be open between partners
because she said she feels
there is no way to have a
good sexual relationship
without them.
Partners should talk
about what they each want
and don'.t want and Falzone added that they
should "respect each
other's boundaries."
Although humor was

the main ingredient during her presentation, Falzone shook up the audience when she shared her

-U
My main goal is
that you don t have
to suffer through
sex the way I did.
— Maria Falzone
comedian and speaker

99own experiences.
She shared her fear of
sex and the way she mishandled her experiences,
often with alcohol. She
suggests alcohol never be
mixed with sex.
Falzone mentioned that
she contracted herpes in
her late 20s and said it was
her wake-up call.
"I had to change the

way I had sex. I now had to
be honest with myself and
my partners," she said.
Without lecturing,
Falzone explained,that ,
while sex can be enjoyable and fun, we should
be cautious and careful
because STD's are "not
worth the risk."
Anne Simmons, director of the University
Health Center said that
Falzone touches on many
topics that she believes are
very important to students
and she hopes that students will use her information in their current or
future sexual relationships.
"What she says will
leave an impression ... we
hope that each student
leaves with at least one
message," Simmons said.
Bold and honest, Falzone brings sex into the
modern world through her
hilarious antics and personal experiences that
relate to students.
"My main goal is that
you don't have to suffer
through sex the way I did."

Anthony's
Pizza IX
Choose from 10 everyday
lunch specials $4.99

!

Large

j!

Large

j i Any 2 subs, j

11 -topping | 13-topping j ! 2 french fries j
| pizza for j | pizza for j |& 2 drinks forj

$5.50 | j $7.99 j j $10.99
4*}9-fl9fi0

1762 South Main Street

Harrisonburg VA 22801

Mon-Thurs 11 a.m.-Midnight
Fri & Sat 11 a.m.-3
am 3 p.m
Fri&Sat
" P Sun 12 noon-10 p.m.

Why not spend May in LONDON?
>* Experience the world's most dynamic city at the prettiest time of the year,
> Travel with students with similar interests. > Earn three credits.

SCIENCE in LONDON

ROMAN BRITAIN

•

O

•
•
•
•

Explore places where scientific and
medical history were made.
Day trips to Cambridge and York.
Nature walks, gardens, ancient castles
and picturesque villages.
Designed for BIOL, CHEM, CS, GEOL,
HTH, ISAT, MATH and PHYS majors.
Open to all majors (credit for LS 310).

□
□
Q
Q

Talks and walks through the ancient
world and Roman Britain.
Day trips to Bath, Oxford and Dover.
Prehistoric stone circles at Avebury.
Walk Hadrian's and the York wall.
Open to all majors (credit for HIST
391 A, ARTH 320, ANTH 490 or
GENED 250).

Both programs include lodging in central London, meals in interesting pubs and
restaurants, excursions to famous tourist sights, and an evening at the theatre.
For more information contact:
William H. Voige (e-mail: voigewh)
Chemistry Department, x6631

or

Robert Lembright (e-mail: lembrirl)
History Department, x3990
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JMU
BY TRAVIS CLINGENPEEL

I don't even know what happened,"
senior offensive tackle Murray Douglas
The Dukes entered Richmond Stadium said. "It was just one of those games
on Saturday in hopes of freeing themwhere no matter what you did on offense
selves from the web of self-destructive it just didn't seem to go right.
play that they became entangled in against
"I can say without a doubt, in my
Rhode Island in a 7-6 upset loss one five years, this is the worst loss I've
month ago.
ever suffered."
Instead JMU had its playoff hopes
Connelly got his first start of the season
wrapped up in a 21-2 loss in a game where and showed the rust as the Medford, N.J.
both senior quarterback Charles Berry and
native fumbled the ball three times and
senior tailback Delvin Joyce were unavail- completed six of 17 passes for 109 yards.
able due to injury.
On the first drive of the
What resulted was
'
game the Dukes faced a
the Dukes' poorest -«
fourth and one at their
offensive effort of the
own 32. The usually conseason, accumulating
servative Matthews electjust 111 yards, 109 of
ed to take an early risk by
those coming from the
going for it.
passing game. The 111
"I decided to take the
yards were the fewest
chance," Matthews said.
gained by a JMU team
—Murray Douglas "I thought it'd catch
since the Dukes joined
senior offensive tackle them off-guard because
the I-AA in 1980.
you usually don't do that
"They played well
»
early in the game."
on defense and did
Minor found a hole in
enough on offense to win the game," the right side of the line and glided for six
coach Mickey Matthews said.
yards and seemingly a first down. A holdThe tough UR defense allowed just ing penalty, however, negated the play
two net rushing yards on the afternoon, and created a fourth and 12.
with junior B.J. Minor leading the Dukes
Trailing 7-0 mid-way through the first
ground attack with 11 yards on five car- quarter Connelly engineered a Dukes
ries. UR also allowed JMU to convert on drive that saw JMU move the ball 70 yards
just two of 12 third-down attempts.
to the Spider 10 before stalling. On consec"They just kept coming with the blitzutive plays, the Dukes were backed up on
ing scheme," Minor said. "Our line need- an illegal procedure penalty and then
ed to hold up."
coughed up the ball on Connelly's first
With three of JMU's lineman either fumble. It would be the final time that
unable to play or hampered by injury, the JMU would venture into UR territory.
battle in the trenches was a lopsided one
Despite the lackluster performance,
with the Spiders sacking sophomore quarMatthews still has confidence in his
terback Mike Connelly three times.
young quarterback.
"I'm so stunned and crushed right now
"He did not play his best game but he
assistant sports editor

I'm so stunned and
crushed right now I don't
know what happened.

ANDREW TVFTS/senior photographer

Richmond defensive end Johnathon Wilfong pounces on a Dukes' fumble.

wasn't getting any help either," Matthews minutes in the second half.
said. "He's going to be a good player.
With all of the attention being played
"He had plenty of help today with as to the running game, it turned out that
inept as we were on offense. He had a coutwo of Richmond's touchdowns came on
ple of big plays that were called back."
passing plays of 21 and 30 yards by SpiMinor said, "He's our man right ders' quarterback Sean Gustus. Gustus ran
now. He may be our man for the next for 77 yards on 21 carries and completed
game too."
four of five passes for 78 yards.
The JMU offensive unit dropped passes
The Dukes' two points would actually
and committed penalties on big plays of 15 come courtesy of UR as a snap deep in his
and 24 yards turned in by Connelly.
own territory sailed over Spiders' punter
"Those unforced errors sealed our Tom Mahony's head and out of the back
doom," Matthews said. "Every time we of the end zone for a safety.
tried to get something going there would
With the playoffs statistically imposbe an unforced error that hurt us."
sible the Dukes travel to Northeastern
A wounded JMU defense playing for a battle of teams that will be at home
without senior safety Ron Atkins faced next week when the postseason starts.
an effective wishbone
The Huskies stand at 3offense that has aver7 and are looking to
aged nearly 270 rushavenge last years 29-21
ing yards per game
Brid e
through the first nine
games. The Dukes gave
up just 189 yards on
i
.i .
last for the 20 seniors
the
ground
and
JMU
on
Matthews was pleased
One senior who looks
with the way his defen-Mickey Matthews to play despite being
sive unit played.
football coach hampered
by
^_
"We were so poor on
strained hamstring is
offense that it's unfair to
»
Joyce. Joyce needs
grade our defense on
just 24 receiving
that 21 points," Matthews said. "They yards to become the first player in 1gave a very valiant effort trying to keep AA history to accumulate 1,000 rushus in the game."
ing, receiving, kick return and punt
With a wishbone offense that can return yards.
move the ball as effectively as the Spi"We will make every attempt for him
ders do, the amount of time the defense to get it," Matthews said.
spends on the field is a concern. On SatThe only I-A player to ever accomurday UR had the ball for nearly 40 plish the feat was Glyn Milburn, who
minutes to JMU's 20 minutes.
finished up the feat at Stanford in 1992.
"When you look at how many plays
With the Dukes having been elimithey were out there they played pretty nated from the playoffs, playing only
good," Matthews said.
for pride and to earn Joyce a place in the
Prior to the game Matthews was history books, some people might be
most concerned with the first quarter, concerned that JMU will come out flat.
considering it to be the most difficult to Matthews, however, is not one of thein»
defend UR's fast-paced ground attack.
"It's the biggest game this year
In reality the time of possession became because it's the only game we have this
more lopsided as the game went on year," Matthews said. "Our focus is nothwith the Spiders holding the ball for 22
ing but this game."

u

It's the biggest game this {™ ^J' s year because it's the only The game win be the
game we nave this year.
the
squad.

ANDREW TVFTS/senior photographer

Senior receiver Earnest Payton sums up the feeling of the day as the Dukes were effectively eliminated from the playoffs with a 21-2 loss. JMU travels to Northeastern on Saturday.
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BUY RECYCLED

AND SAVE;
Mien you buy product* made from recycled materials,
recycling keeps working To find out more, al 1-800-CALl-EDF.

SEW

fiBreeze

" RracNnc Uw J«ni« Modtjon University "
rommunily for orer 75 years.

kV«

Spiritual Tsyclik

Monica
Sftcialitei in:
• Taroi Cards ■ Psychic Palm
and Angel Readings
MONICA Hill help you find a higher
level of fulfillment at conquering
your dreams and desires in Love.
She will enter your Aura and
Lnergy of vibrations through the
spiritual realm of F..S.P. She can
bring forward your soul-mate.
enhance your career and brighten
your health. MONICA holds the key
to overcome all obstacles & condi
lions that mav bp part of your life.

For Appt. Call

(540) 442-1250
2750S.Mnin St. H'hurg

YOU ARE NOT

MEMBER OF THE COLLECTIVE

YOU ARE POTENTIAL PERSONIFIED

YOU ARE NOT JUST

> YOU ARE WHO WE WANT

VISIT US AT THE INFORMATION SESSION, NOVEMBER 27 & 28.
CHECK WITH YOUR CAREER CENTER FOR TIME AND LOCATION.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT US AT WWW.SEARS.COM OR
WRITE US AT 3333 BEVERLY ROAD D4-171B HOFFMAN ESTATES, IL 60179
O2 00 0

SEARS,

ROEBUCK AND CO
THE GOOD LIFE AT A GREAT PRICE. GUARANTEED.
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Dukes control Court Authority
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BY JASON POUNDS
bers in personnel was one big
contributing writer
problem. We just didn't have the
The men's basketball team steam or the firepower out there
capped off its exhibition season tonight."
Monday night with a 67-51 win
Sophomore center Ian Caskill
over Court Authority.
started off the scoring for the
Despite only suiting up eight Dukes in the first half by sinking
players and struggling on the two free throws after being fouled
offensive end, JMU managed to on a layup attempt. Following a
pull out the win.
jumper from Tim Davis of Court
"I did not feel good about this Authority that knotted the score
game tonight," coach Sherman at two apiece, freshman Dwayne
Dillard said. "Not having num- Broyles hit a long three pointer on
the Dukes' next possession.
Court Authority took a 10-7
lead around the 14-minute mark
of the first half. Trailing seemed
to awaken the JMU offense for at
least a short period of time. JMU
rattled off 19 unanswered points
in the next seven minutes.
Junior Tim Lyle started the barrage by hitting a medium-range
jumper. After two free throws
from Caskill, freshman Chris
Williams knocked down a jumper
of his own to make the score 13-10.
On the team's next possession,
senior captain Dwayne Braxton
nailed the first of his two three
pointers of the night. Following a
jumper by Caskill, sophomore
guard David Fanning got into the
scoring action by slashing through
the lane and converting a layup to
put the Dukes ahead 20-10.
After two more JMU scores,
Lyle finished off the run he started with a thunderous two-handROBERT N ATT/senior photographer ed dunk that got the crowd of 350
Sophomore Ian Caskill-slams
into the game and put JMU in the
home two of his 18 points.
lead by the score of 26-10.

Court Authority pulled as close
as seven during the next few minutes until JMU went on a 6-0 run
to end the half. That run was
punctuated by a fast break layup
by Williams making the score 36
23 in favor of JMU.
"I was impressed by Chris
Williams," Dillard said. "The pace
of the game seemed to change
when he entered. He's going to be
a fine player for us."

-u
We just didn't have the
steam or the firepower
out there tonight.
— Sherman Dillard
basketball coach

J*
The Dukes struggled on
offense in the second half. Lyle,
who finished with 13 points and
eight boards, started the scoring
for JMU with a strong lay-in.
"We didn't play too well
tonight but this is something to
build on," Lyle said. "We have six
days to practice so maybe we can
get in a little better shape."
Following the layup by Lyle,
Caskill scored the next four points
for JMU with a one-handed dunk
and a turn-around jumper the
next trip down the floor to put the
Dukes up 42-28. After two free
throws by Court Authority, Brax-

ton knocked down his second
three pointer of the night, making
the score 45-30 with 14:22 remaining in the game.
After a media timeout, Braxton hit another jumper giving
him 12 points on the night.
Caskill scored on the Dukes next
possession and Fanning sank a
deep three pointer for JMU,
pushing the lead to 52-34.
After a few baskets by Court
Authority, Caskill scored the
next four for the Dukes until
sophomore guard Charlie Hatter
added his first points of the night
on a baseline jumper making the
score 58-44 with just over five
minutes remaining.
The two teams traded baskets
for the remainder of the game, giving JMU the 16-point win 67-51.
Caskill led the Dukes in points
and rebounds with 18 and 16,
respectively. Even with the win
the team wasn't satisfied with
their performance.
"I don't think we played well
at all as a team," Caskill said. "We
just weren't executing on offense
but I guess it's a bonus we could
play this bad and still win."
JMU should have a few more
players available for the season
opener, namely senior guard
Mickey Dennis, who was out
with an injury.
"Mickey is coming along
slowly," Dillard said. "He's limited in full court during practice
but he's looked good when he's
been out there. He should be

ROBERT NATVIseniorphotographer

Senior Dwayne Braxton takes a
three over a Court defender.
ready for VMI."
Despite the mediocre output
against Court Authority, Dillard
thinks the team will be ready for
the season opener.
"1 feel strongly in a week we
will see a much improved team. I
see things that are correctable,"
he said.
JMU tips off the regular season
Monday, Nov. 20 against Virginia
Military Institute at 7 p.m. in the
Convo.

Coach Rinker takes men's team on joy ride
X-country team heads to New York for IC4A Championships, Fox to NCAAs in Iowa
BY KATHLEEN REUSCHLE

staff writer
Men's cross country coach
Dave Rinker has quite an itinerary planned for this weekend.
He's supposed to travel to
both New York and Iowa within
a span of three days — all so he
can provide the necessary support for his runners during this
last portion of their championship season.
First, he'll take the men's team
up to New York's Van Cortlandt
Park for the IC4A championships
on Saturday, and then he'll fly to
Ames, Iowa for the NCAA championship race on Monday.
Senior Mike Fox is the lone
NCAA qualifier this year, and
Rinker will make the trip to Iowa
just to see him represent JMU in
a fierce rate.
Fox earned an automatic bid
to nationals after placing ninth
in Saturday's Southeast Regional
qualifying meet held at Furman
University in South Carolina.
Both the men's and women's

teams made the trip for a chance
at a team automatic bid to the
national championships. But
only the top two teams in the
women's 6K and men's 10K
races qualify for such a bid. The
men and women both placed
sixth overall — out of 28 and 26
teams respectively.
Automatic bids also go to the
top four individuals who didn't
qualify with their team.
Fox placed third. First place
went to Duke University's Terry
Brennan finishing in 30:37. Fox
and fellow senior Eric Post finished within 13 seconds of each
other to earn All-Regional status
by placing in the top 25. Senior
Jason Long (31:58), sophomore
John Frasier (32:39), freshman
Joseph Weigner (33:03), junior
Andrew Screen (33:17) and junior
Ryan Donahue(34:46) all put in
quality performances for JMU.
"We didn't go out that fast,"
Fox said. "We could have run 10
seconds faster in the first mile,
and would have felt fine."

He said they were all in good out and do what the pack wanted
positions, some a little further up to do."
in the race then they should have
Fox finished the 6.2 mile
been, which may have cost them course in 30.59, about a fiveminute-per-mile pace.
If Fox places in the top 25 at
the NCAAs, he will earn AllAmerican status. However it
wouldn't be the first time for Fox.
In his sophomore year he placed
exactly 25th to come home an AilAmerican. The men's team actually won the Southeast Regional
that year.
This year, the team bids went
— Mike Fox to William & Mary and North
senior runner Carolina State University on the
men's side and N.C. State and
University of North CarolinaChapel Hill on the women's side.
a little. He also said that because
The JMU women, while
the race started out slow, it kept a slightly disappointed they didn't
lot of people in it, which may get a bid, were pleased that they
have fallen off the back if the pace all did their best, and churned
had been faster initially.
out some quality performances.
"We wanted to go out faster Senior Keisha Banks and junior
like we did at conference, but we Michelle Smith ran the race
were ready for anything," Fox together, and worked off each
said. "We were supposed to go other to finish 13th and 15th,

-u

We wanted to go out
faster like we did at
conference, but we were
ready for anything.

99—

with times of 22:02 and 22:08,
respectively, for the 6K course.
UNC-Chapel Hill's Shalane
Flanagan won the race in 20:51.
Smith was particularly pleased
since she finished 51st in this race
last year.
"This is the first year I can
remember where no one fell off
their race, where everyone ran
how they were capable of,"
Smith said. "That's what mat-*
ters most. It's unfortunate that
the competition was so hard
though, and we couldn't make
it to nationals."
Each member of the women's
team did her part to keep their
race solid for everyone else.
Junior Mollie Defrancesco (22:35),
junior Lauren Burawski (23:11),
junior Alisha Lewis (23:14), senior
Carin Ward (23:17) and senior
Suzie Hutchins (23:23) helped*
JMU clinch sixth.
"I'm happy for the entire
team, because everyone did wv
they were supposed
Defrancesco said.

^
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JMU earns NCAA bid, faces St. John's
JMU, from page 33

home. The Dukes are 10-0 this
season while playing in Harrison"They exploited us in areas," burg.
Martin said. "William & Mary
St. John's is 13-4-2 on the seatook advantage of every lapse."
son and is coming off of a 3-2 douSenior Randy Steeprow said, ble overtime loss to Rutgers in the
"We just need to put William & final of the Big East tournament.
Mary behind us. It was just one
"St. John's has excellent talent
of those things that every team and is a very explosive team,"
goes through and we just hap- Martin said.
pened to go through it at an
inopportune time. We aren't
going to let that negative ruin
our season."
With W&M stealing the
CAA's automatic bid into the
tournament, it was up to the
selection committee to decide
whether JMU had earned a spot
into the 32-team field. With a
-Tom Martin
high national ranking, a power
soccer coach
rating that ranks the Dukes 20th
in the country and a record
■»
whose only three blemishes are
losses against two teams who
Martin also said that the team
are already in the tournament has put in the physical work and
(W&M twice, and University of is ready for the tournament and
Virginia), the Dukes seemed to will use this week of practice to
deserve one of the 16 at-large prepare mentally and tactically.
bids.
He said they will try to keep prac"[The at-large bid) is reflec- tice fun and energized to combat
tive of the success we had this the sudden drop in temperatures
season," Martin said.
that is reminding the university
The committee saw that that it is, after-all, mid-November.
IMU's success this season not
Steeprow, an All-CAA Second
only warranted an at-large berth, Team midfielder, echoed Martin.
but also a first round game at "A lot of it is mental," he said.

-a—

St. John's has excellent
talent and is a very
explosive team

POTW

"We have to figure out what we
have to do. We have to get back to
doing the stuff we've been successful with."
If the Dukes can get past St.
John's, a possible second round
date with UVa. looms on the horizon. The Cavaliers play host to
Lehigh University in their first
round game. Steeprow said that
UVa. is definitely on their mind but
they can not let that make them
overlook St. John's.
'They will be a big challenge,"
Steeprow said. "A lot of guys know
the type of atmosphere that [the
UVa. game] would be. The last time
the two teams played in an NCAA
tournament 7,000 to 8,000 people
showed up. I would love to play
them again. It would be a great
game if we get the chance."
Overall, the Dukes enter the
NCAA Tournament with their
heads high despite the loss to
W&M. "We will move forward and
stay positive," Steeprow said.
After all, it is the NCAA Tournament, the pinnacle of college sports
achievement. Steeprow said of his
first, upcoming NCAA Tournament
experience, "It's a great feeling. It
gives me a sense of accomplishment
to get to experience everything that
goes along with the tournament. It
is very satisfying."
PILE PHOTO
Kickoff Saturday is at 1 p.m.
Sophomore Ben Munro is tripped up as he goes for the ball.

^ofChamp/o/}

GUEST PREDICTORS
Week appeared
Average record that week
Guest Predictor record that week

New York J at Miami
Jacksonville at Pittsburgh
Washington at St. Louis
| Oakland at New Orleans
Buffalo at Kansas City
JMU at Northeastern
Michigan at Ohio St.
Oregon at Oregon St.
South Carolina at Clemson
Florida at Florida St.
Illinois at Northwestern

Aki Al-Zubaidh
hardcore champ
1
7-4
8-3

Kristen Petro
asst. copy editor
2
7-4
8-3

Rich Sakshaug
asst. news editor
10
6-5
7-4

Seth Casana
cartoonist
5

5-6
6-5

Ryan Pudloski
graphics editor
6
6-5
6-5

Miami
Pittsburgh
Washington
New Orleans
Buffalo

Miami
Pittsburgh
St. Louis
Oakland
Kansas City

Miami
Pittsburgh
St. Louis
Oakland
Buffalo

Miami
Pittsburgh
St. Louis
Oakland
Buffalo

New York J
Jacksonville
Washington
New Orleans
Kansas City

JMU

JMU

JMU

Northeastern

JMU

Michigan
Oregon St.
Clemson
Florida St.
Northwestern

Ohio St.
Oregon
Clemson
Florida St.
Northwestern

Ohio St.
Oregon
Clemson
Florida St.
Northwestern

Michigan
Oregon St.
Clemson
Florida St.
Northwestern

Ohio St.
Oregon St.
Clemson
Florida St.
Northwestern

It was the best of times, it was the worst of times. POTW guest ThjBV'S SO CUte
gladiators battled hard into the season with hopes of being one of
the fab five selected for the POTW Tournament of Champions. Many fell, some
cried, others simply laughed with insanity.
The year got off to a rearing start when the Hardcore Champ strolled into the
basement of Seeger and power-bombed the rest of the staff through the Spanish
announcer's table with his 8-3 performance. Only Freshman could keep pace.
The next week saw a princess usurp power from POTW staff as she single-

at this age handedly put Fresh back in his place and made X look like a multitone haired freak. Oh wait...
Then tragedy struck. Guest predictors hit a three-week lull and the person to
ressurect the spot was Whack Job Casana. Who woulda thunk it? After an above
.500 performance from this one, the next kid kept the streak going, with his own
solid showing. This was the end of the road for the guests, though.
What would it take to bring this spot back. It took 40 ounces of that party animal,
Rich Sakshaug, to bring some order back to this mess. And then there were five.

SPORTS
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DID YOU KNOW

BREEZE
ADVERTISING

We Kick Ads!

that Brooklyn^
caters and delivers?
2035-51 E. Market St. 433-4090

Next to the ABC store

iBreeze

Reaching the James Madbon Unlvenlly '
community Tor over 75 years.

College Park-Ashby Crossing
MOW LEASING
MOW LEASING
NOW LEASING
MOW LEASING
MOW LEASING
MOW LEASING
NOW LEASING

WIN ATRIP
FOR TWO TO

AFRICA
This year the cast of MTV's
The Real World' went to Africa.
Now you can too!

Enter for a chance to win at your
local Council Travel office or at
counciltravel.com
This trip to Africa is provided by

&3

vacations
lorHW.Wy-.oH.
WHWMIIM

COME JOIN THE FUN
What are you waiting for?

virgin
_^ ■ **
M

atlOntlC

No Purchase Necessary Open lo residents ol U.S .
between the ages o( 18 and 35 as ol 9/5/00 Void
where prohibited See agency lor Otticial Rules or go
to councitlravel com. Sweepstakes ends 10/15/00

Council Travel ^
counciltravel.com
1-800-2COUNCIL

College PaikAshby Crossing
1191 Devon Ln.
(540)432-1001

Hours:
M-F8.30-7
Sat.-Sun.10-7
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WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
On Saturday evening the Dukes
opened the regular season with a
Women's National Invitational Tournament match-up with Georgetown, falling
75-70.
JMU led by one with 6:40 to play but
Georgetown went on a 12-3 run that gave
them a 69-59 lead. The Dukes battled
back and cut the lead to two with just 10
seconds to play when junior Kunika
McCoy nailed a three-pointer. JMU had
one last chance to tie the game but committed a turnover with five seconds to
PlaySophomore Shanna Price was the
game's highest scorer with 22 points, a
career high. Price also pulled down a
career-high 12 rebounds.
In other basketball news, coach Bud
ChikJers announed the skjnings of Krystal
Brooks of Brownsville, Pa., Ann Ching of
Don Mills, Ontario and Martina Williams
of Bergenfield, N J. to scholarships.

VOLLEYBALL
On Friday night George Mason handed
the Dukes their first home loss of the year
3-1, 4-15, 11-15, 15-9, 12-15 in Sinclair
Gymnasium.
Junior Danielle Heinbaugh led JMU
with 11 kills. Senior Karla Gessler added
10 for the Dukes.
The win for the Patriots gives them the
top seed in the CAA tournament, which
begins on Friday at JMU. JMU will be the
second seed.

Bowling
High game male: sophomore Steven Kramer,
223; junior Corey Fields, 201; Mike Lewis,
187.
High game female: senior Kim Payne, 187;
Julie Nothnagel, 184; junior Karen Castka,

Results from the men's volleyball scrimmage
on Sunday:

172.

JMU A defeated UVa. A, 2-1
JMU A defeated UVa. B, 2-0
JMU A defeated EMU, 2-0

High series male: Kramer, 586.
High series female: Payne, 529.

UVa. A defeated JMU B, 2-0
JMU B defeated UVa. B, 2-0

Men's Soccer

Gymnastics
On Saturday, the club participated in the 7th
annual Hokie Classic, at Va. Tech. Through
the consistent efforts of senior Pedro Batista,
junior Lisa Janz, sophomores Shelly Pennow
and Genna Rendino and freshmen Jessica
Wennersten, Emily Alves, Jackie Rivers,
Christy Eroe and Tara Greenberg the team
took fifth place. Batista finished in seventh
place on vault while competing in his first
gymnastics competition ever. Janz took home
gold on beam and uneven bars, silver on
vault and fourth place on floor. Janz was the
Ail-Around Champion in the women's division
with a score of 36.60.

The men's club soccer team defeated the
University of Virginia on Saturday in a penalty
kick shoot-out. The team will be traveling to
Austin, Texas on Wednesday to defend their
club national championship. The tournament
is a five-day event with 32 teams from across
the nation participating.
Fencing
The fencing club went to the Cavalier Novice
Foil Tournament at UVa. on Saturday. They
had two fencers place in the final round.
Senior George Petropoulos tied for third place
overall and senior Mason Eoyang took seventh place overall. The other three fencers,
juniors Beth Larson, Erinn Reed and Kenny
Ward, placed in the top 30.

The equestrian club will have a horse show at
3 p.m. on Nov. 17 at Oak Manor Farm, which
is directly off the Weirs Cave exit. E-mail Liz
at bearerek@jmu.edu for directions.

Women's Volleyball
The women's volleyball club hosted their
2000 JMU Fall Invitational tournament this
weekend. The B team came in second in

Season total
Last week
Winning percentage..

—1
LL
^—

New York J at Miami
Jacksonville at Pittsburgh
Washington at St. Louis
Oakland at New Orleans
Buffalo at Kansas City
JMU at Northeastern

LU

e> Michigan at Ohio St.
LU

o
o

Oregon at Oregon St.
South Carolina at Clemson
Florida at Florida St.
Illinois at Northwestern

Roller Hockey
The dub roller hockey A team defeated Va.
Tech in a scrimmage on Sunday afternoon in
Roanoke. Freshman David Norman, scored
four goals as the team routed Va. Tech by a
score of 10-2. Junior Daniel Dychkowski provided solid goaltending. Other standouts
include senior Jeff Dinkelmeyer, junior Mike
Bermudez, sophomores Ryan McCarthy,
Charlie Frasso, Mike Heller, Jason White and
Dan Oniel and freshman Matt Perticone.
Women's Water Polo
The women's water polo club played a very
competitive and clean game in beating UVa.
on Friday by a score of 9-5.

Guest
Predictor

X

i )i

Week# 12

their pool after defeating Appalachian State's
B team, losing to the University of Maryland's
A team and splitting with UNC-Greensboro.
They then played App. State's A team in quarterfinals and lost, placing fifth out of 12.
The A team split with Virginia Tech and
William & Mary, and defeated Maryland's B
team to come out first in the pool. They then
defeated Va. Tech in the quarterfinals and
University of Maryland Baltimore County in
semifinals. In the finals they lost to
Appalachain State's A team 25-20, 25-23,
putting them at second place in the tournament.
Equestrian

PICKS
WEEK
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Andrew Tufts
sports editor

76-45
8-3
.628

Travis Clingenpeel
asst. sports editor
65-56
8-3
.537

Tom Steinfeldt
news editor
64-57
7-4
.528

photo editor
formerly known as X

Brenden Grace
Computer Boy

59-62
6-5
487

61-60
5-6
504

Miami
Pittsburgh
St. Louis
New Orleans
Kansas Ciry

Miami
Pittsburgh
St. Louis
Oakland
Kansas City

Miami
Jacksonville
St. Louis
Oakland
Kansas City

Miami
Jacksonville
Washington
New Orleans
Buffalo

Miami
Pittsburgh
Washington
New Orleans
Buffalo

JMU

JMU

JMU

JMU

JMU

Michigan
Oregon
Clemson
Florida St.
Northwestern

Michigan
Oregon
Clemson
Florida St.
Northwestern

While the guest gladiators battle it out on page 39, and the real staff Love IS in
prepares for the home stretch in the POTW season, you have to wonder how the rest of the season will turn out for these four fabulous football phenoms.
Will X ever regain face and show up for a week, or will he continue to be shut
down like the helpless, self-described playa that he is(n't)?
Will the Red recover from his swashbuckling in D.C. and return to that earlyseason form, or will he push football aside and continue to dance the night away?

the Air

Michigan
Ohio St.
Michigan
Oregon St.
Oregon
Oregon St.
Clemson
South Carolina
Clemson
Florida St.
Florida St.
Florida
Northwestern Northwestern Northwestern

Will Fox hold Red off and remain in the lead subordinate to Freshman,
or will he succumb to Red's deceptive ways like many have in the past?
Will Freshman prematurely celebrate his POTW Championship, or can he poise
himself and abstain from picking as unwisely as the rest of the staff has?
Only time will tell. But for now, we welcome Computer Boy to the POTW love
nest. Although he won't have a chance at the coveted Guest Predictor Cup, this filly
won't have a problem running with the big boys. CB always wears a helmet in case
he crashes into the tree of life, and never hits the trail without hailing Zeta first.
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Ethnic and "Gently Worn" Clothing
SUSPENSION

TUNE-UP

BRAKES

"a unique and exciting store"

This is your ticket to hassle-free auto service

JiM's

AfOUCH
OF THE
EARTH

AUTO
SERVICE
10% OFF Any

• Import & U.S. Cars and Trucks
Free Estimates - All Work Guaranteed
• Maintenance1 & Repairs
Pick-up & Delivery Available
• Experience The Difference

Repair

SALE! SALE! SALE!

MASTER
AUTO
TECHNICIAN

ALL NEW and "GENTLY WORN" CLOTHING

25-75% Off

y

Thurs.-Sat. November 16-12"

434-1147
ENGINE

•

TRANSMISSION

Show 'cm you care

•

■432-1894 for Hours and Information

163 South Main Street

Tapestries •

CLUTCH

Drums

Simply The Best!
Foxhill Townhomes, JMU's newest student community, offers the latest designs in student
housing floor plans! Large, individual private bedrooms, semi-private baths,
two living areas and plenty of parking. Quiet, townhome style units—not apartments
or condominiums.

•4 bedroom
•2 bath
•Over 1450sqft
•Microwave
•Washer/dryer
•Storage
•Ethernet Hookups

SEND A PAT
Acapuko
Bahamas
Jamaica
Florida
Europe
Cancun

• Dishwasher
•Disposal
•Range
•Refrig. with ice maker
•On bus route
•Vaulted ceiling

r

E

\s'

BEDROOM
BESRQQM
9»- i :2'4-

9'S" « 12™

l

2f

LAUNDRY

I

•

I I'll" * -0'»" —r-

-i—**™
"PAN'TRY n—r
--- -jj.

1

SXDBAG£
STl'PY.ARfiA
I3'9" X

On-Campus Contact:
Ann@
540-438-5647
Chad@

3 b'

UPPER LEVEL

MAIN LEVEL

, 540-437-4011
Robert @
540-438-5647
SKb!%£73

7wxhili
ownbomes

Office/Model
1512 Devon Lane
Harrisonburg, VA

Now signing leases for fall 2001.
^* ^^
Come check out the newest, the largest, the best off campus housing available at JMU!
STL on
TRAVEL
SERVICES

1-800-648-4849

9 a.m.-5 p.m. M-F
DMI Corporation • 1111 Old Colony Lane • Williamsburg, VA 23185
fax: 757-253-5813 • phone: 757-253-1692 "
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Dear OCL, can we report a property management company
to the Better Business Bureau and if so how? - 4 really ticked
off tenants
Since you did not go into detail about the dispute that you have
with your property management we do not know for sure if it is an
issue that they handle. The Better Business Bureau (BBB) requests
that you try to resolve the dispute directly with the owner/manager. If you are still not satisfied they will try to assist you. You can file
a complaint with the BBB on line. Our local office is in Roanoke so
on line would be your best bet. Visit their web site: ivww.bbb.org and
simply fill in their complaint form. The BBB will forward the complaint to the company involved. If the company ignores the
complaint then unresolved complaints become a part of the
firm's record, and are reported to those who ask about the
company. If your complaint involves non-delivery of goods
or services (they did not give you what your lease stated),
misleading advertising (they advertise they will give you
■,

-

'

•

. ■

■...'

''■•■

i!

something free if you meet a certain deadline only to find they have
planned to give it to everyone the following year anyway), unsatisfactory service, etc. the BBB will work with you. We encourage you
to file if you have not been able to come to resolution. We encourage
everyone who is thinking of buying, leasing, etc. to check with the
BBB to see if the company you plan on dealing with has a file there.
Dear OCL, I am looking for a six-month lease, what is the
best way for me to find one? - B. D.
Though difficult to find there are complexes and independent owners/landlords that will offer lease lengths other than the 10 to 12
month variety. If you need it for second semester you may find
that many complexes will be willing to accommodate you. (6
months of rent is better than zero!) Just call around and ask.
Use our Housing Guide as a reference/resource and check our
weekly updated listings on our web page. Check out sublets as
well — you may find a deal there.

■

Submit your question to OCL: Taylor Down Under, Taylor Hall room 112, Mail: MSC 3511 — ask-ocl@jmu.edu
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www.pheasantrun.net
540.801.0660
877.266.7786

EQUAL HOUSING
OPPORTUNITY

PHEASANT RUM
JL townhomes JL\

"Not just a place to live, but a home you'll love!
*

The Most Living SPACE
for Your Money...
•Approximately 1500 square feet
•4 bedrooms, 2.5 baths
•No overhead or underfoot units
•Patio or deck
•Your own yard, but no exterior
maintenance
•Private phone lines, cable and
ethernet jacks available in each
bedroom

V *•-.

!

■i

i

Enjoy HUGE Eat-In
Kitchens Featuring...
•Microwaves
•Extra capacity washers and dryers
•Garbage disposals
•Pantry for extra storage

t m

rr^^ J~J?
rf»

fo

~

\

From JMU take South Main St. Turn left on Rocco Ave
across from the Hartman Dodge. On Rocco, turn right on
Pheasant Run Circle. The Model/Office is located at 579
Pheasant Run Circle.

:

LIFESTYLES

THURSDAY, NOV.

Thursday, November 16
Sunday, November 19

The Neverending
Story

434-8777

HOROSCOPES
Today's Birthday — Don't procrastinate. Travel first and make
plans later. Get out of town in November. Find another source of
income in December, to cover costs. A loved one's got the experience
you need in January. Toss out old stuff and bring in new in February.
Heed an elder expert again in May. Let the money grow in June.
Travel's a hassle in July; talk on the phone, instead. The biggest
challenge is asking advice of a know-it-all in August and following it
through September.
Daily rating: 10 is the easiest day,
0 the most challenging.

Aries (March 21-April 19)
„_ Today is a 5 — Romance
j^*, beckons, but making the
VMP connection won't be easy.
'' '* Set something up, anyway, even if it's a late date. You'll
want to put your feet up and talk
freely with somebody you trust.

Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 23)
Today is a 6 — Move
slowly, even if you think
I you're onto a good thing.
The bonus you think
you'll earn may be more fantasy
than reality. Don't believe everything you hear, either. Something
that seems like a done deal might
not happen.

Scorpio (Oct. 24-Nov. 21)

Taurus (April 20-May 20)
— » Today is a 7 — A
J|^^ misunderstanding with
^JWj your mate could wrinkle
your brow. Make sure you
both know who's supposed to do
what, when. You're a good
manager, and you'll get the
chance to prove it.

Today is an 8 — Your intuition's
| working well. If you get
the idea that you shouldn't say something, you're
right. You, more than
anybody, know how to keep
your mouth shut. It's a gift. Listen and find out what they think.

Gemini (May 21-June 21)

Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)—Today is a 3 —

m

Today is a 5 — Work
could be a challenge.
You're sailing along fine,
■ doing everything right,
and whap! — a breakdown. If
you're working with a computer,
make sure you keep backups.
You'll fix everything.

l^£ You've got a burning
'W^7 story you want to tell. It
could get you support
from a person you admire, but
keep it to yourself, anyway. You
don't want to tell somebody a
story that has to be changed,
later. You may not know it all,
yet.

Cancer (June 22-July 22)
g^ -. Today is a 7 — Start the
C^jj day by telling the people
ST you love how much you
care about them. Mention that, if a child mistakes love
for gifts. You can love a person
very much, but that doesn't mean
you'll buy them whatever they
want.

referral from a friend
could lead to more
business. Be careful how
you handle this situation,
however. This job could be more
trouble than it's worth. Ask for
enough to make it worth the
effort.

Leo (July 23-Aug. 22)

Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)

Today is a 6 — You're up
against stiff opposition.
WHR Explain everything as
"' clearlv
von can.
ran Also,
Al*
clearly as you
take time to listen. If the other
person doesn't think you've
heard him or her, he or she may
not listen to you.

R Today is a 5 — You and
your buddy have a good
idea. When you take it
to your supervisor or
teacher, though, you get turned
down. This is frustrating whether
you're a kid or a congressperson.

Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
Today is a 7 — Don't
argue with the boss
today. Even if you win,
you'd come out a loser.
Instead, provide the information
that's needed. That'll make you
look like {he good guy, no matter
what happens.

Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
Today is a 7 — A

Sri

Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20)
Today is an. 8 — You
could get a great new
% y assignment
soon,
"^ Unfortunateely,
this
could interfere with your private
life. Call your sweetheart as soon
as you find out. Don't just be late.

WXJM Show

iger

Calhoun's Jazz

41 Court Squar*
M*r rtaonbuf fl. VA 22801

Friday, November 17

(Coffeehouse

Ventriloquist

432-1179

CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
Inc. in Liverpool
Pitch symbol
Calm
Period of note
Add employees
Lady of "The
Raven"
17 Pronounce
18 Skip
19 Aerie builders
20 Location of
Michelangelo's
ceiling
23 Buries
24 Crude shelter
25 Cup brims
28 Actress Patricia
and others
29 Sebaceous cyst
30 Vietnam capital
31 "American
Gigolo" star
32 That man's
33 Mouthed-off
34 Signify
36 Epic tale
37 Fill with dismay
40 Duped
41 Annoying fit
45 Movers and
shakers
46 Snooze
47 Task
48 Pig's comment
49 Howard of
"Happy Days"
50 Poet Andre
51 Distant relatives
54 Loos and Louise
56 Theater section
57 Baseball hat
58 Austere
59 Give off
60 Pride in oneself
61 Borg and Edberg
62 Gets the point
63 Confirmed

1

1
4
8
14
15
16

1
2
3
4
5

DOWN
Author of The
Four-Gated City"
Apprentice
Sun
Singing groups
Paints a word
picture

■■»
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G

7
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6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
21
22
26
27
29
30
32
33
35
36
37
38
39
40

Buffalo's lake
Goes and gets
Skirt fold
Vault
Frank McCourt's
Pulitzer Prize
winner
"Sussudio" singer
Phil
Fury
Some: Fr.
Sold via
infomercial
Attila, e.g.
'The Raven" poet
Silly Caesar
Take first place
Old crone
Linden or
Holbrook
Unhappy
RRs on trestles
Gullible person
Fuss
Luau fare
Thoughtful
Manipulates

1

i

SOLUTIONS TO LAST WEEKS PUZZLE:
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42 Observes
43 Last B.C. era
44 $10

46

compos
mentis
47 Vinegar-and-oil
bottles

49 Kentucky Derby
flowers
50 Hobgoblin
52 Mind
53 _. off it!
54 Nincompoop
55 Fresh

J£J^

—Tribune Media Services
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Steve Parks
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comics are funny sometimes.
you can help...call x6749
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www.commonsapartments.com
www.southviewapartments.com
www.stonegateapartments.net
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291 and 293 Campbell Street will be available June 1, 2001.

Call 433^6047.
3, 4, or 5 BR Units Available Furnished or unfurnished. Rent
starting at $150/bedroom. Apple
Real Estate, Inc. 540433-9576.
Great Houses Now Available - for
2001-2002. See them yourself.
www. castleproperty. com.
2001 Townhouses - Close to
campus. 2 or 3 bedroom. Ethernet
available, water, furnished, very
large, three floors. Call anytime,
438*800.
Want a House Naxt Vaar? Try the
easy way. www.casMeproperty.com.
Available Now 2001 Housing ■ (or
lease, sublease and for sale. Please
call University Realty, 434-4424 or
1 800JMU-4558. unvrlty©gte.net
www.university-realty.com
Foxhlll Townhouse for Rant or
Sale - next year. Call Christine,
43&2824.

Roommate Needed - to sublet
Spring 2001. 5 BR house on Paul
St. Perfect location, reasonable
rent and utilities. Call 4343680.

1995 Jeep Wrangler - red, 75,000
miles. New transmission, CD
player, Al condition. $8,000,
o.b.o. Call 896-5444.

Paid Business Internship Sophomores, Juniors, & Seniors
preferred. For info and application
go to http://www.jablon.com.

Take Over Lease! $235. Campus
Condominiums.
One of 3
bedrooms. 442-8996.

1970 Pink Bulck Electra 225
45SV8 ■ low miles, great shape. I
have upgraded to a van. $3,500.
Call Marty, 435-RIDE.

First Church of the Brethren AfterSchool Day Care ■ is hiring
substitutes and will have two
temporary positions available
starting January 2. 2001. One
position will be 5 days a week
from 3:00 p.m. - 6:00 p.m.
Male/female applicants welcome.
Call for details. 434*513 between
3:00 p.m. - 6:00 p.m.

3BR Condo Available Jan. 1 Nice, clean, balcony unit. Walk to
campus, fully furnished, new
carpet, washer, dryer, AC. Call
4321494.

2001 - 2002 Rental* - Houses,
townhouses, duplexes, apartments.
All close to JMU. Call anytime,
438 8800. Kline Realty Property
Management, Bill Riner.

Unfurnished 2 BR Apartment Close to JMU on bus route.
Available Jan. 1. sublease. $589.
Washer/dryer, dishwasher. Park
Apartments. 438-5788.

Large 2 Bedroom Apartments - for
2001-2002. W/D, A/C, 1.5
bathrooms, quiet student complex
of 8 units. Call 564-2659 or see
www.castleproperty.com.
■

4 Rooms In New Ashby - available
second semester. Third floor, rent
very negotiable. For more details,
call Matt. 437-5630.
309 Old S. High ■ 5 large
bedrooms, pets welcome, Ethernet,
56&3068.
Hunter's Ridge - 4BR. 2 bath, top
floor condo. Furnished, new paint,
new living room carpet, new
refrigerator, family managed,
lease negotiable, available
immediately. $225/bedroom.
Call owner, 757-481 0162 or
e-mail sheavbffjuno.com.

HUNTERS RIDGE
DEVON LANE
COUNTRY CLUB COURT
MASON STREET
PAUL STREET
LIBERTY STREET
J-M'S

Spring Sublease - Commons Apt.
Prefer a non-smoker, female
roommate. Reasonable rent and
utilities. Wonderful roommates.
Call 438-3820.

OLD SOUTH HIGH
UNIVERSITY PLACE
NEWMAN AVE
WEST MARKET
HIGH STREET
1 -2-3-4 or 5 Bedroom
Apartments
2-3-4-6-7-14 Bedroom
Houses

Sports Cards, Game Cards, Star
Wars • Magic. Pokemon, Beanie
Babies. Best selection in the
Valley. Dukes Cards. Dukes Plaza,
2355 S. Main St. 433-DUKE.

ALL WALKING

DISTANCE TO JMU
NO BUS RIDE!
Kline Realty
Property Mgmt.
438-8800

No experience needed!!
Start at 30K. 43K at 2 years

Hunter's Ridge Townhouse • 1
bedroom available now until
August. Undergrad females only
please. 540-438-8752. Can't wait
to meet you!

Room In 5BR Elizabeth Street
House - for spring semester. Call
4329361.

Beat in complex! Must aeel
Close to campus
$250/bedroom
Call for more InformaUon
433-8423

We Have
Property at:

3 Acres, Views. 3BR. 2 Baths.
Close to Bryce Resort.
40 miles north of JMU.
Pat - Creekslde Realty
1 800 376 3325

For Pictures and Descriptions www. precisionautosales. com

Spring Sublease ■ large bedroom
in a beautiful house located close
to campus and downtown. Fully
furnished if wanted. $250/month.
Call 564-1385.

2001-2002
TOWNHOUSE

Spring Sublease - Big room in
house. Close to campus, very chill
roommates, rent negotiable. Call
Vince. 432-3372.

BIOLOGIST fir.
SCIENCE MAJORS

IMS. a biomcdlcal software
firm in Silver Spring. MD
Is offering a free 4 week
programming course. We
hire 90% of students who
take this course. Course
starts 1/16/01. For details
see IMSWEB.com or call
Mary Lamb toll free
(888) 680-5057.

Unfurnished 1 Bedroom Apartment Available January 1, or sooner,
sublease. Washer/dryer, dishwasher, microwave. Squire Hill.
4380818.

Houses and Duplexes - ready when
you are. www.casf/eproperty.com.

Mountain Top Chalet
$105,000

FOR SALE

$18!!
CAP AND GOWN
at
GRADWEAR.COM
NO TAX!
James Madison
$42 plus tax
Same Quality,
Better Price!
Money back guarantee

Authentic, Handmade Gifts from
the World! Gift & Thrift. 227 N. Main.
Kegorater Kits, Taps - Beer/wine
making. Bluestone Cellars,
downtown, 432-6799.

Volvo 240 Statlonwagon - Safe
and reliable. 138.000 ml.,
$2,500. o.b.o. Call 540*86-1891
or 801-8773.

HELP WANTED
PAID INTERNSHIPS
FOR SUMMER 2001
Excellent 'real life" experience
to build your resume plus
earn over S6.000
Now Interviewing on-campus
urunu.tuitionpainters.com
JMU Gymnastics Club - looking for
experienced beginner coach to
volunteer 2 - 4 hours per week.
Contact jmugymckibffhotmail.com.
Make a Difference Next Summer ■
Holiday Lake 4-H Center (Central
Virginia) Summer Camp staff
positions: Staff Coordinator,
Waterfront Director, Resident
Lifeguard, Nurse/EMT, Store
Keeper/Office
Assistant.
Instructors: canoeing, riflery,
archery, outdoor living skills, ropes
course (high & low), bam animals,
forestry, performing arts. Training
included. Application deadline:
December 14, 2000. Employment
period: May 28 - August 17, 2001.
Contact: Bryan Branch, Program
Director, 804-248-5444. Rt. 2 Box
630, Appomattox, VA 24522.
bbranchffvt.edu EOAA
Spring Break Reps Needed ■ to
promote campus trips. Earn
money, travel free! No cost. We
train you. 1-800-367-1252 or
www.spnngbreakdirect.com.
Free Plzzal Free Uniforms! Flexible
hours! Great people to work with!
All positions. Apply at any local
Pizza Hut.
Fraternities, Sororities, Clubs,
Student Groups - Earn $1,000 $2,000 this quarter with the easy
Campusfundraiser.com three hour
fundraising event. No sales
required. Fundraising dates are
filling quickly, so call today!
Contact Campusfundraiser.com
at 1-888-923-3238, or visit
www.campusfundraiser.com.
Don't Get a Job Next Summer,
Get a Business! Earn average of
$8,563/summer as the Manager of a
University Painters Summer Business.
Must be sophomore, junior, or
senior. Information and application
at www.univers/lypainlers.com.

$1,500 Weekly Potential - mailing
our circulars. Free information. Call
202-452 5901.

LOST & FOUND
Found House and Car Keys • and
other items. Call Marty, 435 RIDE.
$500 Reward Offered - for anyone
having information on 2 antique
beds removed from 647 South
Mason Street, Harrisonburg.
Please call 432*653.
Found: White Gold or Silver Hoop
Earrings - between Roop Hall and
Jackson Hall. Call Kate. 5686200.
Found: Photographs of Girls'
Night Out In Limousine - in a
green memories folder. Call to
claim. 5683411.

WEB LINKS
GOLFOREENUSA.COM - is the
best friend a golfer could ever
have.
Check Out The Breezes New Web
Sltel Let us know what you think!
www.thebreeze.org

Discounted
Phone
Cards,
Wholesaler Direct - Less than
$.01 per minute. Page for ordering
information, 564-7828. Brown and
Sons Company.
A Realistic 28 Page Method-Guide
for Gaining Wealth - Bill Williams.
2918 Marne Ave.. Norfolk, VA
23509. $22.00.

Bahamas Tarty

SPRING BREAK
SPRING BREAK 2001

Jamaica, Cancun, Florida.
Barbados, Bahamas.
From »9!
Earn 2 FREE Trips!
Now Hiring Campus Reps.
FREE Meals. Book by Nov. 3rd!
FREE Info pack

Call us or visit us on-line
sunsplashtours.com
1-800-426-7710
Wantedl Spring Breakers!
Cancun, Bahamas, Florida, &
Jamaica.
Call Sun Coast
Vacations for a free brochure
and ask how you can organize a
small group and eat, travel free, &
earn cash! Call 1-888-7774642 or e
mail safes@suncoastvarations.corn.
Go Direct = Savings! *1 Internet
based Spring Break company
offering wholesale Spring Break
packages (no middlemen)! Zero
traveler complaints last year! Lowest
price guarantee! 1-800367 1252.
www.springbreafcd/rect.com
Early Spring Break Specials! Cancun
& Jamaica from $389! Air. hotel,
free meals! Award winning company!
Group leaders free! Florida vacations.
$129! l«0O678-6386.
springbreaktravel.com
Act Now! Guarantee the best
Spring Break prices! South Padre.
Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas,
Acapulco. Florida, and Mardigras.
Reps needed. Travel free, earn
$$$. Group discounts for 6+. Call
1800838-8203.
www./eisuretours.com.
Winter Break/Spring Break - Ski
& beach trips on sale now!
www.suncnase.com or call
1-800-SUNCHASE today!

WEmM

Full Body Message $40.00 - with
student I.D. at Visible Changes.
810 Port Republic Rd. Gift
certificates available. Jean Browne.
CMT. 801O777.

Jamaica w
Bahamas vs?

Free Make-Over Partyl Easy
Christmas gifts! Contact Jaime.
435-2468. www.mymfc.com/inogge.

Panama :
cify ■»■ -•-*

IW

ENDLr-SS" *
SUMMER H:
JMU DOES JAMAICA! '0t"S'

1-800-533-5501

$279
$119
$439
$399

7 M-jhn • Pewrm C*i tofimt Swti fcar*

7 Mgfttt • <• I HHIPI

/ FA^IIl * Aff • Heap

iprincbrTakirivrl.com • Oar 14th Year!

1-800-678-6386
Early Specials! Spring Break
Bahamas Party Cruise! 5 days,
$279! Includes meals, parties!
Awesome beaches, nightlife!
Departs from Florida! Get group go free! spnngbreaktravel.com
l«00-6786386.
Spring Break! Deluxe hotels, reliable
air. free food and parties! Cancun,
Jamaica, Bahamas, Mazatlan &
Florida. Travel free and earn cash! Do
it on the Web! Go to StudemCrty.com
or call 800293-1443 for information.
#1 Spring Break Vacations! Best
prices guaranteed! Cancun,
Jamaica, Bahamas & Florida.
Book Cancun & get free meal
plan. Earn cash & go free! Now hinng
campus reps. 1-800-234-7007
endtesssummertours.com

PERSONALS
Come to the Alpha Phi Fall
Fashion Expo - and fraternity date
raffle! Tickets still on sale for $2.
Call Alison, 568-4381.
The Sisters of Alpha Phi - would
like to wish everyone a Happy
Thanksgiving!
A Nursery Ready and Waiting Professional Christian couple
seeking to adopt and provide a
warm and loving home for an
infant. Please call Dan and Cathy.
1300-480-9445 or 1888272 2229.

Place your classified ad in
The Breeze
Come to the basement of
Anthony-Sceger Hall
S2.50 for the first 10 words
$2.00 for each additional 10
568-6127

Subscribe to
The Breeze!
For only $30 for third
class mail, or $75 for first
class mail, you can
receive a full year of
The Breeze'
Please send your name,
address & money to:

NOTICE
Fur more inlorniJlion and
assistance regarding the
investigation of financing
business opportunities, contact
the Belter Business Bureau, Inc.

Cruise
Florida
Jamaica
Cancun

5 <h« ■ Motf Mfrt • Ft« Parian • inrtidM Tarn

SERVICES

Cleaning Service Wants to Clean
Your House - Over 20 years
experience. Reasonable rates. Call
Judy Shifflett. 2988371 after 2 p.m.
for details.

?0W Wrfvw* of Alt O»0 FRWra tmmi and I of 6
Smjfl BuvnrMn Bftognrfi! lor OuWln*ng
'MnhfCflrw-i iW*1

Bin DULLES. & RICHMOND,
$30 OFF CANCUN OR JAMAICA!

^•I'-r-fcLaafeVl'/s
www.endlesssummertoLirs.com

The Breeze
James Madison University
Anthony Seeger Hall
MSC 6805
Harrisonburg, VA 22807

THERE ARE ONLY 4 BREEZE ISSUES REMAINING THIS SEMESTER...
HURRY UP AND PLACE YOUR CLASSIFIED AD TODAY!

Port Rd / Vallev Mall
22 Terri Drive

JMU/S. Main
31 Miller Circle

433-3111

433-2300

Ask for your free dipping sauce!
Garlic Butter Ranch Pizza Sauce Parmesan Peppercorn

ONE TOPPING!
$
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$2.99

PIZZA PANIC

2 Mediums 1-lopping

DOUBLECHEESEYTOEAD
w/sauce!

MEDIUMTWOTORPINGPIZZA
& 2 Free Cokes OR Breadsticks

2 Medium Pizzas with l-Topping

5."

n 99

tXHJBLECHEESEYBREAD :

medium order

1

99

Try our new Cinmxstijd
Breadstix baked in butter
and coated with sugar and
cinnamon, served with
sweet icing!

^Nojoupoi^n^MMi^

10.99
Choose from Hand Tossed,
Thin Crust, or Deep DLsh
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Gina Smith

Brooke Bartletta
CEO. i-Glow com

CEO. NIC Corporation

Jamie Eslinger
President, i Glow com

I
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Jennifer Floren
Founder/CEO. experience Inc.

1

^^WMm^mW^ M

Steamtunnels
interviews five
women at the helm
of innovative
Internet companies.

Esther Dyson
President. EDuenture Holdings

In this issue: Cool Internships Adventure Games eBooks Music Review: Twilight Singers Heisman Profile:
LaDainian Tomlinson Web Site Feature Review: Group Shopping Sites Also reviewed: cross rocket, sweet sport,
extreme mountain biking, style shop, 1001 beauty secrets, pay me, frozen feline, mug shots, Gamespot, bepaid

PERSONALITY l-RQl
Esther Dyson
President.
EDventure Holdings
Esther Dyson is
known to almost
everyone who understands the business of
the Internet. She's the President of
EDventures Holdings, an influential VC firm
with investments in Russia and Eastern
Europe. "In many ways Russia is another
world," she says. "But experiences there
can tell us a lot about how the fundamentals of the old economics keep working
under different conditions—both in the
strange world of Russia and the supposedly
new-economics world of the Internet."

Gina Smith
CEO, NIC Corporation
rhen 36-year-old
reporter Gina
Smith was named CEO
of the New Internet
Computer Company
(thinknic.com) earlier this year, jaws
dropped and tongues wagged. NIC is
Oracle CEO Larry Ellison's latest venture,
another step in his dream to bring Internet
access to the masses.
NIC is a cheap ($199), "thin-application" computer. It doesn't store applications on a hard drive, it makes them available online. Thousands of NICs are being
given away to promote the new company. If

Jennifer
Floren
Founder/CEO,
experience lie.
^^^_ Vou may owe your
V
<mk
B I future job to Jennifer
Floren. Her company, experience Inc., is an
online and print resource aimed at graduating college students entering the job market. The company is one of the leaders in
online student and alumni recruiting.
Floren is a role model for anyone wanting to skip "working for the man" and start
up a business. Floren went straight from
Dartmouth to Bain and Company, a top
Boston consulting firm. She ditched the

2 steamtunnels.net

Dyson is at the top of a profession
dominated by men, but feels that women
have unique advantages in the Internet
world. "The Net gives the underappreciated, underheard, underwhatever more
access, so to that extent it helps women."
Dyson also has a distinct opinion about
privacy on the Net. "Individuals will have to
learn how to manage their data for themselves. But they will have to get used to the
fact that what they say to friends will probably be archived somewhere. If you want to
keep something private, don't tell anyone!"
Education: Harvard 1972, B.A. in economics. "I didn't study much in college, to be
honest, but the analytical thinking I learned
in economics has proved useful."
it works, the NIC will join a flood of devices
that people use to access the Internet—
cell phones, PDAs, pagers.
Smith may never have run a company
before, but she's one of the country's best
known tech journalists. In 1991 she began
a popular column in the San Francisco
Examiner and Chronicle called "Inside Silicon
Valley." Her syndicated tech advice column,
"Ask Gina," reached 10 million readers.
She's done various radio shows on the ABC
Radio network, and hosted the Discovery
Channel's "Cyberlife."
College: Florida State, majored in
Chemistry and English. "What was truly
relevant from college was my work at FSU's
daily paper, the Florida Flambeau."

corporate role quickly however, and soon
founded Ivy Productions, an online and
offline provider of job information for college students. She then merged with
Crimson Partners to form a new company,
experience.com, in 1996. With over 140
college subscribers and deep-pockets venture capital, experience.com plays a leading
role in getting graduating students in touch
with the best jobs.
College: Dartmouth College in 1993 with a
B.A. in psychology: "I studied
Organizational Behavior, and I use it every
day. Study what you love; there's plenty of
time for training later on."
The startup: Founder of Ivy Productions in
1996; launched experience network in
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Current projects: President of EDventure
Holdings; Interim Chairperson, Internet
Corporation of Assigned Names and
Numbers; Publisher of Release 1.0, Internet
newsletter
How she got there: reporter for Forbes
magazine, 1974-77; Securities analyst with
New Court Securities (1977-80) and
Oppenheimer (1980-82)
Recognition: Ranked 23rd in Russia's
Who's Who in the Computer Market; one
of Fortune magazine's "most powerful
women in American business" (1998). •
For the complete interview with Esther
Dyson, log on to steamtunnels.net and
search for keyword "Esther Dyson."

About women in business: "Women are
excellent communicators who collaborate
well. That helps get things done more quickly.
Speed is everything in the Internet business."
On being a writer turned CEO: "The
advantage is the huge Rolodex. I know all
the top dogs—and when I need to talk to
them, I'm not afraid to call."
Internet future: "Anything requiring broadband will flourish. Live video. Online firstperson action games, video conferencing,
the beginnings of copying movies. What
will fail? The PC-only approach to the
Internet." •

1996; currently CEO of merged experience.com. "I realized the need for credible,
objective career advice."
Finances: Received $20 million in second
round VC financing from Polaris partners in
August 2000. "Women stand out in the
business world, and that's an advantage. But|
the VC world is male dominated, and a
woman has to learn different rules."
Hiring students: "I look at what they want
to do, not what they've done. I don't
expect them to answer questions, but to
know what to ask." •
For the complete interview with Jennifer
Floren, go to steamtunnels.net and
search for keywords "Jennifer Floren."
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MEET THE STAFF
Michelle Silver

Tony McRoberts

Contributing Writer

Midwest Regional
Marketing Manager

Michelle Silver is a managing editor at Zooba.com, a
free recreational email
service. Before that, she
was senior editor of Girl's Life, a national
magazine for girls. She was also senior
editor of Mother Earth News, which she
left to establish herself as a freelance
writer. Her work has appeared in
Psychology Today, Success, Family Fun and
P.O.V. Recently, Michelle co-authored
I'm Not Mad, I fust Hate You!: A New
Understanding of Mother-Daughter
Conflict (Viking/Penguin, 1999).
College: Tulane (1987-89); B.A. English
Literature, writing concentration, from
Clark University.
Hometown: Orange, Conn. Has lived in
New Orleans, Worcester, New York,
Baltimore, LA, Boulder and Boston.
Favorite sites: survivorsucks.com,
spinner.com, expedia.com and
Mr.showbiz.com

Web Development
37A 29th Street
San Francisco. CA 94110
tel (415) 401-1560
fax (415) 206-1409
Email: You can send email to any Steamtunne/s staff
member by typing the person's first initial and last
name, followed by @>steamtunnels.net.

Favorite place in Chicago: Wrigleyville
Dream vacation: Backpacking through
South America
Worst job: Pulling weeds
Movies and CDs he'd want on a
desert island: The Mack, Jimi Hendrix'
Blues, Beatnuts' Stone Crazy
Favorite web sites: steamtunnels.net,
cubs.com, scour.com

Favorite books: Sophie's Choice, The
Fountainhead, The Great Santini

Steamtunnels Poll
What type of video games do you play?

Let us know at steamtunnels.net
Steamtunnels is hiring campus
web masters and sales associates.
Earn up to $150 a week, working
on a part-time, flexible schedule.

Coming next week
Special Issue: Movies
Steamtunnels' guide to this season's

• Make $50 a week building
school-specific sites for
Steamtunnels.net, working 5-7
hours a week.

info@steamtunnels.net
Advertising Sales
Empire State Building. Suite 3920
350 Fifth Avenue
New York, NY 10118
tel (212) 404-7455
fax (212) 404-7460
advertising@'steamtunnels.net

Tony lives and works in
Chicago, maintaining his
territory in the central
U.S. He has the distinction of being
able to work with his alma mater,
Michigan State. It is rumored in the
Boston office that Tony has a view of
Wrigley Field from his Chicago apartment, and can catch Sammy Sosa's
home runs from his balcony. Tony's
brother, Matt, is also a Steamtunnels
Marketing Manager.

Sales Associates
• Make up to $150 a week selling
online advertising to local businesses, working 10-12 hours a
week.
No web design or prior sales
experience is necessary.

latest releases—with loads of information on movies and the Internet.
Personality Profile:
Adam Sandier
Features:
Holiday movie roundup
Movie hosting sites
Home movies on your computer
Low bandwidth animation
Top movies of all time
First Time Buyer's Guide:
Digital Video Cameras
Web Site Feature Review:
Movie making sites (with a dozen

campusjobs@steaniturineis.neL

other site reviews too)
.
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i-Glow founders
Jamie Eslinger and Brooke Bartlena
Jamie Eslinger and Brooke Bartletta are brand new to the Internet
scene and are making a splash with their site, i-Clow. i-Clow is a
sports-oriented community for girls aged 8-16, and its official
launch in September generated a lot of attention. "We want to take
a real approach to the site and to what girls want," Eslinger said.
Bartletta, who had experience in ad sales and worked for both
AOL and the Wall Street Journal, and Eslinger, who worked in sports
marketing and interactive advertising, met just over a year ago.
Both played sports their whole lives, and wanted to give girls a
place to come together to discuss why they love to play and to
offer advice to one another. The result: a dynamic site where girls
can support one another in a safe environment, provide encouragement and learn about real women athletes. "We wanted the site
to belong to the girls." Eslinger said, "and we had them vote on the
logo, the design, and the sections. It really does belong to them."

Education: Eslinger graduated from Smith College in 1996.
Bartletta graduated from Lehigh in 1994.
Sports: Eslinger played basketball and was a walk-on on Smith's
women's basketball team. Bartletta skis, plays tennis and volleyball.
What they look for when hiring a college student: Someone
who is responsible, openminded, who wants to learn and wants
to take on a greater level of responsibility than you'd find in a
normal job.
Start-up business tactic: Three market research teams at
Michigan's business school "adopted" i-Clow and helped with their
focus groups and market research.
Why there is a need for i-Clow: There's a large drop-off in girls
playing sports after age 14, and Bartletta and Eslinger feel that a
stronger community will help them stay involved longer.
How they came up with the name: "Thirty years ago women
couldn't even sweat. They said they either 'glowed' or 'glistened,'
cheek. But [we also like*
\nk when you're happy and healthy and energetic vou glow I

Women Outnumber Men on the
World Wide Web

Ask the Employers

o
JOBTRAK.COM

Q. My future employer asked me if I had a salary requirement and I didn't
know what to say, so I said "no." Now I am afraid that I made a mistake. Is
it too late to negotiate?
A. You can always negotiate! Keep in mind what you have to lose, which is
usually nothing. In this case, you have not declared a salary requirement
so you should be open to at least receiving any offer. Then you can
always counteroffer. If the response to your counter is "We thought you
had no requirement,'1 you can say that you "would feel more comfortable
with $
after taking a closer look at it." Again, the worst thing they can
say is no. If they don't accept your offer and you still want the job. you
can take it at the amount they offered. Who knows? You may end up making a lot more money than you thought you were worth. An ex-boss I had
while I was in a sales position had this motto: "If you don't ask, you don't
get." I like to say, "negotiate or die."
-Ryan Tucker. Director, Georgia Governor's Intern Program
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Campus Web Masters
Sales associates will work 10-15 hours a
week selling online advertising to local
businesses. Sales associates are paid on
commission, and will receive training and
support—no prior sales experience
necessary. Estimated weekly earnings of up
to $150. This is an excellent opportunity
for business/marketinE majors!

Web Masters will be paid a $50 weekly
retainer in return for 5-7 hours a week
posting up-to-date campus events, local
links, restaurant guides, and photographs
on their college's local Steamtunnels web
site.

nnels Sales Associate orWeblftastei
ime and a brief cm
.
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or call (800) 964-2799
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OOf. Stacey Shackford
len Mount Holyoke College junior
Erica Lutes landed a summer internship
at the United States State Department
(state.gov/www/careers/rinterncon
tents.html) in Caracas. Venezuela, she had
no idea what to expect. The job titles
"international paper shredder" or "coffee
server for the ambassador" came to mind.
But instead, the international relations
major spent her summer heading up an
election observation program for the
American embassy, writing reports on
Venezuela's economic situation, composing
classified cables on revolutionary activity,
and hobnobbing with Venezuelan President
Hugo Chavez Frias. "It was wonderful. You
just can't imagine how much you can learn
in one summer," said Lutes.
Recent University of Vermont grad Jody
Handly interned as a head field technician
on a national wild fish health survey for Fish
and Wildlife in Alabama, traveling between
10 states and working with state and federal
agencies. Handly eventually developed her
own project, which she hopes to complete
in graduate school with the help of grants
she was offered because of her internship.
"It was a life-changing opportunity for
me." said Handly.

White House interns inevitably have to deal
with occasional snide jokes about Monica,
isn't it worth it to help shape domestic and
foreign policy? Students interning for the
Council on Environmental Quality advise
the President on national and international
environmental policy matters
(whitehouse.gov/CEQ/interns.html), while
interns at the Social Office help plan White
House dinners and other gatherings. Try
(whitehouse.gov/internship/program.html)
for other government internships working

Although White House
interns inevitably have
to deal with occasional
snide jokes about
Monica, isn't it worth it
to help shape domestic
and foreign policyP
for the Chief of Staff, Counsel to the
President, Office of the First Lady, the
National AIDS Policy and other offices.
Even the FBI is looking for a few good
men and women (fbi.gov/employment/
honors.htm). So is the Department of
Commerce's Central and Eastern Europe
Business Information Center
(mac.doc.gov/eebic/intern.htm).
Whatever your interest, be it
folklore, African art, space travel, or
astrophysics, the Smithsonian will
likely have an amazing internship
(http://web1 .si.edu/ofg/
resopp.htm#intern).

Finding the Right Internship
Erica had to go
through a rigorous application process that
included interviews with
the CIA to get her internship. Jody found hers at
the Student
Conservation Association Interns working for the Block Island From Mickey Mouse to Letterman
branch of the Nature Conservancy.
web site (sca-inc.org).
Ever wonder what it's like to be
The SCA is the country's
Mickey Mouse for a day? Disney
theme parks (wdwcollegeprogram.com)
oldest and biggest intern placement organization for those interested in conservation,
have hundreds of opportunities for busiplacing thousands of students into posiness majors, future hotel and restaurant
tions with organizations like the National
managers, and even aspiring animators,
Park Service and the U.S. Forest Service.
filmmakers, dancers and actors.
The U.S. government has tons of opporFan of daytime drama? The new NBC
tunities in practically every field. Although
show "Passions" is seeking interns now
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(http://home.nbci.com). Aspiring music
video maker? Palomar Pictures lets interns
dub and edit its music videos and commercial showreels with professional systems
(rsinternships.com/applications/
posting.php3?ID-192). Another internship site, www.rsinternship.com, can help
you land jobs that range from running a night
club in New York City to promoting the
House of Chanel fashion, fragrance, or makeup lines through a public relations internship
with the legendary French company.
Fifteen lucky students per semester get
to pour coffee for David Letterman
(csp.msu.edu/slc/indetail.asp?code=CM
A=010). And according to MTV Networks
spokesperson Suzanne Lumerman, about
700 interns get to work in the same building with the likes of Carson Daly and the
folks who bring you "Total Request Live"
and "Real World" (mtv.com/jobs.html).
Even if you don't land on Letterman,
there are likely to be plenty of possibilities
for cool internships in your hometown.
Check with your local newspaper, TV station, congressman, police department or
courthouse.
It beats sitting in a stuffy classroom or
flipping burgers for the summer. And a truly
cool internship might lead to an even cooler job after graduation and end your burger-flipping days forever. •

A tew hours on the Internet will reveal
literally thousands ot internship
opportunities. Try these sites:
www.rsinternships.com
internshipprograms.com
4internships.com
summerjobs.com
futurecollegegrads.com
coolworks.com
resortinternconnection.com

Above: The New York Yankees share their 1999 World
Championship champagne with David Letterman.
(AP Photo/HO, Alan Singer)
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The once popular Adventure genre isniiTlin Europe.
By Karen Zierler
Monkey Island
^nce the most popular form of computer

fourth in the humorous Monkey Island

Wgame, the Adventure genre has waned

series, is expected out later this year. But

to near non-existence. People new to com-

the genre is still alive in Europe, especially

puter gaming will never know just how

in the Paris offices of a small developer

prevalent adventure titles were, like: the

called Arxel Tribe (arxel.com). Arxel is pro-

Zork series. Sherlock Holmes, the

ducing adventure titles with a European

Blackstone Chronicles, the Broken Sword

flare, and is even publishing their own titles.

series, the Gabriel Knight series and many

Their games are not for the faint-heart-

more. These games were the staple of every

ed. The two most recent are The Ring: The

early gamer, taking them through the story-

Legend of the Nibelungen. and Faust. For

book lives of heroes

and antiheroes The
stories were well writ
ten and the games
themselves involved
puzzle solving in

1i ,/ id nt the Piophpl and the Assassin

any literature and

ailueiltlire ygenre is still alive
The adventure
jp
ElirOPe.
in Europe, Where
where a small develop
ef
Call
AfKBl
er call Arxel Trill
Tribe is turning out
great games.

music majors out
there, you'll get the
idea. However, both
titles are modern and
full of interest for even
the novice.

order to unlock more

Another title expected out soon takes

of the story.
Hardcore adventure fans have tried
everything under their power to keep the

ment of The Legend of the Prophet and

genre alive. However, one by one publishers

the Assassin is a tale of the Templar Knight

killed off any projects for new adventure

Tancrede. who is betrayed by his religion

games. Speculation over what brought

and country. To exact revenge he begins to

about the demise of the genre has raged

track down the false prophet. Simon <lc

online. Folks have blamed just about every-

Lancrois. and in his journey becomes a leg

thing— from the popularity of Myst. con-

endary bandit in the wilds of the Arabian

sidered not a true adventure, to lack of

deserts. If adventures are your thing, keep

good marketing.

an eye out for it sometime next month For

Whatever the case, it is hard to find a

•JtK*

things to epic proportions. The first install-

Thi Ring The legend of the Nibelungen

the first time Arxel Tribe will release The

good adventure in the works in the U.S.

Legend of the Prophet and the Assassin

Only one. Escape from Monkey Island

simultaneously in the US and Europe. •

(lucasarts.com/products/monkey4/). the

Salary Comparison: the Big 12
Texas Tech
Texas
Texas A&M
Nebraska
Oklahoma
Kansas State
Colorado
Missouri

Iowa State
Kansas
Oklahoma State

Head Football Coach

President

Average Professor

$250,000
$201,200
$301,200
$209,250
$175,000
$190,000
$154,500
$180,400
$158,360
$122,548
$137,000

$236,000

$79,900
$89,400
$80,500
$78,200
$77,900
$66,900
$74,400
$79,000
$83,200
$74,200
$70,500
$77,300

Baylor

$311,000

$250,000
$209,780
$216,522
$193,572
$285,000
$204,540
$195,000
$207,489
$200,000
$239,922

$301 K

Texas A&M football coach
R.C. Slocum.

Texas A&M University
President Ray Bowen.

'Baylor officials declined (o disclose coaching salaries
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Former Afghan Whigs leader has a new sound—and a new outlook.

ICO DUlH Reinvents Himself
The Twilight Singers
Twilight as played by the Twilight Singers
(Columbia)
By Johnny Walker (Black)
When he rang the bell with 1993's classic
Gentlemen, black-clad Greg Dulli of
Ohio's Afghan Whigs created a "Leonard
Cohen on testosterone" persona. He was
the streetwise tough guy tormented by both
the opposite sex and
by the sensitive artiste
within. This stance
worked exquisitely for
a few years, but after
the searing postGentlemen effort Black
ove, Dulli found his
ack romantic persona
ing him alive, turnhim to heroin and assorted other
inkillers for comfort.
Finally stabilized by a Zoloft regimen,
I singer-songwriter responded by rein-

me Heisman watch
SteamtunnelsPtoWtes the Heisman Trophy Contenders.

Position: RB
Class: Senior
Height: 5 "11"
Weight: 217
Hometown: Waco, TX

IaDainian Tomlinson might be the most
explosive running back in college football
today. Tomlinson owns the NCAA Division-I
single game rushing record, which he set
on November 20, 1999 against UTEP,
when he ran for 406 yards on 43 carries.
"IT" was a first-team All-America selection
by Athlon, Playboy, Football News, The
Sporting News, Texas Football, Blue Ribbon,
Street and Smith, and Preview Sports.
Tomlinson has led the Horned Frogs to two
consecutive bowl victories, and they show
no signs of letting up this season. They are
currently ranked tenth in the nation and
are undefeated. -ABaldwin
1999 stats
• Rushed for 1850 yards on 268 carries
• Averaged 6.9 yards per carry
• 18 TDs

Last Chance! Cast your Heisman
Vote at steamtunnels.net
8 steamtunaels.net

venting himself on the Whigs s 1998's funksoul departure 1965, eschewing the tortured artist character for a more loose-fitting soul-man guise. The critics raved, but,
predictably the fans frowned. Many
demanded the old, depressed Dulli back.
The disgruntled faction of Whigites
just might be placated by Dulli's latest
effort, Twilight as Played by the Twilight
Singers. Essentially a collaboration with
sometime Whig keyboardist and Howlin'
Maggie frontman
Harold "Happy"
Chichester, The Twilight
Singers are half in love
with an easeful death,
and at home in the
encroaching darkness
the Whigs against.
Here, the usual dramatic emotional
catharsis found in the best Whigs songs is
replaced by a nighttime electro-glide: silky
R&B beats tinged with contemporary drum
n' bass and trip-hop touches. Even more of
a departure from the Whigs sound is
"That's Just How That Bird Sings," which
finds Chichester, Dulli and Shawn Smith
emoting prettily like a streetwise version of
Crosby, Stills and Nash over a gently
strummed acoustic guitar. The three also
team up again on "Clyde," a slinky, sinister
number driven by a loping funk beat.
Fans of Dulli's more Cohen-like, tortured
poet side will find plenty to mull over here.
"King Only" finds him admitting that "I fell
far enough to touch the hand of Lucifer,"
while in "Last Temptation" he admonishes a
lover, "Every time I think of you I get the
same old sinking feeling."
On Twilight as Played by the Twilight
Singers, Dulli achieves artistic growth
through a reconciliation of opposites, yoking
dark and light, good and evil, Cod and Satan
together in an effort to heal his fractured
psyche. It all comes together on the
anthemic closer "Twilight," where Dulli lyrically traverses the details of a dead love
affair. Instead of ending in the usual fit of
rage, he simply chants, "everything's gonna
be alright." And, for the duration of this
impressive album, everything certainly is. •
For more about Creg Dulli, the Afghan
Whigs and Twilight Singers, go to
Steamtunnels.net and search using keywords "Creg Dulli."

eBooks—Not
Tree Books
The digital revolution
comes to literature.
By Emile Andre
In March, 400,000 readers bought
Stephen King's Riding the Bullet the very
first day it was available. Doesn't sound like
such a big deal for America's best-selling
author—right? Wrong. All 400.000 of
them downloaded the electronic version.
Many print publishers are doing electronic editions as well as hardcover paperback and audio books. Not every book is
available in eBook format yet—but that
day is not far off.
The eBook phenomenon began in the
70s, with Project Gutenberg
(gutenberg.net) an early effort to make
the classics available electronically. Other
attempts to make the classics available
online include the MIT site dedicated to
Shakespeare (http://tech-two.mit.edu/
Shakespeare). When dedicated eBook
devices like the Rocket eBook Reader and
SoftBook Reader came out in late 1998, it
inspired publishers to make thousands of
titles available. And with software like
ActiveSync and Microsoft Reader, which
make eBooks available for handheld devices,
eBooks are now widely available for personal
digital assistants.
One sign that eBooks have made it in a
big way is a new prize—$100,000, awarded at the Frankfurt Book Fair for the first
time this year for the best book published
only in eBook format.
Like most of the digital world, eBooks
are more widely available for PCs than for
Macs. The industry is troubled by a lack of
standards as well: with almost a dozen different file formats, some compatible with
some devices, some with others.
EBooks range from about $2 to $25.
Some eBooks are sold with Softlock, software that lets you preview before you buy.
You can download them or buy the CDROM—downloads usually cost a little less.
A little browsing of some eBook links
will give you an idea of what's available
online. Check out some of the sites in the
box at right to get started. •

For more aboul ('Books go to
Steamtunnels.nel and search using
keyword

eBooks
Use your PDA to read books on
the road.
Since you can download a book to your
hard drive, you can move that file over
to your Personal Digital
Assistant (PDA) as well.
We tried out a few handheld devices to see how
well they worked.
The Cassiopeia EM500 ($499) is a snazzy
looking box that downads books using
ActiveSync software. It
comes with only a couple
of fairy tales preinstalled, but it's easy to
read and use. The screen
is large, and adjustable a
million ways to Sunday.
Best of all, it feels good
and looks sharp.
If size matters to you,
two slimmed down versions are the
Handspring Visor Deluxe ($249) and the
Palm Hie (starts at $129; HotSync software is extra). Most users like the Palm III

__
—
for the price. As an eBook device, it's just
a starter kit. The Visor Deluxe costs a bit
more, but has lots more memory.
Unfortunately, we did not receive the HP
Jornada 545 in time for review. It lists for
$499, and uses Microsoft Reader for its
eBook downloads, and looks like it's
loaded with options.
Aiming for the top of
the market, for the real
hardcore eBook users, are
the Cemstar eBook
($299-$699)andthe
Franklin eBookman ($129$229), both of which will
be released this fall.
They're dedicated devices
for reading eBooks, and
can play MP3s as well (the
CecmStaf iS a rciauftCu Gi
the old Rocket eBook,
which was pulled off the
market earlier this year).
These will be the jaguars of
the eBook world, with builtin dictionaries, loads of
titles as part of the original
package and enough memory to store 20
books (upgradable to 150). Into eBooks?
Make sure one of these babies is on your
holiday wish list. •

Links
Sites to get you started with electronic reading.
There's a bunch of great sites serving the
ebook community. Here's a few to start
with: eBookconnections.com has a basic
primer to what eBooks are, and how to
find them. This is also the place to find out
about new releases, with monthly bestseller lists and hot links
to other eBook sites.
Runningrivcr.com
offers selections from
several authors (eBook
and traditional). It also
carries breaking eBook
news and a free newsletter.
3 VIustviews.com is a
clearinghouse for all
eBooks—go here to find
out what's available. The
major categories are science fiction, romance and
thrillers—the nonfiction
books are almost nonexistent. The site does have interviews with
authors, bios and lots of new releases.

EBookNet.com has lots of titles, and
a chat room for folks to compare notes on
the various eBook devices (see box
above). Also has good advice for newcomers to the electronic publishing world.
Scribesworid.com/reviews/ has short
reviews of lots of different eBook genres,
fiction and nonfiction alike.
■ ■MlbiUM ML
Good place to
go to see if you
really want to
buy something.
Peanutpress.com is a site dedicated to
eBooks for handheld devices. Lots of magazines, tons of
_»_—_
newspapers and, of
course, eBooks.
I
Many sites
offer eBooks for
SKFsesssaHaa?sale. Start here:
2
Cyberread.com,
bn.com, ebookshoppe.com,
wordwrangler.com, amazon.com and
electronicbookseller.com.

eBook
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Styleshop
styleshop.com

Everyone's Doing It
Group Shopping: Lowers Prices, Raises Credit Card Bills.
By Tamar Maor
Everyone looks for deals when shopping.
Instead of searching through the paper for
sales, join the new craze of group shopping to
save yourself some cash. These programs
work by having people join together online to
buy a product. The more people who buy, the
lower the price drops (within reason).
Essentially you get a wholesale price for buying one item.
The most popular of these programs is
Mercata.com (mercata.com), where you can
buy anything from
electronics to hiking
and camping equipment. Mercata offers a
great feature where
you can reserve a
product and it will
automatically purchase it if the price
drops to whatever you
specify. Browsing this
site will lead you to
purchase many more
gadgets than necessary, so fix yourself a
budget before logging on.
Volumebuy (volumebuy.com) offers three
types of group purchase discounts, and each
item in their catalog falls into one category.
The first option is a time power pool, where
there are several time periods with fixed
prices. The
longer you wait,
the less you pay
because the program allows
Volumebuy more
time to receive
orders and get a
greater volume discount. The second
option is flex power,
where the price drops as more people enter
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the group at any stage of the sale. The
third—group power pools—work only if the
specified amount of people purchase the item;
then everyone receives the product All three
styles of discount offer lower price* than
MSRP, however cross-checking other sites is a
good idea before tying yourself d#wn.
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Mobshop (mobshop.com) has a similar
selection as Mercata, but offers some unique
features that might make it a superior site to
some. Mobshop is offering free shipping in the
U.S., so if you're purchasing something rather
large it could be beneficial for you to pay more
but not pay for shipping. They also have
an excellent notification program. You
can either reserve a
spot if the price
drops to a certain
level, or you can be
notified by e-mail so
you can make the
decision then. Being
notified is convenient because it gives you a
little more time to decide if you'd rather spend
that money on an evening at the bar, or perhaps it's already spent.
If none of these sites offer what you
want, direct your browser to Zwirl.com
(zwirl.com). It works on a different concept:
Croups of buyers interested in the same sort
of product band together. Sellers look at the
specifications of each group's request, and
make them an offer based on the amount of
people in the group. Joining a group allows you
to discuss the
product with
other members,
look at product
reviews, and view
suggested helpful
links. If a group
for the product
you're looking for doesn't exist, you can create
one on your own, perhaps other people will
join and a seller will make an offer. If no one
joins your group, try pricewatch.com to find a
low price on the product.
Croup buying offers some great deals
for mainstream products. When looking to
buy something from one of these sites,
always compare the price they are offering
to other general stores on the web. Many
times the "great price" group buying list is
not so great, and you can find a much better
deal elsewhere. •

Are you a fashion diva, or the queen of finding
the best deals around? Either way, check out
styleshop.com before your next mall trip. It gives
you the latest information on the coolest brands
and discounts at your favorite stores. Head-totoe articles on where the latest trends are going,
and super search capabilities will keep you
ahead of the fashion crowd. EFeick
Usability: A- Content: A-
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Crossrocket
crossrocket.com
Looking for latest quarterpipe contest coverage,
rookie snowboarder info, or xtreme sport gossip? Check out crossrocket's site, where you can
find all this and cool boarder movie trailers, photos, and a couple of interesting quotes
from...Eminem? Well, if you're feeling frisky and
particularly amoral, you can make bets with the
Snowboard Bookie and compare notes worldwide or just with your friends. Adrenaline
Theater, the folks behind this site, know what
they're doing. YTabi
Usability: A- Content: B

SweetSport.Com
sweetsport.com
All you soccer fanatics out there take a breather
and listen up: This is a site that you'll want to
browse. Ever wanted to ask a pro soccer player
for advice or chat with them about what it's like
to play professional soccer? You can do it at
sweetsport.com. While surfing sweetsport, ask a
pro or coach for help. Players who haunt the site
include Mark Chung, Robin Fraser and Tony
Sanneh. BKeith
Content: A Usability: B+
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Extreme Mountain Biking
Extreme.nas.net
For of the most comprehensive mountain biking
sites out there, point your browser to
extreme.nas.net. Everything you need to know or
even want to know about the sport is here.
Wanna buy a new bike or maybe even sell one?
You can do it here. Also find articles and reviews
on bikes and manufacturers. Extreme.nas.net even
has a section where avid bikers can post their
worst crashes...even the pics! Gnarly, huh?
Finding new single-track treks across the country
is a breeze with their detailed trail search feature.
BKeith
Content: A- Usability: B+
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Payme.com
payme.com
Payme.com, a service of Paymybills.com, offers a
simple, hassle-free way to send and receive
money via the Internet. Pay your roommate back
for that pizza fest without going to the ATM—
with Payme.com, you can send money to anyone
with an email address, all for free. You can also
use this secure service to receive payments and
make purchases at online auctions. All the payments you send out are charged to your credit
card, and anything that comes in goes directly
into your bank account. Payme.com allows you to
keep track of everything with an online filing system. This is the future of online banking. TMaor
Content: A- Usability: A-

Game Spot
Zdnet.com/gamespot
CameSpot.com has been popular among hardcore gamers since its launch on the web. After a
recent acquisition/merger with growing online
giant ZDNet. Camespot has maintained its place
among the best video game sites the Internet
has to offer. You would be hard pressed to find a
site with more reviews, previews, hints, cheats,
and features. The site is also a great place to find
downloadable patches and up to date news from
the gaming universe. JLowenthal
Content: A- Usability: A-
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1001 Beauty Secrets
1001beautysecrets.com
If you're looking for a new lifestyle—or just a
new look—this should be your first stop. The
site is divided into four sections: alternative
health, nutrition, fitness, and beauty. Each category has tips and articles along with links for
buying books and health and beauty products.
1001 beautysecrets.com will surely have you practicing yoga, eating bok choy, and taking daily bee
pollen supplements after one visit. TMaor
Content: B+ Usability: A
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FrozenFeline's visually stimulating art is as funny
as it is engaging. The best feature of this wacky
site is their goal of rhyming in as much of their
prose as possible—it makes for very interesting
reading, especially in the responses of their sex
advice columnist. jLowenthal
Content: A- Usability: B
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Mugshots.org
Ever wanted to see a celebrity at their worst?
Mugshots capture that special moment right
after an arrest. Their categories are Hollywood,
sports, criminals, and miscellaneous. Each picture
has a short blurb about the incident and when it
occurred. A couple of spoofs like )esus and
Sesame Street's Bert stand side-by-side with OJ
and Charles Manson. TMaor
Content: A Usability: A
Famous
Mugshots
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BepaM
bepaid.com
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Ready to download yet another program onto
your computer that will earn you money for
watching ads? Bepaid.com is slightly different
because it caters the ads to your interests and
you select which ones to view based on the
amount of money the advertisers are offering.
Payment per ad ranges from 55 cents to $2 and
they average a little less than 2 minutes in length.
The only limit to the amount of time you can
spend watching ads is your sanity, so go ahead
and register. Warning: Bepaid.com is only available for PCs, Mac users will just have to make
their money working the corner. TMaor
Content: B Usability: B
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FrozenFelino
Frozenfeline.com
While some people use the Internet to convey
important messages to an audience that is wider
and more diverse than anything that they could
have possibly reached otherwise, others just use
it to goof off. Such is the case at
frozenfeline.com, an oddball archive of absurd
senselessness. From their colorful clip art of
dancing monkeys to ridiculous filmettes,
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Do you have a web site you just can't
live without? Tell us about it in our
first ever "Your Picks" web site
review special.
We'll publish 12 student submitted reviews
in the April 2 issue of Steamtunnels.
Here are the rules:
1. Send your reviews to:
editor@steamtunnels.net by Feb. 1. 2001
2. Reviews will be selected for publication by
the Steamtunnels editorial staff
3. Reviews must be less than 100 words in
length, and should follow the format of previously published reviews.
4. All submissions must be accompanied by
the author's name, address, phone number
and college or university. (Only name and university will be used for publication.)
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Feedback

Please take a few moments to fill out and return this survey. Your opinions are very important to us and will help influence the
look and feel of future issues of Steamtunnels. The first 50 respondents wilt receive a free Steamtunnels T-Shirt. Thanks!
ABOUT STEAMTUNNELS MAGAZINE

ABOUTSTEAMTUNNELS.NET

1. How many issues of Steamtunnels magazine have you read or

10. Are you aware of the web site www.steamtunnels.net?

looked at in the last two months?

□ Yes □ No

□ One □ Two □ Three □ Four □ Five

If no, please proceed to question 13.

□ Six Q Seven □ Eight+ □ None
If none, please proceed to question 10.

11. How many times have you visited www.steamtunnels.net in the
past month?

2. How did you obtain your copy (copies) of Steamtunnels

□ Once LI Twice □ Three Times □ Four to six times

magazine?

□ Six times or more ID None

LI Through my college newspaper
J From someone else

12. Please indicate whether you are likely or unlikely to use the fol-

□ Other (please specify)

lowing sections of steamtunnels.net:

3. How many other people have read or looked at your copy
(copies) of Steamtunnels magazine?
□ One □ Two □ Three □ Four+ □ None
4. Who else has read your copy (copies) of Steamtunnels magazine? (Please check all that apply.)

Guides
Campus Photos
Restaurant Guide
Steamtunnels Radio
Local links
Current magazine issue
Back magazine issues

Likely
LI
LI
-1
Q
LI
LI
J

Unlikely

□
□
□
□
□
□
□

J Classmates □ Friends other than classmates
LI Family members _i Other (please specify)

ABOUT YOU
13. What College/University do you attend?

5. On average, how much time do you spend reading an issue of
Steamtunnels magazine?
14. Are you a: LI Freshman _] Sophomore LI Junior G Senior

J 1 -5 minutes -J 6-15 minutes L) 16-30 minutes

LI Graduate Student J Professor, faculty or staff

J 31 minutes - 1 hour Q 1 or more hours

LI Other (please specify):
6. About how many times do you reread or go back to your copies
15. Are you: LI Male J Female

of Steamtunnels magazine?
□ One □ Two J Three J Four J Five+ □ none

OPTIONAL
7. Please tell us if you agree or disagree with the following state-

The first 50 respondents will receive a free Steamtunnels T-shirt. If you

ments about Steamtunnels magazine:

would like to be eligible, please supply the following information.
Agree

The articles are interesting
Steamtunnels contains useful information
The design/layout is attractive
I have learned something new by reading Steamtunnels
I plan on reading future issues of Steamtunnels
Steamtunnels is worth saving for future reference

□
□
□
□
□
□

Disagree

□
□

□
a
□

Name:
Address:
State:

City:

Email:
8. How would you rate Steamtunnels magazine overall?
□ Excellent J Very good □ Good J Average J Poor

□

Steamtunnels
Steamtunnels
220 Boylston
Chestnut Hill,

J

Or fax to:

9. The regular sections of Steamtunnels are listed below. Please
check if you are interested or not interested in the section.
Interested
Personality profiles

J

Music reviews

J

Web site reviews

J

Gadget guides

□

First Time Buyer's Guides

J

Gaming articles

Q

tfiii«

iimiiii

Please mail to:

Not interested

□

Survey
Magazine
Street, Suite 302
MA 02467

617-964-5065

Zip:
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2000-'01 Dukes Basketball
Women's Schedule

Nov. 21
Nov. 24
Nov. 28

at Virginia Tech
Towson
St. Francis (Pa.)

7 p.m.
7 p.m.
7 p.m.

Dec. 3
Dec. 8
Dec. 16

Vanderbilt
at Massachusetts
at West Virginia
at Seattle Times Classic
at Western Michigan
Consolation Game
Championship Game

2 p.m.
7 p.m.
TBA

Dec. 30

High Point

7 p.m.

Ian. 4
Jan. 7
Jan. 11
Jan. 18
Jan. 21
Jan. 26
Jan. 28

George Mason *
at Old Dominion *
at Richmond *
American *
at Virginia Commonwealth *
North Carolina Wilmington *
at William & Mary *

7 p.m.
2 p.m.
7 p.m.
7 p.m.
2 p.m.
7 p.m.
2 p.m.

Feb. 4
Feb. 9
Feb. 11
Feb. 15
Feb.18
Feb. 22
Feb. 25
Feb. 28

Virginia Commonwealth *
2 p.m.
at North Carolina Wilmington * 7 p.m.
at East Carolina *
2 p.m.
Richmond *
7 p.m.
Old Dominion *
2 p.m.
at George Mason *
7 p.m.
William & Mary *
2 p.m.
at American *
7 p.m.

Dec. 21
Dec. 22

Mar. 2
March 3-6

6 p.m.
6 p.m.
8 p.m.

East Carolina *
7p.m.
at CAA championships*, Norfolk
* denotes CAA game
# automatic bid to NCAA tournament
Times are subject to change

Men's Schedule
Nov. 20
Nov. 22

Virginia Military
at Vanderbilt

7 p.m.

Nov. 25
Nov. 29

Liberty
Radford

7 p.m.
8 p.m.

Dec. 2
Dec. 6
Dec. 9
Dec. 16
Dec. 18
Dec. 21
Dec. 28
Dec. 30

at Rutgers
East Carolina *
George Mason *
at Long Island
Cal State Northridge
at Boston University
at West Virginia
East Tennessee State

7:30 p.m.
7 p.m.
7 p.m.
4 p.m.
7 p.m.
7 p.m.
7 p.m.
2 p.m.

Jan. 3
Jan. 6
Jan. 13
Jan. 16
Jan. 20
Jan. 24
Jan. 27
Jan. 31

at Old Dominion *
at Richmond *
American *
at Virginia Commonwealth *
North Carolina Wilmington *
at William & Mary »
Morgan State
Virginia Commonwealth *

6 p.m.
7 p.m.
7 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
7 p.m.
7 p.m.
7 p.m.
7 p.m.

8:30 p.m.

Feb. 3
Feb. 5
Feb. 10
Feb. 14
Feb. 17
Feb. 21
Feb. 24

at North Carolina Wilmington * 4 p.m.
at East Carolina *
7 p.m.
Richmond *
7 p.m.
Old Dominion *
7 p.m.
at George Mason *
4 p.m.
William &Mary *
7 p.m.
at American*
2 p.m.

March 3-5

at CAA championships*, Richmond
* denotes CAA game.
# automatic bid to NCAA tournament
Times are subject to change.
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2000-2001 JMU Men's Basketball Roster

#3 Charlie Hatter
#4 Jerian Younger
#10 Dwayne Braxton
#12 David Fanning
#15 Ron Anderson
#30 Dwayne Browles
#31 Mickey Dennis
#32 Chris Williams
#35 Kenny Whitehead
#42 Pat Mitchell
#44 Kevin Bower
#50TimLyle
#51 Ian Caskill

6'4" Sophomore Guard
6'9" Sophomore Forward
6'3" Senior Guard
6'0" Sophomore Guard
6'6" Junior Forward
6'4" Freshman Forward
6'3" Senior Guard
6'2" Freshman Guard
6'10" Junior Center
67" Sophomore Forward
67" Freshman Forward
6'8" Sophomore Forward
6'10" Freshman Center

#4 Lindsay Warner
#5 Jess Cichowicz
#10 Nadine Morgan
#11 G'Ann Lauder
#21 Chante Alexander
#22 Mary Beth Culbertson
#23 Allyson Keener
#25 Kunika McCoy
#32 Shanna Price
#33 Marquitta Ryan
#34 Katie Hardbarger
#35StaceyTodd
#50 Hollie Franklin

5'11" Sophomore Forward
5'9" Sophomore Guard
5'10" Sophomore Forward
5'11" Freshman Forward
67" Sophomore Forward
5'11" Freshman Guard
5'6" Junior Guard
5'10" Junior Guard
5'9" Freshman Forward
67" Junior Forward
6'1" Junior Forward
67" Senior Center
6'5" Junior Center

Lyndhurst, Va.
Danville, Va.
Dilwyn, Va.
Chesapeake, Va.
Norfolk, Va.
Canton, Ohio
Hot Springs, S.D.
St.Clairsville,Ohio
Arlington, Va.
Washington, DC.
Westville, N.J.
I'oca, W.Va.
Virginia Beach, Va.

Stuarts Draft
George Washington
Buckingham
Western Branch
Fayetteville 71st
McKinley
Hot Springs/ND-Williston C.C.
Oak Hill Academy
St. Vincent Palorti
Gonzaga
Tabor Academy
Poca

Frank Cox

2000-2001 JMU Women's Basketball Roster
Freehold, N.J.
Victoria, Australia
Stone Mountain, Ga.
Maple Heights, Ohio
Baltimore, Md.
Haverton, Pa.
Lafayette, Calif.
Charlotte, N.C.
Danville, Va.
Long Beach, Calif.
Millboro, Va.
Englewood, Colo.
Lynchburg, Va.

Freehold
Rowville Secondary College
Stone Mountain
Regina
Milford Mill Academy
Archbishop Carroll
Campolindo
East Mecklenburg
George Washington
Jordan
Bath County
Cherry Creek
Rustburg

2000
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New faces in prime time places
BY ANDREW TUFTS

sports editor
When a team is forced to
replace an all-everything point
guard and the team's leading
scorer, the team's leading shot
blocker for four straight years,
and the third-ranked three-point
shooter in team history, critics
are quick to categorize the team
as being in a "transitional year."
When the aforementioned
accolades describe not one, but
three completely different players, and starters nonetheless, critics can easily call this a "rebuilding year."
But, like any team will tell
you, the only critics who matter
are the ones putting on the uniform each day.
"I really caution or avoid calling this a transition year or
rebuilding year," coach Sherman
Dillard said. "I think sometimes
when you start talking too much,
trying to identify certain years,
the year becomes that for you. I
don't think our expectations as a
staff have changed in any way
shape or form and I don't think
our players' expectations for this
year have changed.
'Talk is one thing, but 1 think
you better produce on the court,"
Dillard continued.
Leading the Dukes onto the
court for his fourth season is the
1978 JMU graduate. Last season,
Dillard led the Dukes to their
first 20-win season since 1993-'94
when the team qualified for the
NCAA Tournament. In the
process, he was selected CAA
Coach of the Year, Virginia
Coach of the Year and District

Sophomore David Fanning to being a guy that's going to
Co-Coach of the Year.
The only other senior leader
As for the team itself, the ability for the Dukes is Mickey Dennis. and junior Ron Anderson are have to be a major contributor,"
to produce on the court may In his first season at JMU, Den- two other players expected to Dillard said. "We have to make
depend on the emergence of go-to nis started 20 of 29 games and log big minutes and bigger sure that he's going to be producplayer, someone who existed in the averaged 33 percent from points as the season progresses. tive down low and hold his own
form of Jabari Outtz last season.
behind the three-point arch. His Fanning started 11 games for the defensively. He needs to realize
"It helps a team when they biggest shot from downtown Dukes last season while slowly his potential early."
Braxton agreed. "With Rod
feel like they have someone that came on Jan. 29 when he hit a emerging as a clutch point
they can go to," Dillard said. three with one second left to guard. Anderson sat out last gone we're asking a lot from Ian,"
"We're not going to dwell, dwell, defeat Richmond at the Convo- year after transferring from he said.
North Carolina State.
Joining him with a dump
dwell on getting that person the cation Center.
"It was hard sitting out, you truck, a spade, a steel rake and a
basketball. But you can have all
"Mickey Dennis gives us
the offensive schemes you want; someone we know can score on always want to play," Anderson hoe are junior Tim Lyle, sophothe bottom line is do you have a the perimeter," Dillard said. "I said. "I just really want to come mores Pat Mitchell and Younger,
guy that can put the ball in the sense that his game will reach back right now, and when I come and freshman Kevin Bower.
Lyle is in his second year with
back, play hard."
hole when it counts."
another level this year."
Dillard said Fanning "has the the Dukes and averages 6.3
Outtz was that man last year.
ability to be a terrific player. I'd points and 4.4 rebounds a game
The first-team All-CAA,
like to see him develop the for his career. Last year he started
All-CAA Tournament, NCAA
skills in terms of leadership, 23 games. Mitchell started five
All-District, and All-Virginia
and I think he's done a terrific games last season and conguard averaged 17.2 points per
job of that so far."
tributed 6.3 points and 4.4
game for the Dukes in 1999-'00. ]
Sophomores Jerian Younger rebounds a game.
In 29 total games, he led the
All these statistics are nice,
and Charlie Hatter are the
team in scoring 16 times and
other
two
players
who
saw
however
much of the success will
assists 19 times, while also
considerable time as freshmen depend on the Cosby factor:
being the Dukes' season leader
whether or not this team can j-e-I-I.
last season.
in those categories.
Left in the Dukes' trenches is a
"We were jelling the first day
"Jabari was one person,"
6-foot-10-inch crater left by Rob we had practice," Dennis said.
senior Dwayne Braxton said.
Strickland ('00). Strickland was "Now it's just being able to play
"That's what's different about
the team leader in blocks for together, which we will be able
this team — we play as a team."
four straight years, and ranks to do."
Lacing up Outtz's shoes and
second in JMU history with 157
Caskill said, "This year everyassuming his leadership role
blocks. He averaged 7.6 points one gets along, we all like each
may be a few people.
other. We hang out outside of
and 6.5 rebounds last season.
Braxton is the first that
Dillard has been seen shop- practice together, it hasn't really
comes to mind. The team capping at Ames, upgrading his been like that in the past."
tain has been a key player for
The other factor will be the
troops artillery in order to fill in
the Dukes the past three seateam's health. Dennis and Anderthe Strickland gap.
sons, making six starts last
The first of the replacements is son are both out until midyear and averaging 16.2 points.
sophomore
Ian Caskill. Dillard December with injuries.
Dillard was vocal of his
has supplied him with a backWhen they heal, and the entire
leadership ability. "He was
team can come together, no one
hoe to get started.
voted captain this year and I
"Ian has got to make that tran- in the program feels the least bit
think that speaks volumes of
FILE PHOTO
sition
of being a freshman role concerned about the potential of
his character and respect that Braxton shot .314 from three-point
player,
complimentary player, this team.
he's won from his teammates." range and averaged 5.3 points.

Charlie Hatter Pat Mitchell Jerian Younger David Fanning Dwayne Broyles Chris Williams Kevin Bower Kanny Whitehead
Soph. Guard Soph. Forward Soph. Forward Soph. Guard Fresh. Forward Fresh. Guard Fresh. Forward Junior, Cent**
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The 'Hero of January 291 returns for another year with a much larger role
BY JEFF COLSH

this year and become a little selfish," Dillard said. "He is someone we can go to at
the end of the game."

considering continuing his basketball
career, possibly in Europe.
"I'm going to play this year out and do
the best I can," he said. "But then I'm
Off on the wrong foot
going to look for overseas opportunities."
The win over Richmond helped
Dennis plans to have a sociology
JMU share the regular-season Colonial degree to fall back on when his profesThree's company
Athletic Association title and preserve sional basketball career ends.
It must be something having to do an undefeated season at the Convoca"First, I want to make sure to get my
with the number three. It's not widely tion Center.
degree," he said. "I'd like to work at a
known around JMU
This past off-season, school or have something to do with
that Dennis was a state
when not fishing and people."
champion in the triple
hanging out with
How did someone from South Dakota
jump at Hot Springs
friends, Dennis was end up playing at JMU?
For
every
game
I
get
High School in Hot
working on developing
It all started with his parents who,
Springs, S.D. It is better
five
steals
I
give
two
his overall game, but despite the long trek, are expected to
known what he can do
his thoughts were make a few home games this season.
with a three-pointer.
away.
always on making the
"My parents told me if I had a dream I
"I want the ball at
team better. This should do it," he said. "They were my
the end of every
— Mickey Dennis included
lifting role models and really helped me."
game," the 6-foot-3on taking risks and playing defense weights and playing
A successful high school career
inch shooting guard
pick-up games.
included a second-team all state nomisaid. Fans who attend"These are the things
nation his senior year, in
ed last year's game
that make you the best
which he averaged 24 points
against the University of Richmond can player possible," Dennis said. "I've got
per game. Dennis then went
vouch that this is a good idea.
to go out and do my job."
to play two seasons at
Dennis' three-pointer with less than a
Unfortunately for the Dukes, DenNorth Dakota-Williston
second remaining lifted the Dukes to a nis is currently on workers' comp,
Community College.
one-point win versus rival Richmond.
nursing a stress fracture in his right foot.
"I had some good years
It was his best moment as a basketball
"He's had a few weeks off; the key is
there and my coach (Terry
player, but it could have been his most being patient," Dillard said. "After he
Olson) did everything he could
forgettable.
recovers we expect him to be up to being
to
get me recognized by a Divi"I played great 'D' the whole game a scoring leader."
sion
1 school," Dennis said. "It's
but the guy I was guarding scored his
Dillard said Dennis has been doing
always
been a real dream to play
first points on a backdoor cut in the final some light jogging, some stationary
at a Division I college."
seconds to put Richmond ahead," he work on the bike, and watching and
As the first-team Division I
said. "I felt real bad."
assisting drills during practices.
junior
college Ail-American led
On top of that, coach Sherman DilDillard expects a full recovery.
his
team
to Junior College
lard's designed play to win the game "Because of his maturity and being a
M
Nationals,
Dillard
spotted him.
went awry. It just happened the ball was senior he'll be fine," he said. "This
Dennis
averaged
20 points a
in Dennis' hands at the end.
could be his year."
■
game
as
a
sophomore
on a 28-7
"The play goes wrong and I shot it
Roommate and teammate Ron
team,
shooting
nearly
50 perand I made it," Dennis said. "I knew it Anderson, a junior forward, said
cent
from
the
field,
including
was going in."
it is crucial for Dennis to return to
41.6 percent from three-point
Dennis also had key three-pointers in the team. "He gives us more good shootrange.
He was honored as his
three other home wins versus Boston ing," Anderson said. "We expect him to
conference's
regular-season
and tournaUniversity, American University and come out and play hard every ball game."
ment MVP. He finished with 1,232 points
George Mason University.
in his two seasons, but knew it was time
This year Dillard is looking for more He's a traveling man
for a change.
of Dennis' leadership. Dennis is one of
Dennis has certainly traveled a lot
"I wanted a little different lifestyle,"
two returning seniors on the squad.
during his life for his love of basketball. Dennis said. "JMU is nice. I really love the
"I'd like to see him more aggressive Looking past his senior season, Dennis is
coaching staff and we got great players."
contributing writer
Senior Mickey Dennis wants more
than anything else to win. He came all the
way from South Dakota for the chance to
get it done in the end.
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Taking the Dukes to DisneyWo
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^fcfirFabuloso:
(■ started last 20 games for the Dukes "
Averaged 23.7 minutes per game
shot 33 percent on three-pesters
j»game!^
Qan.29)
ihot 87 percenton,fiel
'-averaged 7.6 points per game f
iLSEfT
" leJ#&tt^d a^B»te*kading scorer three times
pumfe, three steals, two assists in hrk start against St. Peter's on Dec 28
helu^lS straight fij&throws
Williston Community College Highlights:
Division] junior college Ali-American
20.apoults per game sophomore year
#erc?^dihre,e-pointers sophomore year
Juq^oHegeW^MJfem that traveled to New Zealand

FILE PHOTO

Dennis scores over the William & Mary
defense as junior Tim Lyle looks on.

Sweet emotion
Dennis started the last 20 games of his
junior season for the Dukes, averaging 9.5
points per game from the starting role.
He reached double figures 11 times, all as
a starter and finished third on the team
with 24 three-pointers.
But that's not the end of his game. Little things like free throws and defense are
just as important. Defensively it's all
about taking chances.
"I like to take a few risks," Dennis
said. "For every game I get five steals I
give two away."
Dennis said he likes an up-tempo
press style of defense that allows him to
use his instincts and grab steals.
"He played extremely well on the
other side of the ball [defense] last year,"
Dillard said.
Last year Dennis had a team-high 44
steals, equaling the eighth-highest single
season total in team history. He swiped
an average of 1.52 steals a game.
Another asset to Dennis' game is free
throws.
"They're all freebies," he said. "I shoot
thousands a day for practice."
He shot 87.7 percent from the charity
stripe last season and more than than 90
percent as a starter. This included one
string of 18 straight.
Dennis said he is very competitive
and he knows that to win every game this
year, he needs to be a complete player.
"I feed on my emotions," he said.
"I've got to be consistent. I need to be an
emotional leader and we've got to ride on
my shoulders."
"I'm trying to win everything I do. I
help the team keep playing hard and my
teammates need me for an emotional
lift," he said.
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Basketball

Mixing a Wolfpack attitude
with a Duke Dog state of mind
BY TOM STEINFELDT

athletic and explosive style to the
hardwood. The Dukes' up-tempo,
flexible offense caters to Anderson's quickness and knack for
shedding defenders and getting to
the goal.
The Dukes are counting on
Anderson's productivity to fill a
large part of the scoring void
created by the departure of their
top three scorers to graduation.
Guards Jabari Outtz and Jamar
Perry and center Rob Strickland
combined to average 36.3 pointsper-game a year ago.
"I have visions of him (Anderson) being a go-to guy for us,"
Dillard said.
In his only full season of college
ball two years ago, Anderson
averaged less than four points and
three rebounds while playing
nearly 15 minutes a game. But
that was in a structured, half-court
Wolfpack offense in the Atlantic
Coast Conference, arguably the
nation's toughest league.
As the Dukes three-man,
Anderson will have the option to
roam the perimeter, drive the
lane, lead the fast break or finish
the play.
"I'm going to have so much
freedom on the court," he said.
Comfortable confines
Anderson seems to have found "So I'm not really going to have
his niche with coach Sherman Dil- a position."
lard's squad. While sitting out last
season in compliance with Leader through experience
Although Anderson downNational Collegiate Athletic Association rules for transfers, he plays the ACC mystique, having
found a comfort zone among his competed against the likes of
Duke University's Trajan Langcoaches and teammates.
"It's like a family here," he don and Elton Brand, and Unisaid. "It's not like business. versity of Maryland's Steve
Everybody says college sports is Francis and Terence Morris
politics and business, but JMU is gives him experience unfamiliar
in Convo corridors.
different. Everybody's family."
"I guess they (teammates) look
Now, despite a stress fracture
in his left foot that's expected to at me different because I played
sideline him until mid-December, ACC basketball," Anderson said.
Anderson is poised to bring an "It's hot that much of a difference
to me."
He said his ACC battles at N.C.
State taught him to persevere
through pain and helped to
improve his game.
"You just gotta go out there
with the mindset — play hard all
the time," Anderson said. "As
soon as you slack off you're dead.
They'll (the opposition) kill you."
This knowledge of the game,
combined with his natural talent,
has garnered Anderson the
respect of both coaches and players despite not playing in a single
JMU game.
"Ron is a tremendous athlete,
but he's also one of the smartest
players I've coached," said
third-year assistant coach
Kenny Brooks, who headed
Anderson's recruitment.
Dillard said he sees Anderson
photo courtesy of SPORTS MEDIA as a leader not only for the Dukes
JMU teammates and fans await but in the conference.
to see Anderson in action.
"I think they just see total corn-

senior writer
Adjusting to new environs is a
common practice for junior Ron
Anderson.
A transfer from North Carolina State University, the 6-foot-6inch swingman made JMU his
fifth school since his junior year
at Mount Zion High School in
Durham, N.C., five years ago.
Anderson, a military brat,
spent many of his preteen years
traveling cross-country and overseas while his mother was stationed in Arizona, California,
Oklahoma and Germany with
the military. His roundabout
route to Harrisonburg also
included stints at two North Carolina high schools and one prep
school in Virginia.
Yet while nursing an injured
foot in the basketball training
room at the Convocation Center,
Anderson's resolve was obvious.
"I'm so used to moving
around because my mom's in the
military," Anderson said. "I
always have to meet new people
and get new friends. It's not really something new to me."

mitment on the court," Anderson showcase his abilities.
said about being vaulted into a
leadership role. "It feels good to a Dynamic, determined duo
certain extent, but I know once I
"We just like to be exciting,"
get out there on the court it's sophomore point guard David
going to feel a whole lot better."
Fanning said about joining forces
And Anderson has a host of with Anderson.
playing experiences to draw on
Fanning got his first taste of
dating back to high school. At Anderson's game during the
71st High School in Fayetteville, transfer's summer campus visit in
N.C, where he spent his sopho- 1999. Playing on the outdoor
more and senior seasons, Ander- courts, Fanning said he knew
son teamed with University of from the start that the two made a
Richmond's Greg Stevenson, a great mix.
"I literally could not wait to
First Team All-CAA selection last
year. At Mount Zion, his compe- play with him this year," Fantition included current Chicago ning said.
The tandem, which the Dukes
Bull Ron Mercer, who also won a
national championship with the hope will light up this season's
highlight reel, believe their styles
University of Kentucky in 1996.
are perfect comAnderson
pliments.
earned
a
/•
"Dave knows
McDonald's All■•
American nomi- As SOOtl dS yOU SlQCK 0JJ everything
nation his senior
,
i
i TI
I I I I • I I about what I like
year after lead- you re dead. They 11 kill to do, the way I
run the floor,"
ing 71st High
yQU
Anderson said.
School to a No.
And knowing
10 national rank— Ron Anderson these
two share
ing. After avertalking about ACC competition a favorite
play
aging 14 points
and an eye for
and
six
99- entertainment,
rebounds per
game in a post-graduate year at fans may need to brace themselves
Hargrave Military Academy in for a few rim-jarring alley-oops.
"Once 1 get this foot right, y'all
Chatham, N.C. One recruiting
analyst listed him among the top see a little something," Anderson
10 fifth-year prep players in the said "I'm not gonna tell you
what, but you'll see something. I
country.
But as Anderson gets tongue- already got it planned out."
The slam-server and rim-rattler
tied when talking about his accolades and talents, it's clear he's also share a disdain for losing.
more comfortable letting actions From practice drills to video
games, both thrive on dogged
speak louder than words.
Brooks said some players are battles, although Fanning laments
talkers — about where they've a six-inch gap in height hampers
played and who they've beaten his one-on-one chances on the
— but Anderson just wants to hardwood.

"I'm a sore loser," Anderson
said. "I hate to lose. I don't care if
it's a drill in practice. I'm just
competitive."

Not his first pick
JMU was never Anderson's
first choice at which to show off
his basketball prowess. Pittsburgh's Duquesne University,
where Anderson was friendly
with an assistant coach, was his
first pick when transferring. But
Brooks refused to give up.
On the heals of a disappointing
visit to the Steel City, Anderson
came to JMU's deserted summer
campus and found a home.
Brooks said JMU provided the
type of college feel Anderson was
looking for and that during his
visit Anderson said "if he had visited this place right out of high
school he would have come."
The deliberate offensive style at
N.C. State spurred Anderson's
decision to relocate, and Dillard's
coaching staff provided the settling environment that suited
Anderson's final scholastic move.
"The coaches here are more
... people-related," Anderson
said in comparison to his ACC
experience. "You can talk to
them like it's your brother, your
friend, whatever. It's cool. It's a
big difference."
It's no wonder why, despite an
early season injury, the Dukes
most prolific newcomer converses in a relaxed demeanor.
"Whenever you have the freedom and you're having fun in the
game, it's the difference between
night and day, he said. "I know
I'm going to have fun here, so
hopefully I won't disappoint too
many people."
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Checking Foot Locker for a big glass slipper
BY STEVE LANDRY

senior writer
What comes along with a 6-foot-10inch, 235-pound center who played in
every game for the Dukes last year as a
freshman?
Great expectations.
Sophomore Ian Caskill returns to a
team that needs him more than ever this
year. With big man Rob Strickland ('00)
gone, Caskill will be relied on defensively
to snatch rebounds and block shots, but
he'll also be called on to be an offensive
force in the paint.
"We're going to need him in the middle," senior team captain Dwayne Braxton said. "We're going to need him to
step it up this year."
Braxton said he expects Caskill to
score seven or eight points per game and
contribute defensively as well.
In an exhibition game on Nov. 5
against Team Champion, Caskill did
just that, chipping in nine points and
getting 11 rebounds. His dunk in the
second half livened things up for the
small Convo crowd.
Caskill, however, isn't surprised by
the expectations placed upon him.
Working hard in the off-season,
Caskill lost 10 pounds and worked to
improve his scoring down low.
"I worked on my post moves a lot;
I'm scoring down low a lot better than I
used to now," he said. "Even though I
lost weight, I'm stronger now. I feel like
I'm in a lot better shape this year ...
more mobile."
Senior guard Mickey Dennis has
also noticed improvements in his teammate's game.
"He's 6'10" and he can move around
real well," Dennis said. "He can shoot the
15 to 20 foot jump shot... he shoots good
from the free-throw line ... it's going to
be nice having him around."
Braxton said Caskill's work ethic may
have contributed to Caskill's improve-

ment from last year. He said Caskill's
effort before, during and after practices
will show come game time.
Coach Sherman Dillard agrees with
his captain's assessment of Caskill, and
believes Caskill's work ethic helped him
become a more confident player this year.
"I'm enamored at the young man's
commitment to getting better," Dillard
said. "He's a young man who always
comes up to you with 'How can I do this?
How can I defend this? What's the best
way for me to do this?' and I think that
shows the commitment on his part to
becoming a better player."
But just how much will Caskill be utilized? He came to a Dukes team last year
that relied heavily, with a good deal of
success, on three-pointers from sharpshooters Jabari Outtz ('00) and Jamar
Perry ('00). With those two gone, Dillard's
playbook may have changed.

lard might not look farther than Caskill
for his post player with Strickland gone.
Caskill led the team in rebounds in
three games last year, and coincidentally,
all three games were winning efforts. He
pulled in eight rebounds in 21 minutes in
a win against UNC-Wilmington. Perhaps
even more impressive was his reboundevery-two-minutes effort when he
grabbed six boards in only 12 minutes in
a loss against Georgetown.
Freshman year was eye-opening for
the young Caskill, who found many differences between college basketball and
high school basketball.
"Everyone's stronger in college ...
there's so many more things about basketball ... there's so many ways to score,"
he said.
He couldn't stay starry-eyed for long
though, especially not with the imposing
Strickland against him in practice.

FILE PHOTO

SETH CASANA/.w«// artist

FILE PHOTO
Caskill lays the ball in over a helpless
Richmond defender.

"There are a lot of things about Ian
that I like," Dillard said. "Physically, he
has good hands. He's got a nice touch
around the basket, so I think if he continues to work with those things I think he
could definitely be a good player for us.
"Ian is going to make the transition
from being a player that saw limited
minutes at the post position for us and
having him play behind Rob Strickland,"
Dillard said. "I look for him to obviously
step up his role this year and be a significant contributor to this basketball team,
he has to be."
Stepping up his role could involve
Caskill being the go-to guy near the hoop.
"I hope they work the inside game
more," Caskill said. "We've got some
new plays. I really like what we're
doing now ... We're definitely using the
post more."
Still, Caskill probably won't be relied
on to carry the offense. He said the team
has strong guards this year, but said all
the team's players were good on offense.
Averaging 11.1 minutes, 2.4 points
and 3.3 rebounds per game last year, Dil-

"He (Strickland) just pounded on me
every day and I just learned how to
become a lot tougher ... He taught me a
lot about college basketball that I'm grateful for," he said.
Perhaps a sign of his humbleness,
Caskill's favorite basketball memory was
when a teammate was the hero.
"My favorite basketball memory from
college was last year when we played
Richmond here," he said. "I was on the
court when Mickey [Dennisj hit a last-second three-pointer to win by one and
everyone rushed the court. That was a
pretty neat experience."
To truly recognize the talent Caskill
brings to the Dukes, one should examine
his high school career
A McDonald's All-American honorable mention his senior year, it may have
taken aggressive recruiting by the Dukes'
Staff to get the senior who averaged 20.5
points, 11.9 rebounds and 3.8 blocked
shots per game.
"When we signed Ian Caskill out of
high school that was a good get for us
because he had received a lot of atten-

Caskill takes a jump shot in the paint
over a defender.
tion from 'the bigs' and we hung in
there and we'd been recruiting him
early," Dillard said.
Dillard said Caskill attended JMU's
team camp going into his junior and senior
years, which helped him get familiar with
the campus and his eventual coach.
Caskill said this attention was pivotal in making his decision, and he's
very satisfied with the coaching staff
and how things work in the JMU basketball program.
"I was talking with some bigger
schools, but I felt like I had a chance to
come here and play a lot as a freshman
and get a lot of playing time early," he
said. "I think we can become one of the
bigger schools that people hear about."
Caskill is especially excited about playing some of the more well-known schools,
like Big East teams West Virginia University and Rutgers University.
However, Caskill is particularly looking forward to JMU's game versus Old
Dominion University Jan. 3.
Returning to his hometown of Virginia
Beach, he expects a lot of friends and family to attend the game.
They probably haven't forgotten
about Caskill, who captained Frank Cox
High School's basketball team his
junior and senior years and scored
1,075 career points.
Caskill's high school honors include
being a first-team selection for All-Virginia Group AAA by the Virginia High
School Coaches Association his senior
year, an All-Tidewater region selection his
junior and senior years, and an attendee
of Nike's All-America camp as a junior.
Despite these high school honors,
t.iskill is focusing on helping the Dukes
for now.
"I just like to help out, getting
rebounds or making passes, or screening
people or scoring," he said. "Whatever
they ask me to do, so I just help out whatever way possible."
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Qive it up for the freshmen ♦ ♦♦
Freshmen Kevin Bower, Dwayne Broyles and Chris Williams join a young Madison squad
BY DAVID BUCK

staff writer
Following a season in which the basketball team posted its best record in six years
and won a share of the CAA title, this
year's squad has a very young look to it.
Gone from last year's team is star point
guard Jabari Outtz, three-year starters
Jamar Perry and Rob Strickland and
reserve Kevan Johnson, all 2000 graduates.
But even though the Dukes may be
young this year, they can still be as dangerous as the team that went undefeated
at home last year. JMU has recruited three
freshmen who come from very solid high
school programs and promise to be contributors on the team this year and into
the future for the program.
Kevin Bower, Dwayne Broyles and
Chris Williams are the newcomers who
are trying to usher JMU into the 21st
century.
Bower, a 6-foot-7-inch forward comes
from Westville, N.J. He went to Tabor
Academy in Massachusetts for high
school, where his team went 24-9 in his
senior year.
Williams is a 6-foot-2-inch point guard
from Clairesville, Ohio, who went to Oak
Hill Academy in Ohio. The program at
Oak Hill was extremely successful while
Williams was there. In his junior year, the
team went undefeated and won the
national title. During his senior campaign,

the team was second in the nation, with
Williams dishing out the most assists of
anyone on the squad.
"Oak Hill was a helluva experience,"
Williams said. "We went all over for tournaments. We got to go to California and
Hawaii. It was a great time."
While he wasn't playing at Oak Hill,
Williams played during the summer for an
All-Ohio AAU team, where he and the 6foot-4-inch Broyles were teammates.
"We had talked about how it would be
cool to go to the same school," Broyles
said. "Playing together over the summer
we got to be pretty good friends. When he
committed to JMU, he called me and since
they were recruiting me too, that played a
big part in my decision."
Before deciding on JMU Broyles
played his high school ball at McKinley
High in his hometown of Canton, Ohio.
McKinley went 18-5 in his junior year,
16-5 in his senior season, and Broyles
was the MVP of the team both years. He
was Canton's player of the year and the
player of the year in his district in his
senior season.
All of the freshmen seem to be on the
same page as to their goals for the team
this year.
"I want us to win the CAAs and get into
the NCAA tournament," Bower said.
"Going to the NCAA tournament as a freshman would be a definite basketball dream."

All of the players are good perimeter
shooters and have a chance to make their
presence felt in their first collegiate season.
But the player with perhaps the
biggest shot at a good amount of playing
time this season is Williams. The only
point guard ahead of Williams on the
team is sophomore David Fanning.
"When I'm in there I just want to stay
solid, not turn the ball over too much and
be able to run the team as best as I can,"
Williams said.
Bower said, "I want to do what I can
to win. I'm not expecting too big things,
I just want to do what they need me to
do. My main goal for the year is to just
get better."
All three players seem to sing the
same song about why they chose JMU
as well.
"The coaching staff is real good,"
Williams said. "I felt real comfortable with
them and felt at home on the campus."
Bower said, "I liked the school when I
saw it. The campus is nice and the coaches are great. I'm also a business major, so
I thought it was a good academic decision too."
Although only time will tell how successful these bailers will be in the future,
the outlook is bright right now for the
future of JMU basketball. As these freshmen mature as players, the future looks
bright for the class of 2004.

FILE PHOTO

Freshman Chris Williams, who has a
good chance of playing time, shoots.
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1

RICHMOND
I999 RECORD: I842
THIRD IN CONFERENCE:

n-5

The Spiders are returing five starters, however
they will be ineligible for post season play.
Next year, the school will move into the
Atlantic-10 Conference, so the only way they
have a chance at an NCAA
appearance is by an atlarge bid.
RICHMOND
Forward Greg Stevenson was the leading scorer last year with 18.5 ppg
and was second in the conference when he
averaged 7.2 boards a game. Throw in a .55
field goal percentage and he should be a top
performer in the conference.
Richmond led the conference in scoring margin
last season and senior Kinte Smith should help
the streak as he hit 40 percent from downtown
last year.

4

JAMES MADISON
1999 RECORD: 20-9
T-FlRST IN CONFERENCE: CM

Pre-season injuries have already put the hurt
on the Dukes for their upcoming season. Junior
transfer forward Ron Anderson (N.C. State) is
out for 6-8 weeks due to
a foot injury. Senior
starter Mickey Dennis,
roommate of Anderson,
suffered the same injury
earlier in the preseason
but is expected to be
back in action within the
first weeks of the season.
Coach Sherman Dillard is optimistic for his
young team. Senior forward (captain) Dwayne
Braxton will pull the defense together while
sophomore center Ian Caskill will be asked to fill
Rob Strickland's shoes at center. Junior forward
Tim Lyle will also help the offensive cause.

7 AMERICAN
AM
1999 RECORD:
R
IH8
T-ElCHTH IN CONFERENCE: 5-ff

Early season misfortune has found junior center Patrick Doctor watching from the bench for
the first 11 games of the season. Due to student
privacy, the terms of the
suspension were not
made public. Doctor
lead his team last year
by averaging 15.4 points
and seven rebounds per
game. He was also
named one of the five
All-"Rip Van Winkle"
sleeper players in the nation by Dick Vitale.
Last year's CAA All-Rookie Tim Washington
(7.3 ppg) and defensive stand-out Saliou-Binet
Telly (94 career blocks) should help the Eagles
threaten the crown this year. With Doctor out,
new coach Jeff Jones has his work cut out for him.
FIRST TEAM ALT-HAA
George Evans, sr. Forward, George Mason
Brett Blizzard, soph. Guard. UNC-Wilmington
Patrick Doctor, jr. Center, American
Greg Stevenson, sr. Forward, Richmond
Jim Moran, sr. F/G, William & Mary

2

GEORGE MASON
1999 RECORD: I9-II
T-FlRST IN CONFERENCE: E-4

"Grandfather of the Conference" senior George
Evans will lead the Patriots again this year and is
aiming for his third consecutive CAA Player of
the Year award.
The league's highest scoring squad a year ago will
mm
</<« / u«- »
return three starters including 29-year-old Evans and M?%TRIOTS
«L
r/
senior guard Erik Herring
\ V //
who averaged 13.6 points
"<^1-^
per game.
Mason has their eyes set on the CAA crown
and eventual NCAA Tournament bid with the
Spiders ineligible.
Tied for first in the conference during the regular season last year, JMU and Mason will
square off Dec. 9 in a possible CAA Championship preview.

5

1999 RECORD: IH9
T-SlXTH IN CONFERENCE: 640

Coach Jeff Capel looked to the family when he
hired his son, former Duke star Jeff Capel III during the off-season as an assistant.
Four returning starters led
by senior forward Andre
§§♦*
McCullum should improve
last season's final standings.
McCullum, a second-team
All-Conference, brings a presence down low which helps
senior guard
Michael
Williams control the floor.
Young talent can be found in sophomore forward Ricardo Marsh, who scored 5.6 points per
game last year, but will be looked to to spark the
offense this upcoming season. In order for the
Monarchs to make any noise in the postseason
they must improve shooting from the perimeter.

VA. ODMMONWEALTH

UNG-WLMINGTON

1999 RECORD: FfH

1999 RECORD: I8-B

FIFTH IN CONFERENCE:

7-9

FOURTH IN CONFERENCE:

The league's best backcourt and recruiting class
could suprise the rest of the CAA down the
stretch. Seniors Bo Jones
and LaMar Taylor return
to the Rams backcourt.
Taylor can hit the deep
shot and led the league in
^ 4
assists last season when he
J, J
averaged 4.8 per game.
%mW
After leading the CAA in
turnovers last year (16.7 per game), coach Mack
McCarthy will look to his twin towers, sophomore Matt Treadwell and senior L.F. Likcholitov, to handle the ball better. But who knows
what will happen when freshman center Denis
Orlov sets foot on the court. The transfers of forwards Shawn Hampton and Reggie Okosa
could leave a bruise on VCU's experience factor.

'#W
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OLD DOMINION

WILLIAM

8

MARY

1999 RECORD: H7

T-SIXTH IN CONFERENCE:

H)

First-year coach Rick Boyages comes from Ohio
State to hopefully put some flare back in the troublesome Tribe. Senior forward Jim Moran averaged 14.1 ppg and 4.7 rpg
and is the only brightspot
for the offense.
._
A
Freshman red-shirt Alex
'\JsJt '■', d
English, who is the son of
Iw/^/
NBA Hall-of-Famer Alex
mW&K'
B
Sr., sat out last season due
*
to injury but is ready to
make his mark.
Also returning is sophomore center Adam
Duggins (8.1 ppg, 55 rpg), junior forward Tom
Strohbehn (8.1 ppg, 5.5 rpg) and senior swingman Mit Winter (9.9ppg, 4.1 rpg) to spark the
struggling defensive unit. The squad lacks quickness which will hurt them in the faster CAA.

The repeat of the CAA crown lies on the
shooting hand of sophomore guard Brett Blizzard, who averaged 15.9
ppg and 2.1 steals a season
ago. Blizzard, who was 48.6
percent from beyond the arc
(best in the nation), was also
the first freshman to be
named to the First-team A1ICAA in 15 years.
Two starters have been lost
but senior point guard Barron Thelmon (9.1
ppg) and senior Marcus Green (21 blocks on the
year) will make up the defensive shell needed.
The five-player recruiting class will help fill the
gaps as coach Jerry Wainwright hopes to lead his
squad to their second consecutive NCAA
appearance.

EAST CAROLINA
1999 RECORD KH8
T-ElCHTH IN CONFERENCE: 5"fl
Conference USA is no place for a CAA cellar
team like the Pirates. Coach Bill Herion will have
to deal with losing three starters and returning
the perimeter pair of junior
guard Brandon Hawkins
(9-9 PPg) and sophomore
guard Travis Holcomb-Faye
(3.1 apg).
It's not a pretty picture for
this lackluster squad that
attracted six new players
during the off-season. The major problems are
inside where Neil Punt (9.9 ppg, 6.3 rpg) will be
missed. Expect freshmen Erroyl Bine, Jimmy
Bishop and Gabriel Mikulas to see plenty of
time m this unofficial CAA season. The Pirates
will not be eligible for this year's post-season
tournament, so why bother?

-ECONDTEAM Al I.PA/^
Bo Jones, sr. Guard, Virginia Commonwealth
Reggie Brown, soph. Guard, Richmond
Erik Herring, sr. Forward, George Mason
Andre McCullum, sr. Forward, Old Dominion
Kinte Smith, sr. Forward, Richmond

8-8

PLAYER of the YEAR
George Evans, George Mason

NEWCOMER of the YEAR
Ron Anderson, James Madison

ocTation BasketbaUPreview
OLD DOMINION

VA. COMMONWEALTH

1999 RECORD: 29-5
FIRST IN CONFERENCE:

1999 RECORD: r>5

16-0

T-THIRD IN CONFERENCE:

The bearer of bad news paid an unwanted visit
to Norfolk. Two-time CAA Player of the Year and
preseason Naismith Player of the Year candidate
Lucienne Berthieu tore her
ACL, and will miss the entire
11$M
season. The injury dealt to the
6-foot-2-inch center/forward is
a devestating blow to Old
Dominion. Berthieu led the
Lady Monarchs last season
with 17.8 ppg and 8.9 rpg. She
will have one more year of eligibility after this season.
Looking to make up for the loss will be senior
Hamchetou Maiga (14 ppg, 7.5 rpg) and junior
Sharron Francis (10.1 ppg). Despite the huge loss
of Berthieu, ODU should have no problem taking
the CAA crown with ease, once again.

5

JAMES MADISON
1999 RECORD: WO
SECOND IN CONFERENCE:

fi-5

The Dukes, this year, will not feature any standout sensations, unlike the rest of the conference.
Instead, they will take on their opponents with a
team effort. Senior guard Mandy White (13.3
ppg) led her squad in
almost every statistical category last season. Unfortunately,
her career is over due
to post-tramatic concussion syndrome.
The loss of White
will open up offensive
opportunities for sophomore forwards Shanna
Price (7.6 ppg), Nadine Morgan (7.4 ppg) and
junior forward Katie Hardbager (4.9 ppg). Junior
transfer Kunika McCoy will bring light to this
otherwise turbulent preseason.

7

RECORD

GEORGE MASON
1999 RECORD: KH9
EIGHTH IN CONFERENCE:

^F

WILLIAM
E-fc

T-SEVENTH IN CONFERENCE:

Hamchetou Maiga, Old Dominion

NEWCOMER of the YEAR
Kelly Ercole, William & Mary

8

MARY

5-H

NINTH IN CONFERENCE:

1999 RECORD: E-K

T-SFVENTH IN CONFERENCE: 7—9t

Only losing one senior, Richmond has experience, depth and talent to challenge ODU this season. The Spiders return 80 percent of their scoring and 90 percent of their rebounding unit."
Point guard Michelle
"Belle" Koclanes averaged 7.56 assists per game
RICHMOND
last season which ranked
her as high as number
three in Division I basketball a season ago.
Richmond's frontcourt of forwards Carolyn
Constantakis, Liz Greene and center Krystn
Gull should prove valuable to the inside game.
Senior guard Candice Edwards (13.2 ppg) will
help from outside the arc. If anyone has a chance
of replacing the dominant ODU squad in the
future, it has to be the Spiders.

6

EAST CAROLINA
1999 RECORD: bM
T-THIRD IN CONFERENCE: 9-7

What a way to finish off their CAA campaign but
to feature seven seniors in their last season in the
conference. Senior guard Roc Canady (10.3 ppg)
and senior forward Tamilla
Murray (4.3 rpg) will be
among the scoring leaders for
the Pirates.
The future also looks bright
as the ECU program recently
signed seven new players.
That depth should help them
next year in their first season
with the Conference USA.
Sophomore forward Tali Robich (6.9 ppg, 4.7
rpg) should help down low as the squad will continue to focus on their inside game to dominate
opponents. Despite the experience, the Pirates will
have trouble competing against other CAA foes.

UNC-WLMINGTON

1999 RECORD: f>Z

After getting knocked off by the Dukes in a double overtime CAA Championship quarterfinal last
year, the Eagles are still in the hunt. But first-year
coach Shann Hart will
have to deal with the
departure of five players
who accumulated for half
the scoring.
Senior Jina Lewis will
accept the offensive role
this year and continue to
dominate the conference
in rebounding (73 rpg last season). The sophomore duo of guard Erin Brady (65 ppg) and forward Maria Werries (73 ppg) will have to produce on both sides of the court if American wants
to make any noise in the CAA. Seven newcomers
should help the depleted guard play.

PLAYER of the YEAR

5-fl

After finishing eighth in the conference last year,
the Patriots will have a new look this year with nine
new faces. Among the returners, are senior forward
Jill Reagan and senior guard Jen Surlas who was
second is conference scoring a season ago.
Don't forget about
senior Tish Wescott, a
CAA All-Rookie team
honoree in 1997-'98, who
has missed the last two
seasons due to academic
requirements.
Fourth-year coach Debbie Taneyhill wants to turn
the GMU program around, bringing in seven transfers and two freshmen. Surlas (16.9 ppg) will continue to be the offensive weapon as she can hurt
teams with her quickness and perimeter shooting.

AMERICAN
1999

9-7

The Rams look to be the most stable team in
the conference returning all five leading scorers,
three of which were in double-digits. Senior
guard Liz Remus (14.7 ppg, 8.1 rpg) will continue her offensive assault
as sophomore sensations
m
Rochelle Luckett (12.9
ppg) and Kristine Austgulen(10.1 ppg) will
contribute to the defensive side.
Senior leadership will be found in Tawanda
Washington (10 ppg, 7 rpg) and Alyssa McKenna
(42 percent from beyond the arc).
If there was anytime to throw off the "Queens of
the CAA," that time would be now. With ODU's
superstar out for the season, the Rams will look to
take the advantage in their match-up on Jan. 25.

3

RICHMOND

1999 RECORD: B-E

H>

T-THIRD IN CONFERENCE:

9-7

There's nowhere to look but up for the Tribe
who only managed one conference win last season. This season sophomore Jen Sobata (13.4
ppg) will lead the team at point guard with
senior Nicole Carbo
(2.2 ppg) completing
the backcourt.
Five
newcomers
including two transfers
will affect an already
sour team chemistry.
Junior forwards Quintina Walker and Andrea Gross will work the post
for the Tribe. Both players are vocal leaders and
use their aggressive play to their advantage.
The bright spot lies in freshman Kelly Ercole
who finshed with 17 points in the squad's first
exihibition game including five trifectas.

Former assistant coach at University of North
Carolina Ann Hancock doesn't have a lot to work
with in her first season at the healm. Junior Jeri
Lynn Coker will be at the point and will look to forwards Shameka Montgomery and junior transfer
Vickey Harper (102 ppg at
Louisburg Junior College)
for the boards.
With teams like Colorado
State and Cincinarh on the
schedule, the Seahawks
will somehow try to surprise the rest of the CAA.
Losing all five starters might have something to do
with the weak depth and limited bench the Seahawks will feature this year.
Top returning scorer Krissy Riggs is in charge of
cleaning up the mess.

FIRST TEAM ALL-CAA
Carolyn Constantakis, sr. Center, Richmond
Hamchetou Maiga, sr. Forward, Old Dominion
Jen Surlas, sr. Guard, George Mason
Rochelle Luckett, soph. Guard, Virginia Commonwealth
Michelle KoclanfcS; jr. Guard. RcnTcnd

ECOND TEAM ALL-CAA
Jina Lewis, sr. Forward, American
Lizz Green, sr. Forward, Richmond
Candice Edwards, sr. Forward, Richmond
Liz Remus, sr. Guard, Virginia Commonwealth
Kate M He', sr. Guard, American
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White out JMU rewrites plans
BY TRAVIS CLINGENPEEL

assistant sports editor
To say the women's basketball
team has had its fair share of injury
problems the last few seasons would
be like saying that Bobby Knight has
temper problems.
In the three seasons that coach Bud
Childers has been at the helm of
JMU's women's basketball program,
the Dukes have suffered more key
losses to injury than most programs
suffer in a decade.
Two seasons ago JMU's injury curse
resulted in an 11-20 season, the worst
winning percentage for a JMU women's
team since 1982-'83, when the team finished 6-18.
"We've been inundated with
[injuries) since I've been here," Childers
said. "We haven't had a healthy full
season out of a team in the three previous years and we're starting this year
behind the eight ball."
Finishing the 1999-'00 season the
Dukes' confidence was running high
after a 19-10 year with a team primarily
made up of underclassmen. JMU was
going to be a team returning five
starters from the previous season.
The off-season changed all that.
Junior guard Jody Williams reaggravated a back injury over the summer
and is now preparing to have surgery.
Williams' career appears to be over.
Junior center Hollie Franklin had
knee surgery immediately following
the season to repair a nick in a tendon.
Recovering from the operation has
taken longer than the coaching staff
anticipated.
"Unfortunately, the rehab in the offseason wasn't as intense and as consistent as we had hoped," Childers said.
Franklin has seen limited playing
time in JMU's first two exhibition

games but is not expected to be back at 9-inch native of Australia this season is
a dramatically better ball-handler and
full strength until early December.
Far and away the most crucial loss shooter from the outside.
"Last year she wouldn't shoot a
came early on in the team's preseason.
three-point shot, this year in practice
After suffering the latest of several
cerebral concussions last summer, we've had to tell her to quit shooting,"
senior Mandy White tried to return to Childers said. "Her outside shooting
the team. Things did not go as well as appears to be much improved from a
year ago."
she had hoped.
Keener will represent JMU as a cap"During preseason there were times
where she couldn't do stuff because it tain for the second year in a row and
will see time at
gave
her
both the point and
headaches," sophoshooting guard.
more guard Jess
"She's
an
Cichowicz said.
We 're going to have to keep experienced player
White
and she's used to
announced the end
our philosophy like we did playing at a high
of her playing
career earlier this last year. Play one game at a level," Childers
said. "She's got a
month due to postreal hunger about
traumatic concustime.
her."
sion syndrome but
Joining Keener at
will remain with
-Bud Childers
basketball coach shooting guard will
the team as a stube junior college
dent assistant this
junior
** — transfer
season.
Kunika McCoy,
"We miss having
her on the court but she's still very who last year was the nation's leading
much a part of the team," senior center scorer among junior college players.
"She's already shown in practice that
Stacey Todd said.
The loss of the Dukes' team captain she has an unbelievable ability to put
the ball in the basket," Childers said.
leaves a gaping hole in their backcourt.
"It's not something where one "When she gets familiar and comfortplayer is going to step up and be top able with our system she's going to be a
scorer every game like she was," dynamite player."
At the forward position Morgan
Cichowicz said.
Sophomore forward Nadine Morgan returns from a freshman campaign in
said, "You can't really fill her void but which she led the team in rebounding. Childers considers Morgan to be
we can step up as a team."
Childers will rely on Cichowicz and the most improved player from last
junior captain Allyson Keener to fill season after spending the off-season
some of White's leadership responsibil- dedicated to improving her pull-up
and mid-range jump shot. Morgan's
ities this season.
Childers has been impressed with leadership is another thing that can't
the improvement that he has seen in be overlooked.
"She's kind of a quiet leader,"
Cichowicz from last season. The 5-foot-

Childers said. "She doesn't say much,
just leads by example. When she does
say something they sit back and take
notice."
The other starting forward will be
junior Katie Hardbarger, a multifaceted player who can score on the
low post or shoot the three.
"She creates a real problem for other
teams to defend," Childers said. "This
fall she's just been tremendous."
With Franklin unable to see regular
playing time in the early going, Todd
will be counted on as the go-to player
down low. Todd averaged 21.6 minutes
and 6.5 points per game last season.
Childers expects to see even better
things this season.
"She has a real high command of
what we're doing," Childers said. "I
think she's in store for a big year."
Childers will lead a team into the
regular season that is still looking to get
a feel for itself, a feel for its style.
"We can run or we can slow it
down," Morgan said. "We just kind of
mold to what the game is doing."
Cichowicz said, "We look for what
the other team's weakness is and we go
for it."
After failing to receive an at-large
bid to the Women's National Invitational Tournament last season because
of a weak schedule, the Dukes have
their most difficult schedule in recent
memory this season.
"It's (the schedule) not user friendly," Childers said. "We went out looking to up the ante a little bit."
Childers and company aren't concerned with taking on a more difficult
schedule with several critical injuries,
they look forward to the challenge.
"We're going to have to keep our philosophy like we did last year," Childers
said. "Play one game at a time."
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Quiet leader makes big noise for JMU
Todd is loud in action, soft in words as co-captain for the Dukes
BY CHRIS BAST

contributing writer
Senior. Captain. Leader.
These three words help describe Stacey
Todd and what she means to the women's
basketball program. A 6-foot-2-inch senior
from Englewood, Colo., Todd is the lone
representative from the Class of 2001 on
the team this year and will be a major
influence in its success.

I/Mitt*
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JESSICA FOSSETTIsiaffpholoitrupher

Senior Stacey Todd has been elected
as one of this season's team captains.
Todd's beginnings in basketball were
innocent enough. She took up the sport in
the fifth grade so she could play with her
next-door neighbor. Since then, Todd has
grown into a key asset for a Division I basketball program. In high school, Todd was
all-state honorable mention in Colorado
and was selected to play in the senior allstar game.
In her collegiate career, she is the only
player in Dukes' history to have played in
all 31 games as a sophomore. She also
played in every game her junior season,
starring the last 12. Todd was chosen as a
CAA Scholar-Athlete in 1999 and 2000,
and she was picked as CAA Player of the
Week last February after averaging 20
points and 11 rebounds over two pivotal
conference match-ups.
Though she averaged only 6.5 points
and 5.7 rebounds a game last season, she
came on late. Todd started the last 12
games and came through with clutch performances like her seven-of-eight from the
field and eight straight points in the last
minute and 35 seconds against Richmond
on Feb. 4. That stretch proved that Todd
•> as capable of helping the Dukes win in
anyway she can.
"Stacey, from the beginning of the season last year to the end of the season,
changed her role as much as any player
could in that short of time span," coach

preview posted on the Web site. "She went
from being a role player who had little
impact in the outcome of games, to being a
go-to player down the stretch when our
team needed a basket or a key rebound."
As a co-captain for the second straight
year, this time alongside sophomore
Nadine Morgan and junior Allyson Keener,
Todd sees her role on the team as a leader
both on and off the court. "I'd like to be a
major contributor," Todd said. "To contribute anyway I can."
She said she hopes she can be an example to the other players. Todd prides herself
on her intensity, hard work and determination and would like to
be able to show her
teammates how it
should be done.
One of the ways
Todd has done this is by
helping the new players.
Freshman
forward
G'Ann Lauder said
because she and Todd
both play in the post
position, Todd has been
able to help her to better
learn the position.
"She made the transition from high school to college easier,"
Lauder said.
Todd lists her knowledge of the game
and her leadership ability among her
strengths. As the lone senior this year, she
will rely on this as she tries to improve her
weaknesses: left-hand scoring and post
defense. "There is a lot of stuff I need to
work on," she said.
Todd seems to be doing what she needs
to establish her role on the team, Lauder
said. Not only is Todd a big scorer,
rebounder and leader for this team, but she
also encompasses all aspects of team chemistry and has helped to reinforce the idea of
the team as a whole. "She just needs to keep

doing what she is doing" Lauder said.
Todd is the silent leader type. She doesn't come across as overbearing or pretentious. Instead she leads by her actions
instead of her words. "She's always hustling," Lauder said. "She never complains.
She is a leader by her actions on the floor."
No matter how this season turns out,
Todd has enjoyed being part of the team.
She said she feels lucky to have the opportunity to be at a Division I school and that
if she had to do it all over again, she'd do it
the same way.
As with most team sports, Todd said
the camaraderie that comes along with
being part of a team
and the team-building
process has been the
most worthwhile part
of playing basketball.
She said she made her
closest friends through
basketball — friends
that she will keep the
rest of her life.
— G'Ann Lauder
"Every year we're
on Stacey Todd just so close," Todd
said. "Over the last
four years we've
spent more time
together ... they are my family. I can't
imagine not having 12 or 13 people to
talk to. I have been on a team all my
life."
After graduating in May, Todd will
most likely return to Colorado with a
degree in recreational management and
hopes to work with children. When she
leaves, she will take with her fond memories of her basketball days at JMU. She said
that looking back on it, basketball has
meant everything to her. It is who she is.
When asked to describe herself in one
word Todd said, "Dedicated."
Whether it is with her team, her coaches, the program or herself, she is dedicated

She never complains. She
is a leader by her actions
on the floor.

-99—

senior
«
Pfwt-2inch fom
Englewood, Colo.
..

Career Highlights: '-,-£ V.
• team co-captain COO}:
• three double-doubles in February'00
• CAA Player of the Week (2/7/00)
• CAA Scholar-Athlete ('99/00)
^GTESchj^^
• played in every game COO)

photo courtesy u/SPORTS MEDIA

Todd scored seven points in the Dukes'
season opener against Georgetown.
to what she does. This dedication is reflected on how she wants to be perceived when
her playing days are over.
Todd said that when people look back
on her years at JMU she wants them to be
able to say that she was a hardworking
person who really cared about her team.
Todd is, and will continue to be the leader
for this, her last, JMU team.
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This girl from down under is no croc
Sophomore guard has big shoes to fill with loss ofsenior Mandy White
BY PATRICE SEKO

contributing writer
Many powerful and dominating
creatures travel the seas from the "land
down under" only to strike terror into
the hearts of their foes.
Great white sharks. Portuguese
man-of-wars. JMU point guards.

Swimming with sharks

the 11 assists she notched against
DePaul last season, which was one
below the school single game record.
However, as with most stories, there
is another side.
At the end of the season last year,
Cichowicz suffered from a frayed
nerve in her left wrist. Rehabilitation
was not effective leaving surgery as the
only option.
"I went the whole summer without
being able to lift a weight or shoot a
basketball," Cichowicz
said. "It was killing me."
Whether it was an outstanding season or per-

More specifically, Australian native
Jess Cichowitz, the
sophomore
point
guard
for
the
women's basketball
team who is return- / Went the Whole SUmmer sonal determination, a
ing for her second
. ,
, .
, ,
,.r fully recovered Cichowseason at JMU should without being able to lift iCZ is bursting with
strike fear in her comeagerness to get back
petitors. Unfortunateonto the court to comly for her opponents,
pete.
she left the Outback
"It's the only sport I
at the beginning of
ever
played," Cichowicz
— Jess Cichowicz
this school year with
said.
sophomore guard
more determination
than ever.
Coming to the new
"She feels even
world
more confident now because she's
Her fondness for basketball started
played a year here in the United
at age 5, when her father introduced
States," coach Bud Childers said.
her to a sport the entire family loved. It
Childers continued to explain that
was only a matter of time before she
with this newfound confidence,
quickly developed her own love for the
Cichowicz's game has tremendously
game.
improved in the off-season. "Her ballSince schools in Australia do not
handling has gotten better and she's
have athletic programs, Cichowicz was
grown bigger and stronger," he said.
forced to venture outside of the educaSo who threw the gasoline on this
tional spectrum in her free time and
fire of confidence? The statistics tell
play for club basketball teams. She jugone side of the story.
gled a vigorous schedule of studying,
Maybe it was the fact that she now
playing the clarinet and saxophone for
holds the JMU freshman assist record
her high school band and practicing
at 131. Or it might be because she has
basketball.
the eighth-highest season assist total in
All of her work finally paid off
school history. And you cannot forget
when she reserved her spot on the all-

-a

a weight or shoot a
basketball.

FILE PHOTO

Sophomore Jess Cichowicz scored five points and had two steals in the Dukes' seasonopening 75-70 loss to Georgetown in the Women's National Invitational Tournament.
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state under 16 team.
The team advanced
to the state finals
and won the gold,
which gave them the
honor of being
named the best team
in Australia for that
age group.
From her excellent performance in
the series, Cichowicz was invited to
attend the All-Australian under-16 camp, an extremely
honorable camp in Australia. As the
years progressed, she had a feeling she
would play for many more years to
come.
"I just kept telling everyone 'I'm
going to play in college,' but I never
thought it would happen, it
just a dream," Cichowicz said.
And as history has shown
us, America is the land
where dreams are fulfilled.
Now at JMU, she is
living her dream to
the fullest.

As for the rest of
this season, Cichowicz
anticipates her competition. She feels the
team's hardest game
will be against Old
Dominion University.
"That's our goal
-Bud Childers every year — to beat
basketball coach them," Cichowicz
said.
With her confidence
and unstoppable determination, Cichowicz may help lead the
team to more victories than last season.
Only two players are seniors this
year, which results in
an extremely young
team. One of the
two seniors, co-captain Mandy White,
is injured and out
for the season. Thus
Cichowicz
has
emerged as a leader on
the court.
"In Mandy's place she's
trying to absorb that
heart and soul
type spirit of the
team," Childers said.
"She's the floor leader
because she is the point
guard. If you watch us practice right now you'll see Jess
more vocal, more demanding
)f her teammates."
Even sophomore forward Chante Alexander recognizes her rise to leadership,
he's definitely a great leader in
it guard position," she said.
Childers said, "Jess is a very
intelligent girl. It's going to take a
very good basketball player to displace Jess off the court. That's for
sure."

She's trying to absorb that
heart and soul type spirit
of the team.

Stepping up
Academically, she
is pursuing an ISAT
major. Athletically,
i
within the past year
alone, she has carved her
name in the basketball
record books. In addition,
she has set a series of career
highs that she plans to beat in
the future. She scored a personal best of 18 points against
American University last season
and marked eight rebounds
against the University of Richmond.
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Two junior college big dogs joinJMWs pack
JMU picks up a top scorer ana a low post presence in McCoy and Ryan
BY DAN.BOWMAN
credit for her success
staffwnter
„My mother ^ g
One woman is a natural scor- active and she got me involved
ing leader. The other, a low post with sports at an early age "
presence.
McCoy said. "She always supWhen the Dukes picked up ported me, especially when I was
junior forward/guard Kunika little. My skills improved as I got
McCoy from Wabash Valley Col- older, and I've always looked at
lege in Mount Carmel, 111., they them as a gift from God.
not only picked up the nation's
As far as role models are conleading scorer (27.4 per game in cerned, McCoy looks to a Washthe junior college ranks), they ington Mystic WNBA superstar.
also picked up
"Chamiqua
a dedicated
Holdsclaw is
leader on and
my biggest role
off the court.
/
think
that
I
will
make
model in the
When
the
of basketan important impact game
Dukes picked
ball," McCoy
up junior forsaid. "She is
on the team.
ward Marquitvery sweet and
ta Ryan from
—Kunika McCoy she plays a simNew Mexico
on her first season at JMU ilar game to
Junior College
how I would
in
Hobbs,
like to play.
»
N.M.,
they
She's
very
were able to gain a strong-bodied aggressive and a hustler on the
presence for rebounding as well team. I followed her all throughas an all-around team player.
out college, and simply love her
game."

,
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A long way from the Y

"I think that I will make an
important impact on the team,
but I'm not one to brag," McCoy
said. "Considering I led the
nation in scoring in junior college
last season, I feel I could possibly
make a good scoring impact as
well as a rebounding impact for
the team this season."
McCoy first started playing
basketball at age 5, when she
played with the neighborhood
boys at the local YMCA. Even as
a rugrat she was showing the
big boys how to get the job
done. But she doesn't take all the

Just playin' the game
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Ryan also started bringing the
noise at an early age. Growing up
in Dong Beach, Calif. She started
playing ball in middle schol. And
As for the future success of the
"I've always known that I was
like McCoy, Ryan is very modest two ladies, few questions remain. Division I material and could
when it comes to her ultimate McCoy and Ryan seem to be con- play at the level with most of that
influence.
fident in their abilities and what competition," McCoy said. "I feel
"I got started playing basket- they can add to this squad.
that I will have to make some
ball in seventh grade," Ryan
So does coach Bud Childers.
adjustments to my game to fit
said. "I just tried out for the team
into the coach's scheme and to
and happened to make it. As far Great expectations
fulfill my expectations. But the
as my biggest influence in the
"Kunika was the nation's lead- adjustments will be made quickgame, I would say the Lord. I ing scorer last year in junior col- ly, and should impact the team
just play the game. That's my lege, first team Ail-American," for the better."
motivation."
Childers said. "She's already
Although Ryan's role on the
shown in practice she has an team is less about excitement and
unbelievable ability to put the ball more about sacrifice, she too feels
in the basket. When she gets confident and willing to adjust for
familiar and comfortable with our the good of the team.
system, she's
"Division I
going to be a
- ball is different
dynamite playand
a
lot
er."
Division I ball is
tougher — it's a
Childers was
challenge,"
different and a lot
quick to remark
Ryan said. "My
on how much of tougher- it's a challenge ^me win come
an impact Ryan
°
as the season
would also bring
— Marquitta Rvan progresses and
to the team this
on the transition from junior colfege I'll just have to
season.
get used to
"We recruiteverything."
ed her (Ryan)
Although this
to give us a little more athleti- season will be one of new faces
cism at the post," Childers said. and adjustments for Childers and
"She's left handed, which I the Dukes, their chances of
think is a tremendous advan- improving on a 19-11 season last
tage for any basketball player. I year seem fairly high.
think she'll nestle in there and
"Our team was second in the
have a hole where she's going conference last season, but a lot of
to be a defender and crash the the faces are returning," Ryan
offensive boards."
said. "I think we have a good
McCoy seems to have the con- chance at beating Old Dominion
fidence necessary to go out and as long as we do what we need to
have a break-out performance do on the court. It's there for the
JESSICA ?OSSETXIstuj}photographer this season. Her poise is impecca- taking if we want it."
ble, yet her modesty remains high
At Wabash Valley Community College McCoy was the nation's
McCoy said, "My major out— a most dangerous combination look so far is for our team to get
leading scorer among junior college players, averaging 27.4 ppg.
for opposing defenders.
off to a good start. Because we

'tehee COO)
A points, 8.9
blocked shots
V
[track and field
>ard ft9% W)

J
have been invited to the WNIT
(Women's National Invitational
Tournament) this year, we have a
chance to do that by competing
against some of the nation's top
teams. And that should prepare
us for the stretch run, where I feel
we can win the CAA conference."
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n

JESSICA FOSSETTA/,/// photographer
Junior Marquitta Ryan will bring
more athleticism to the post.
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The New Class enrolls at the Convo
Culbertson, Lander bring well-balanced attack to recess
BY DREW WILSON

contributing writer
With several star players injured on
the women's basketball team, the chance
to step up and help the team is available
to almost any player.
Two players who will have the chance
to play key roles this season are freshmen Mary Beth Culbertson and G'ann
Lauder. The roommates both came from
winning programs and will look to
improve their new team and make an
impact.

A Family Affair
Culbertson arrives at JMU from
Havertown, Pa., where she attended
Archbishop John Carroll High School.
The school was the Philadelphia
Catholic League champion in 2000, and
the runner-up in '99. Culbertson was
also a member of the AAU Philadelphia
Rebels team that was the national runner-up in 1999.
Basketball runs in the family for Culbertson. Her sister, Karen, is a junior basketball player at lona University.
A 5-foot-ll-inch guard, Culbertson
was an all-state honorable mention in
2000, Main Line Life Player of the Year
in 2000, All-Catholic League in 19982000, All-Main Line 1998-'00, AllDelaware County 1998-'00 and a Main
Line Life All-Star 1998-'O0.
So how did she choose JMU?
"I like this school itself besides the
basketball program," Culbertson said.
"It's a great environment. I took four visits and JMU was the first. After that, I
kind of knew 1 wanted to come here."
Coach Bud Childers said, "We knew
about her initially through her high

PHOTO COURTEST Y OF SPORTS MEDIA

Freshman Mary Beth Culbertson will be a
key defender this season for the Dukes.
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school team and her AAU team, the is an old friend of Childers. "He said he
Philadelphia Rebels. We always liked her had a kid I might want to look at because
game. She is a tough-minded kid who is she was a dandy," Childers said. "We
a good ball handler and shooter and she really liked what we saw. She is a good
works hard on defense. She is just a real scorer and can shoot the three. She can
also put it on the floor and take it to the
solid player."
hole when she needs to. She is an intelliCulbertson said that her high school
was fast-paced and up-tempo, the same gent player."
Lauder, who is a biology major, not
style of play here. "The thing 1 need to
work on most is my defense," she said. only chose JMU because of the good
"Players are much quicker in college. coaching staff and Childers' track record,
but also because of
Because of the
the good academics
injuries on the team,
and
its location in a
I can definitely earn
beautiful part of the
some valuable minBoth are good players and will country. She said it
utes, but it starts
perfect because
with practice."
have an impact this season. was
she really wanted to
Childers
said,
They will add depth to the go to a big school.
"She may not standLauder said
out during a game,
team.
the hardest adjustbut she usually is
-Bud Childers ment was going
always helping the
on Culbertson and Lauder from the best player
team succeed. You
on the team to
can see that by lookbeing mediocre
ing at her statistics."
because of the
intensity and level of play, as well the
That's what friends are for
Lauder came from a good program at conditioning and strength.
"The overall skills are there, but peoRegina High School in Maple Heights,
ple
are way faster and stronger in colOhio. Her team won the Ohio state
championship in 2000, where Lauder lege," Lauder said. "I think I will get
was named MVP of the state tourna- quality minutes, but I will get ample
ment. She also was named to the All-Pri- playing being a freshman. I think I will
vate School League 1999-'00, All-Root- get just as much playing time as anyone
stown District 1999-'00, All-North Coast else though."
Childers is optimistic about both
League 1997-'98, All-Orange District
athletes.
1997-'98, All-State 1998-'99 and the 2000
"Both are good players and will have
Northeast Region Division III Player of
an impact this season," Childers said.
the Year.
Lauder, a 5-foot-ll-inch forward, was "Both came from winners and they are
named one of Women's Basketball Journal's confident players. They will add depth
Top 100 Juniors in the U.S. in 1999 and to the team."
Childers said that the difference
was inducted into the Ohio Girls' Basketbetween
high school basketball and colball Hall of Fame in 2000.
Lauder's high school coach, Pat Diulus, lege basketball is the more intense com-

petition factor and the more agressive
pace. "They are better prepared because
they both came from good programs," he
said. "Because of the injuries on the
team, they have the ability to get quality
minutes, but you cannot predict the
number of minutes yet."
Lauder and Culbertson will both get
their chance Nov. 21 against Virgnia Tech
in Blacksburg.

JESSICA R)SSErTlsluffpholuf;rapher
Freshman G'Ann Lauder was referred to
Childers by a coaching friend in Ohio.
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P/ease cfon't feed the animals
BY JEFF COLSH
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

They are wild and crazy about basketball. So crazy they belong in a cage.

The Zoo Cage

of about 30 guys are at every game.
The number of crazy fans grows,
however, for the biggest games there are
more than 100 students in the section.
These "animals" go all out in showing
heir spirit. Junior Mike Confer, another
faithful member, said the group paints
themselves purple and gold and a few
will lead the section in cheers.
The Zoo Cage is not an exclusive
group — it is general admission seating open to all JMU students. There
are a total of 164 seats
___ available.

You can't miss them. If the purple and
gold paint doesn't give it away, the
screaming, standing, jumping, cheering
and yelling will. These students are the
fiercely loyal fans that attend every basketball game. They make up the Zoo
Cage. From tip-off to the
final whistle they take
their place behind the — ££
basket nearest to the
Everyone tries to get the Double trouble
Dukes' bench.
According to Sports
opposing players
5?JKAS?
Media Director Gary
company,
as the Duke
riled up.
Michaels, the term Zoo
Club
will
be
involved
Cage originated in the
in
placing
students
on
mid 1990s under the
— Mike Confer the floor.
Zoo Cage resident
previous athletic direc"Students have a
tor Don Lemish.
unique
ability to create a
The Zoo Cage is
motivational atmosactually the continuation of the Electric phere that spurs on a team when they're
Zoo, which got its origins at Godwin doing well and picks them up when
Hall, where men and women's basket- they're down," said Nick Langridge, the
ball games were played before the Con- development field manager for the Duke
vocation Center was erected in 1982. Club.
The Zoo Cage consists of four sets of
Things will be a little different this
bleachers on the east end open solely for year on the floor, as two more student
students.
sections have been opened up solely for
It is the basket the visiting team will the Student Duke Club.
shoot at during the first half, and JMU
The members of the Duke Club pay
in the second.
$25 for benefits for all sports events,
Eric Baer, a junior and a loyal con- such as prime seats for basketball
stituent of the Zoo Cage, said a core group games and T-shirts.

DO TWAT
IF J W£Re

you...

-n

SETH CASANAJslaffarrisi

More seats will be opened behind the and cheer real loud when they run out
basket on the west side, opposite of the on the court."
Zoo Cage, all four rows of bleachers,
And if the Dukes win, the celebration
beneath the pep band, formerly occu- has just begun for the Zoo Cage.
pied by the cheerleaders and Dukettes.
"Everyone goes out on the floor,"
Now, the two sections directly behind Confer said. "Sometimes the refs and
the basket will be open to Student Duke ushers will try and stop us."
Club members.
"We normally storm the floor after a
This does not take away from the big win," Baer said.
Zoo Cage's importance. Floor seating
Coach Sherman Dillard and his team
for the Zoo Cage will remain open, have benefited from the Zoo Cage's presthese new sections are just in addition, ence. The men's team has won 18 straight
Langridge said.
home games, including all 13 last season.
Ultimately, the goal of everyone
"That group has been a real plus for
involved is more unity and overall sup- us," Dillard said. "We've had a lot of sucport of more students.
cess here; a lot of it I attribute to the Zoo
"Right now we're not even filling the Cage. I appreciate what they do for this
existing student secentire basketball team."
tions, and we'd love to
The players are
see them filled, but need
thankful for the support
to see those sections
too, including senior
They're great fans... guard
packed before we can
Mickey Dennis.
warrant taking away
"They're
fans," he
They're really into it. said. "Igreat
seats from our season
appreciate
ticket holders," Laneveryone who comes to
gridge said.
the games. But they're
If the existing stu— Mickey Dennis really into it."
dent sections are filled,
on the Zoo Cage's "animals"
more sections closer to
Students wanted
the floor will be
Students who don't
reserved. Until then, it is
sit in the Zoo Cage are
up to the loyal fans on the floor.
missing out, Confer said. Almost all of
the remaining student sections are two
levels up from the floor and "nowhere
The sixth man
near as much fun," Confer said.
"You're so close that you're able to
Baer said he hopes this year there
give the players support just by being are enough student supporters to fill up
loud," Baer said. "It's more fun. It makes the bleacher areas behind both baskets.
you feel like you're making a difference."
But even with the help of the Student
Part of that difference is affecting the Duke Club, it is ultimately up to the
players on the opposing team Confer said. student body to come support the bas"Everyone tries to get the opposing ketball teams.
players riled up," Confer said. But while
JMU has a school-wide enrollment
they take a thrill in causing a key error near 15,000 but still cannot fill its 164-seat
late in the game by the visitor, their first Zoo Cage section for basketball games.
job is to support their home team.
"We want everyone else to get just
"Most of the guys get there early, as excited as we are," Confer said. "If
about 6:45 or 7 [p.m. for a 7:30 start)," people have friends, they should bring
Confer said. "We watch them warm up their friends."

u

FILE PHOTO

A Zoo Cage fan breaks out the school spirit for a Dukes game. At least 30 students are regulars at the loud, enthusiastic student spot.
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